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JUNE 6, 2001 CLASS 3 PERMIT MODIFICATION REQUEST
CENTRALIZED CONFIRMATION FACILITY

Permittee Comments regarding the submission of the Class 3 Modification to the
hazardous waste facility permit (HWFP) entitled Centralized Waste
Confirmation.
The request was filed with the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) on
June 6, 2001. Public information meetings were held on July 17-19, 2001 in
Carlsbad, Albuquerque, and Santa Fe in compliance with 20.4.1.900 NMAC
(incorporating 40 CFR Part 270). In addition, a meeting was held on September
7, 2001 to allow additional discussion of issues of concern, relating to the CCF.
Public comments are to be submitted in writing by September 27, 2001.
These comments are submitted by the Permittees as a preliminary response to
issues raised at the public meetings. Since these comments are submitted
contemporaneously with written comments submitted by other interested parties,
they necessarily are not able to address specific comments directly. The Class
3 process is designed to accommodate a detailed discussion of the issues
through issuance of a draft permit and public hearings. Specific concerns of the
parties will be addressed further through the process as appropriate. Permittees
are reserving all rights allowed under the regulations to continue to respond to
issues raised by the regulator and other parties. Following are general
comments of Permittees regarding issues raised at our public meetings:
GENERAL COMMENTS

1. Why is this modification needed?
There were several questions raised at the meetings regarding why there is a
need to carry out confirmation activities at WIPP as opposed to carrying out the
same activities at the generator sites. Indeed, confirmation activities are
currently taking place at the generator sites that have large quantities of waste
destined for WIPP. These sites include Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL),
Hanford, Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL),
Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site (RFETS) and the Savannah River
Site (SRS). At the time the original permit for WIPP was submitted, it was
anticipated that confirmation activities would also take place at other sites
throughout the complex that had smaller quantities of waste destined for WIPP.
Experience garnered through the actual operation of WIPP has shown that it is
not efficient or environmentally desirable to carry out confirmation at these small
quantity sites (SQS). The status quo would be to carry out confirmation at the

SQS with mobile units or to construct the capability to carry out confirmation at
each site. Construction of such facilities at each SQS would be costly and time
consuming. Moreover, the quantity of waste at these sites is so small (about 3%
of the total volume of waste destined for WIPP) that the unit cost of confirmation
per drum for such a plan is significantly higher than if confirmation for all of this
waste were carried out in one central location. Cost alone is not a determining
factor, but if there are other avenues of confirmation that are similarly protective
of health and the environment that result in significant cost savings those
processes should be pursued. This is the case for centralized confirmation.
Using mobile units to carry out confirmation at the generator sites would likely be
less expensive than building permanent facilities at each site, but under present
economic conditions only two mobile units have been constructed and it is not
likely that more will be constructed in the near future. Confirmation could be
carried out sequentially at the SQS with these mobile units, but this would
extend the timetable for completion of the cleanup of these sites. Since most of
the SQS are nearer to population centers than the WIPP, an extension of time in
the cleanup results in a relatively higher risk of exposure to a greater number of
people. Given current budget realities, it is likely that building facilities at each
site would also extend the cleanup time because it is unlikely that such facilities
could be built at all sites simultaneously. Again, extension of the time period for
cleanup at these sites means the risk of exposure to larger populations is
increased.
The overall risk to workers in doing confirmation at a central facility is similar to
that expected in doing confirmation at the generator sites. This modification is
not asking for a change in the number of drums for which confirmation is carried
out. The confirmation will merely be carried out in one single location rather
than 17 different locations. The location where these activities would be carried
out would also be more accessible to New Mexico regulators for their oversight.
2. Concern that transport of waste would somehow be less safe if
characterization and confirmation are not both carried out prior to shipment.
Several comments were made to the effect that this request would result in only
"partial" characterization of the waste prior to shipping and that shipment of this
"partially" characterized waste would be unsafe. In fact, all waste must be fully
characterized in a manner that will satisfy applicable Department Of
Transportation (DOT), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and NMED
requirements. The waste will also meet the requirements of the WIPP Waste
Acceptance Criteria (WAC). The activities that would be carried out at WIPP
under this modification would be the quality assurance process that is required
by the permit prior to final disposal of the waste.
The characterization process that will be carried out at the generator sites under
this proposal will be predicated on protection of the health and safety of workers

and the public. The first step in the characterization process will be the
generation of an Acceptable Knowledge (AK) package for each waste stream.
This process will be carried out by a team of professionals that work to audited
and approved procedures which will allow them to make a valid assessment of
the sufficiency of the AK package to assure that all requirements of the WIPP
HWFP have been met. If the AK is not sufficient to meet the requirements of the
HWFP and the shipping requirements for TRUPACT-lls, then additional tests will
be carried out to assure that the waste stream is adequately characterized.
Generally, the additional tests will be radiography of the drums or other sampling
and analyses designed to elicit the information needed to assure that the waste
meets the WIPP WAC prior to shipment.
An overall transportation plan has already been developed for the shipments of
waste to the WIPP facility. This modification will not impact that plan.
3. Sufficiency of the audit process under the modification requested.
The modification make no changes to the audit requirements. All of the
requirements contained within the current HWFP will be maintained.
The only change is geographical. An audit of the AK processes will be
performed at the first site at which this modification is implemented. At
subsequent sites the same processes and procedures will be implemented and
therefore another audit is not necessary unless, for some reason, it is necessary
to change the process and procedures. The subsequent sites will still be subject
to surveillance and unannounced, random audits as specified in the current
HWFP. Since the same process and procedures are employed at each site a
greater degree of consistency will be obtained.
These AK processes and procedures will be subject to the annual audit
requirement.
The WIPP facility will be subject to an initial audit for all of the confirmation
processes performed at this location. The WIPP facility will be subject to
surveillance and unannounced, random audits as well as annual audits as
specified in the current HWFP.
The response to a particular query on this issue is included in Attachment 1
along with AK gathering information.

4. Disposition of Prohibited Items

Several comments were made as to concern about the potential for prohibited
•
items being shipped to WIPP and what would happen to such items if they
should arrive at WIPP. Confirmation activities are intended to be a quality
assurance check on the characterization of each waste stream. If prohibited
items are found at the confirmation stage it could be an indication that there is a
deficiency in the characterization process. In fact, the entire process is
designed to assure that the characterization of waste is trustworthy. Because of
the care that is taken to assure that characterization is of high quality, it is very
unlikely that a prohibited item would be shipped to WIPP. However, if such an
item should appear in a drum that arrives at WIPP, there is a plan in place to
assure that such prohibited item is not disposed of at WIPP. In fact, an
important part of this request is for the ability to manage on site any prohibited
item that is amenable to such management (for example, puncturing of an
aerosol can or adsorption of any free liquid). Neither of these methods for
managing prohibited items are considered treatment. Both puncturing of aerosol
cans and adsorption of free liquids is currently performed at other facilities in
New Mexico without the need for a treatment permit.
Items that cannot be managed on site will be shipped to another site for proper
management or returned to the generator site. While it is desirable that no
prohibited item ever be shipped to WIPP, The Hazardous Waste Act recognizes
that such events may occur occasionally and that is why the process calls for a
plan for dealing with these items if they should appear at the site. Confirmation
at WIPP will be just as successful in assuring that prohibited items are not
disposed of in the facility as carrying out the same activity at each one of the
generator sites.
5. Confirmation activities as a change in the intended operation at WIPP.
Several comments were made that the confirmation activities requested in this
modification constituted a change in the purpose or intended operation at WIPP.
Such comments are not correct. WIPP was permitted as a storage and disposal
facility and will continue to be a storage and disposal facility.
Confirmation of the waste must take place prior to disposal. Under current
circumstances, the activities necessary to support such confirmation are being
carried out at the generator sites, including at LANL. Confirmation activities are
not unusual and are part of the progression of waste from the sites that are
being cleaned up for final disposal at WIPP. In this request, the Permittees are
asking to set aside a portion of the facility that is not currently being used, for the
purpose of carrying out confirmation activities at the WIPP site rather than at the
small quantity sites. These activities are not considered to be unduly hazardous
to health and safety at the facilities where they are currently being performed
and would not be unduly hazardous merely by the fact that they are carried out
atWIPP.

Particular concerns have been raised regarding the potential opening of drums
at the site for visual examination or to remove a prohibited item. Indeed,
previous testimony at the HWFP hearing indicated that it would not be desirable
to open drums at the waste handling facility because of the potential for
contamination of the facility. This modification request does not contemplate
that drums will be opened within the waste handling facility without added
protection. The opening of drums, if necessary, would take place in a glove box
that is separately filtered and isolated from the rest of the facility. Therefore, the
waste handling facility will continue to be free from potential contamination. In
each case, the activity has been permitted because such activity can be done
without undue risk to the workers who are performing the activity.
6. Concerns about safety of operation and the potential impact on water, soil
and air.
Several comments were made as to the analysis of the impact of the
modification on safety and the environment. As a part of this process a full
review of safety issues is being carried out. This includes a Safety Analysis
Report and Risk Assessment. Both documents are undergoing final review. In
addition the environmental impacts have been considered as part of a
Supplement Analysis. The results of these studies will be made available to the
administrative record hearing officer and interested parties as they are
completed. The Supplement Analysis is included as Attachment 2.
The exposure routes via air, water and soil have been addressed in the initial
permit application (Chapter 0). This modification does not change any of that
information.

7. Expansion of permitted storage space and time.
The initial request for the CCF asked for an unlimited extension of time for
storage for waste containers that would be confirmed at WIPP. This submission
limits that request to an extension from 60 days to 1 year. Such extension is
necessary to accommodate a variety of tasks in the confirmation process
including the required aging criteria for drums prior to sampling and analyses.
Most comments were positive regarding the limitation of time requested.
Some questions were also raised as to the necessity to expand the amount of
space requested for storage. The request includes all floor space in the area
where containers will be stored during the confirmation process. It is not
anticipated that all available space will have drums stored at all times. It was
necessary to have the entire space permitted so that drums could be managed

throughout the confirmation facility. Containers will be tagged and coded so
that, at any time, their progress through the confirmation process can be
determined. Containers undergoing confirmation may be stored at any location
throughout the permitted portions of the facility.
8. Benefits of approval of this request.
Permittees believe that there are several benefits that would accrue to the state
and the nation by approval of this process. Confirmation at a central facility at
WIPP would allow the regulators more convenient physical access to the
confirmation process. The facility would enhance the ability to clean up TRU
waste management sites more quickly and at a reduced cost. Generally the
effects on health and safety would be positive. Confirmation must take place at
some point in the process of moving waste from the generator sites to final
disposal at WIPP, so the exposure to workers will be approximately equivalent.
Processes carried out at WIPP are more isolated from population centers and
therefore reduce potential exposure to the public. Transportation safety will
continue to be assured by compliance with DOT regulations and the WAC.
These systematic analyses of hazards and their mitigation will result in
processes at WIPP that are inherently safe.
9. Cost of various options available for confirmation.
Several comments were received regarding justification of the cost information
submitted within the modification. Available cost information is included in
Attachment 3.
10. Optimization Plan
Several comrnenters requesting the Optimization Plan made a request. The
Optimization Plan is in final review and is not available as yet. This document
details the overall picture of how the DOE will manage multiple aspects (i.e.,
generation, characterization, transportation, disposal) of defense related waste
and is not specific to anything in the confirmation modification.
11. Waste confirmation equipment design and operation
Comments were received requesting information on the design, setup and
operation of the equipment that will be used for confirmation of waste at the
WIPP. This includes the following:
Non-destructive assay
Radiography
Headspace gas sampling and analysis
Visual examination (glovebox)

The information on all of these systems is included in Attachment 4.
The Waste Handling Building is operated at a pressure that is less than that of
the outside air. The supply air is delivered at approximately 15,000 cubic feet
per minute while the exhaust is operated at 16,000 to 17,000 cubic feet per
minute thereby keeping the building at a lower pressure. The system has
pressure differential dampers that allow control of the pressure in specific areas.
The normal operating differential pressure is about 0.5 inches of water gauge
and is alarmed at 1.5 inches of water gauge.
The high efficiency particulate air filter system (HEPA) operates at 99.97%
efficiency for particulate of 0.03 microns and larger which is welt within the
bounds of the design criterion. Annual filter testing is performed to ensure that
the filter system meets all design criteria.
The glovebox to be used far confirmation activities will be directly connected to
the Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning system and with use of the pressure
dampers will be the most negative pressure area in the waste handling building.
This ensures that any unJikely contamination event will be contained within that
area.
12. Coordination with EPA office of Radiation and Indoor Air
•
•
•

Discussing potential need for CCA change.
Approp~ package will be submitted.
No operation with unconfirmed waste without proper authorization
by both agencies.

Attachment 1

Acceptable Knowledge Information

ACCEPT ABLE KNOWLEDGE
TSDFs must perform certain waste analysis activities to satisfy applicable portions of the
RCRA regulatory framework. These activities are termed "general waste analysis" in the
regulations and are found at 40 CFR 264.13. The general waste analysis requirements for
TSDFs, like those for waste determination by generators, allow the use of waste
knowledge to meet the regulations - both to corroborate the generator's waste
determinations, and to obtain the information necessary for the TSDF to manage the
waste in accordance with 40 CFR Part 264.
TSDF general waste analysis activities involve a step-by-step process that may include
testing (called "sampling and analysis" in 264.13), the application of"knowledge," or
some combination thereof. Unlike generators who must simply determine if their waste
is hazardous waste, TSDFs are required to 1) corroborate the determinations made by
generators, and 2) obtain all of the necessary information about the waste in order to
manage it in accordance with their permit and all applicable provisions of 40 CFR Part
264.
Pursuant to 40 CFR 264.13(a)(l), prior to treatment, storage or disposal of hazardous
wastes, a TSDF "must obtain a detailed chemical and physical analysis of a
representative sample of the wastes. At a minimum, the analysis must contain all the
information which must be known to treat, store, or dispose of the waste in accordance
with this part and part 268 of this chapter. .. ". This regulation is explicit in requiring
this activity to take place before the TSDF receives the waste. This required TSDF
activity, like the waste determination activities of generators, is sometimes called
"characterization". This dual usage of the term "characterization" is not intended to
confuse the reader; rather, it simply illustrates that the term "characterization" is used in
the context of different parts of the RCRA regulatory framework.
A TSDF may perform sampling and analysis to comply with 40 CFR 264.14( a). The
sampling and analysis techniques a TSDF uses to satisfy this regulation are described in
the facility's W AP. In WIPP's case, a variety of sampling and analysis techniques are
employed within the AK Process to satisfy 264.13(a). The various sampling and analysis
activities used in the context ofWIPP's WAP are discussed in detail in Section lV.C.2
below.
In order to comply with Section 264.13(a)(l), a TSDF may rely on data developed by
generators "under part 261 of this chapter" and may "arrange for the generator of the
hazardous waste to supply part of the information required by paragraph (a)(l) of this
section ... " 1• The TSDF may also rely on "existing published or documented data on the
hazardous waste or hazardous waste generated from similar processes.". Data developed
by generators can include knowledge or the results of physical/chemical testing, or a
combination of the two.

1

40 CFR264.13(a)(2)

The use of waste knowledge in waste determination and general waste analysis is
embodied in the RCRA regulations, is accepted by EPA and is utilized throughout
industry and is included in WIPP's HWFP. As set forth in Section 264.13(a)(2) and
guidance documents issued by EPA, the use of Acceptable Knowledge by the TSDF
satisfies the requirements of 40 CFR 264. B(a).
Although the terminology "Acceptable Knowledge" is not found at 40 CFR 262.B(a),
EPA has elaborated on this concept in its guidance: document for general waste analysis.
Pursuant to EPA guidance, "waste knowledge" or "acceptable knowledge: includes,
where applicable, (I) process knowledge, (2) records of analyses performed on the waste
by the generator or the TSDF prior to the effective date of the RCRA regulations, and (3)
a combination of I and 2, supplemented with chemical analysis" 2 • "Process knowledge
refers to detailed information on processes that generate wastes subject to
characterization, or to detailed information (e.g. waste analysis data or studies) on wastes
generated from processes similar to that which generated the original waste." 3
EPA has specifically stated that acceptable knowledge may be used "to comply with the
requirement to obtain detailed chemical/physical analysis of a representative sample of
waste under 40 CFR 264. B(a).',4 In the case of mixed waste, the most appropriate means
for confirmation may be acceptable knowledge because the wastes are not conducive to
taking or performing laboratory analysis. 5 In addition, the use of acceptable knowledge
for confirmation of mixed waste can "reduce the sampling of mixed waste and prevent
unnecessary exposure to radioactivity."6
Sampling and analysis and acceptable knowledge are not mutually exclusive within the
context of 40 CFR 264.13(a). Indeed, implicit within 40 CFR 264.B(a)(l) and (a)(2) is
the fact that a combination of acceptable knowledge and sampling and analysis can
satisfy the overarching goals of the regulation to corroborate generator waste
determinations and to obtain the necessary information needed by the TSDF to manage
the waste in accordance with 40 CFR Part 264.
In summary, 40 CFR 264.13 sets forth a step-by-step process that TSDF's must follow to
corroborate the determinations made by generators,, and to obtain all of the necessary
information about the waste in order to manage it in accordance with their permit and all
applicable provisions of 40 CFR Part 264. In WIPP's case, the "necessary" information is
defined in HWFP Attachment B-2. The activities TSDF's conduct within this process, are
sometimes referred to as "confirmation", "characterization", and "inspection", and
involve Acceptable Knowledge, sampling and analysis, or some combination of the two.
This step-by-step process is depicted in Figure I.

2

Waste Analysis at Facilities that Generate, Treat, Store, and Dispose of Hazardous Waste: A Guidance
Manual, U.S. EPA, OWER 9938.4-03, April, 1994, pg. 1-11
3
Id
4
Joint NRC/EPA Guidance on Testing Requirements for Mixed Radioactive Hazardous Waste,_November
20, 1997, 62 FR 62082
5
Id
6
Id

During the development of the RCRA Permit Application and the subsequent HWFP, the
Waste Analysis Plan was written to address the various elements of the RCRA regulatory
framework described above. Attachment B4 to the HWFP is titled "TRU Mixed Waste
Characterization Using Acceptable Knowledge". The intent ofHWFP Attachment B4
was to establish a rigorous, well-monitored process to be used by the generator/storage
sites within the DOE complex for the "characterization" of hazardous waste. The AK
Process, as set forth in Attachment B4, satisfies the RCRA regulatory framework. It also
provides WIPP with the information necessary to fulfill the waste confirmation
requirements of 40 CFR 264.13 and provides sufficient information for the management,
storage and disposal of wastes in accordance with the 40 CFR Part 264 and the HWFP.
Various sampling and analysis techniques are used in combination with AK Information
by the generator sites to satisfy the different elements of the RCRA regulatory framework
as well as the HWFP. In some cases, performing some of these sampling and analysis
techniques for the HWFP - like headspace gas and :solids sampling for "confirmation"
purposes - may be redundant of chemical information already developed and confirmed
by a generator.
Usage of"Acceptable Knowledge" within the overall RCRA regulatory framework can
best be understood by describing the broad subject of"AK" as a process. This process,
embodied in the HWFP, can be broken up into several functional elements and
summarized as follows:
AK Process Elements
• WHAT • Information
• Gathering
• Examination
• Decision-Making
• HOW and WHO • Procedures
• VERIFY • Confirmation
• MONITOR • Auditing
At the heart of the AK Process is the information used by generator/sotrage sites and
WIPP to satisfy the requirements of the RCRA regulatory framework. Section B4-2 of
Attachment B4 of the HWFP lists the various types of information utilized within the AK
Process. Such AK information, is described by Attachment B4 as either "Required
Information" or "Supplemental Information". "Required AK Information" is that waste
stream information which each and every generator/storage site must have at a minimum
to utilize the acceptable knowledge alone for purposes ofRCRA waste characterization.
"Supplemental AK Information" on the other hand i:s that information that must be
collected and used by generator/storage sites to facilitate waste determination and general
waste analysis of waste streams to the extent such supplemental information is relevant to
the site and waste streams. The WAP does not mandate the types and quantities of
"Supplemental AK Information" that must be utilized within the AK Process. Although
not specifically mandated, the types and quantities of"Supplemental AK Information"

and "Required Information" used by generator/storage sites to assign specific hazardous
waste numbers and to make decisions is examined during the AK audit process.
AK information is also described in terms of"Program Information" and "Waste Stream
Information". Program Information is information which describes waste generating
processes and activities on a broad, or "facility-wide" scale. "Program Information"
results in the identification of"Waste Streams". Waste Stream Information has a more
specific focus and describes waste generating processes or activities on a narrow scale
(e.g. the process or activities that occur inside of a particular building located at a
generator/storage site). Waste Stream information can also include data relative to
specific containers of waste. In summary, generator/storage sites have a significant
amount of information available to them for use in satisfying the different parts of the
RCRA regulatory framework.
Personnel with RCRA waste characterization expertise and a thorough knowledge of the
RCRA regulatory framework research (i.e. gather) the AK Information and assemble (or
compile) it into the "AK Record" for each waste stream. The assembled documentation
for each waste stream must include all of the relevant "program" and "waste stream"
informational elements identified in sections B4-2a and B4-2b of Attachment B4 to the
HWFP. In addition to the Required and Supplemental information, the "AK Record"
must also include a written "AK Summary Report" for each waste stream that includes at
a minimum identification of all sources of the documentation (i.e. the information must
be "traceable" to the waste stream).
In conjunction with the AK Information gathering process for each waste stream, the
generator/storage sites make hazardous waste determinations in accordance with 40 CFR
262.11 and perform necessary general waste analysis in accordance with 40 CFR 264.13.
Personnel examine the AK Information and fulfill their generator duties to determine if
their site's waste streams are "listed" or exhibit "characteristics" of hazardous waste, and,
if applicable, their TSDF duties for general waste analysis.
During the development of the HWFP, both NMED and Permitees recognized that some
types of AK Information would be more useful in waste characterization than other types.
For example, a published description of a production process is considered more helpful
than laboratory notebooks. Accordingly, AK Infonnation is usually classified according
to its relative value to decision-making by three designations: 1) published information,
2) un-published information, and 3) "correspondence".
As part of the examination of the AK Information, personnel also must establish, and
document in the AK Record, the basis and rationale for delineation of each waste stream
as well as a justification of assignment of listed and/or characteristic hazardous waste
codes.

These decision-making activities, along with the information gathering, examination, and
documenting the AK Record activities, not only fulfill the generator/storage site's
fundamental waste determination obligations under 40 CFR 262.11, they also fulfill the

generator site's obligations under 40 CFR 264.13 if the generator/storage site is an
intermediate TSDF. Furthermore, these decision-making activities can also fulfill
WIPP's waste analysis obligations under 40 CFR 264.13. These information
examination and decision-making activities can identify insufficient or contradictory AK
Information.
In some instances, these information gathering/examination activities performed by
generator/storage sites will result in the determination that there is insufficient AK
Information in the AK Record to make decisions relative to waste determination required
by 40 CFR 262.11 or general waste analysis required by 40 CFR 264.13. In such cases,
the waste may have to undergo sampling and analysis in order to satisfy the regulatory
framework.
In certain circumstances, some of the AK Information compiled into the AK Record may
be contradictory. For example, the information contained in the transcript of a site
personnel interview may conflict with the information contained in a published report
describing a particular waste generating process. In such cases, generator/storage site
personnel charged with assembling the AK Record have to resolve the "discrepancy" by
conservatively applying RCRA hazardous waste codes and documenting the resolution in
the AK Record (see Section B4-2c of Attachment B4 of the HWFP).
In summary, the AK Information needed for the AK Record must be gathered and
examined to ensure sufficiency and adequacy in order to make decisions.
During the development of the RCRA Permit Application and HWFP, both NMED and
Permittees were concerned about the "AK Process" being consistently applied at each of
the DOE generator/storage sites that would ship waste to WIPP. Attachment B4 to the
HWFP requires that each generator/storage site develop and follow written "procedures"
that set forth how the AK Process is to be carried out at their site. Procedures are
required for each major element of the AK Process, including the gathering of AK
Information and decision-making based on examination of the gathered information.
The desire for consistency during development of the HWFP was tempered with the
recognition that the various generator/storage sites managing TRU waste may have
significant differences in facility histories, pperations, and missions. Therefore, Section
B4-3b of the HWFP was written to not be overly prescriptive as to what must be included
within each site's written procedures. Section B4-3B only requires that the procedures
address the enumerated AK Process elements listed in the HWFP Attachment B4.
Accordingly, each site's written AK procedures will be different, but in theory, they are
intended to embody the major AK Process elements set forth in B4-3b of Attachment B4.
The use of a single set of procedures and consistent personnel at the various small
quantity sites will add the consistency that has previously been lacking .
In structuring the HWFP, one of the overriding concerns of both NMED and the
Permittees was how to ensure that generator/storage sites determined their hazardous
wastes properly by assigning the correct hazardous waste codes. Another concern was

how to ensure that data generated for purposes of 40 CFR 262.11 and could be used by
WIPP to satisfy the requirements of264.13(a) and (c) as implemented by NMED. The
method the Permittees and NMED used to address these two primary concerns was to
describe a system of AK Process techniques (such as acceptable knowledge, radiography,
headspace gas sampling, solids sampling, etc.) in the WAP.
This system of AK Process techniques can satisfy the characterization as well as
confinnation requirements of the regulatory :framework. When sufficient AK Information
exists to describe the chemical components of a waste, the performance of headspace gas
sampling and solids sampling for purposes of WIPP's WAP may be unnecessary and
redundant.
To ensure that all elements of the AK Process are performed appropriately, the HWFP
includes a comprehensive audit and surveillance feature. This audit feature, included in
Attachment B6 to the HWFP, provides for a rigorous system to monitor all elements of
the AK Process. One of the key components of the AK Audit element is a checklist that
summarizes all of the pertinent AK Process requirements of the HWFP. This checklist is
known as the "B6 Checklist" and is included in Attachment B6 to the HWFP.

Audit Questions Response for Mr. Lovejoy

DRAFT RESPONSE TO LINDSEY LOVEJOY'S COMMENT ON THE CCF
PERMIT MODIFICATION

Comment:
The sites will vary too much and that an AK audit at each site will be required.

Response:
The audit methodology used for certification is based on the implementation and
effectiveness of processes. Characterization using Acceptable Knowledge (AK)
is a specific process. If a standard procedure is mandated and evokes that the
same process is to be used at each site, and the procedure is determined to
adequately reflect the program requirements, then implementation and
effectiveness would not vary from site to site. The procedure would require that
if sufficient AK can not be obtained additional testing and analysis of the waste
would be performed. The data produced from this additional testing and
analysis would then become part of the AK record and yield an accurate
determination. CCF would still be required to perform waste characterization
and certification activities using an audited and approved program.
CBFO has a program that includes constant monitoring of activities being
performed at the generator sites. All aspects of the CCF processes would be
periodically evaluated to determine continued compliance with regulations and
project requirements, satisfactory implementation, and effectiveness. If
deficiencies are discovered the program requires identification of the issues and
appropriate corrective actions to be taken. Additionally, all AK documentation
would be available for review upon request. Independent reviews of the of the
AK documentation is an option allowed for by the CCF program and would be
used as necessary to assure process compliance.
Conclusion:
The Waste Analysis Plan (84-2) requires "the consistent presentation of
acceptable knowledge documentation among sites in an auditable record". The
use of the same procedure would ensure consistency among the sites. The
procedure adequacy would be independently verified. The process would be
independently audited to verify implementation and effectiveness.
Characterization and certification of waste would still be required. The program
would be constantly monitored and periodically evaluated. The result would be
a process that meets the program requirements and assures a greater degree of
consistency at the sites.

Attachment 2

Record of Decision and Supplement Analysis

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSIST ANT SECRETARY
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
FROM:

DAYID G. HUIZENGA
DEPUTY ASSIST ANT SECRETARY FOR
INTEGRATION AND DISPOSITION

SUBJECT:

ACTION: Revision to Record of Decision for the
Department of Energy's Waste Management Program:
Treatment and Storage of Transuranic Waste

ISSUE:

The Department of Energy (DOE) is proposing to revise the
~ecord of Decision (ROD) for treatment and storage of
transuranic (TRU) waste that was based on the Waste
Management Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement, DOE/EIS-0200-F, May 1997 (WM PEIS) to
establish a waste characterization capability at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) to characterize a portion of
DOE's contact-handled (CH-TRU) waste for disposal.

BACKGROUND:

After completing two environmental impact statements
under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), DOE
issued two Records of Decision for TRU waste. In the
Record of Decision for the Department of Energy's Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant Disposal Phase (63 Fed. Reg. 3623,
January 23, 1998), DOE decided to dispose ofTRU waste
ll;t WIPP after preparing it to meet WIPP Waste Acceptance
Criteria (WAC). In the Record of Decision for the
Department of Energy's Waste Management Program:
Treatment and Storage of Transuranic Waste (63 Fed. Reg.
3629, January 23, 1998) DOE decided (with one exception
for the shipment of TRU from the Sandia National
Laboratory to the Los Alamos National Laboratory) to
wepare TRU waste to meet the WAC at the sites where it is
generated or currently stored prior to shipment to WIPP for
disposal. In the WM PEIS ROD, DOE acknowledged that,
in the future, it might decide to ship TRU waste from sites
where it would be impractical to prepare the waste for
disposal to other DOE sites that had the needed preparation
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capabilities.
~he Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued its
compliance certification for WIPP in May 1998, and the
New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) issued the
WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility Permit in October 1999.
In these regulatory approvals for the repository, both the
EPA and the NMED concluded that they needed to audit
and approve aspects of the waste disposal characterization
process at each site that intends to ship waste to WIPP.
The costs of preparing and implementing the necessary
programs and procedures at each site, especially those
related to audits and approvals, are much greater than DOE
had anticipated. These conditions were not known at the
time the RODs were issued. As a result, several sites that
DOE intends to close soon are facing delays and increased
costs. Examples of these sites are the Argonne National
Laboratory-East, Mound Plant, and Energy Technology
Engineering Center. DOE is proposing to establish a
characterization capability at WIPP to expedite the removal
of waste from, and minimize expenditures at, sites with
smaller inventories of CH-TRU waste, where setting up
separate characterization programs would not be practical
or cost effective.
Further, a centralized disposal characterization capability
could also supplement the waste characterization
capabilities of the sites with larger inventories of TRU waste
to meet compliance agreements, closure schedules, or other
waste management needs, as necessary. Accordingly,
implementation of a disposal characterization capability at
WIPP is both economically and programmatically desirable.
DISCUSSION:

Each site would continue to perform the characterization
activities needed to transport waste to WIPP in containers
certified by the NRC as required by the WIPP Land
Withdrawal Act, P.L.102-579. The characterization needed
to confirm that the waste is safe to transport is less complex
than the characterization needed to confirm that the waste
meets the requirements for disposal at WIPP and does not
require approvals from NMED or EPA. Characterizing
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waste for transportation to WIPP would be done at the
generator sites under a quality assurance program approved
by the Carlsbad Field Office (CBFO).
Under the revised ROD, waste disposal characterization
activities would take place at WIPP for up to 1,250 cubic
meters (about 6,000 drum equivalents) ofCH-TRU waste
out of about 7,000 cubic meters expected to be received
annually for disposal at WIPP. Characterization activities at
WIPP would include: radioassay of waste containers (to
determine their radionuclide content); radiography (to
determine the form of the waste and verify the absence of
prohibited items); headspace gas sampling (to determine
whether certain hazardous chemical compounds are
present); and visual examination or computed tomography
to ensure the quality of radiography. Some waste
repackaging may also occur. Equipment installed inside of
the existing TRUPACT Maintenance Facility and the Waste
Handling Building at \.VIPP would provide these
capabilities. DOE is proposing to increase the time that
CH-TRU waste may be stored above ground from 60 days
to one year and to increase the total above-ground storage
capacity by 25 percent, from the current 122 cubic meters
to 152 cubic meters.
A Supplement Analysis (attached) for characterization of
CH-TRU waste at WIPP was completed to compare the
activities associated with the proposed waste disposal
characterization at WIPP with activities previously analyzed
in existing NEPA reviews. The relevant activities and
impacts ofDOE's proposed action are encompassed within
the activities and impacts of the Centralized Alternative
analyzed in the WM PEIS. However, the impacts of the
activities that would result from DOE' s revised decision
would be much smaller than the impacts of the Centralized
Alternative evaluated in the WM PEIS for two reasons.
First, the Centralized Alternative assumed that virtually all
ofDOE's CH-TRU would be treated at WIPP. The
characterization capability that DOE proposes to locate at
WIPP would characterize only a small portion ofDOE's
projected inventory of CH-TRU. Second, the Centralized
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Alternative assumed that the centralized facility at WIPP
would treat by incineration. The proposed capability at
WIPP would only characterize and, as needed, repackage
CH-TRU waste; it would not incinerate or thermally treat
any TRU waste. It is therefore concluded that no further
NEPA analysis is required.
SENSITIVITIES:

WIPP Permit Modification. DOE will publish the ROD
prior to NMED granting a permit modification for
characterization of CH-TRU waste at WIPP. CBFO
submitted a Class 2 permit modification application on
July 21, 2000. CBFO subsequently withdrew that
permit modification application after discussions with
NMED staff and will submit a revised permit
modification to address the concerns raised. It is DOE's
intent to issue the ROD revision prior to receiving the
permit modification to allow DOE to proceed with
appropriate planning and preparation, including
accelerating facility upgrades needed at WIPP. DOE
will not begin to characterize waste at WIPP unless and
until NMED approves the permit modification request.
Public Sensitivity. Some of the public comments on the
WIPP permit modification request expressed concern
that, under the proposed disposal characterization,
containers ofTRU waste may be opened at WIPP.
DOE is addressing this concern by proposing to
substitute confirmation of radiography results by using
computed tomography of the waste instead of visual
examination as currently required in the WIPP permit.
DOE considered the impacts of characterizing TRU
waste for disposal, including opening containers at
WIPP, in the WM PEIS. Thus, the concerns about
potential activities and their impacts
raised in the public comments have already been
analyzed. The alternative to be proposed in the revised
permit modification request poses less exposure to
workers and the environment.
Operating Costs. In the near term, implementation cost
will be borne by WIPP, but implementation of this
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decision could potentially increase future operations
funding requirements. These additional costs would be
offset by cost avoidance at the small quantity sites,
estimated at more than $100 million.
POLICY IMPACT:

Approval of this revised ROD will modify DOE's
national configuration for treatment and storage of TRU
waste established in the original ROD and will establish
a path forward for CH-TRU for many of the small
quantity sites. In addition,. the capability to characterize
waste for disposal at WIPP could support the sites with
larger inventories of CH-TRU waste, as needed, to meet
compliance agreements, closure schedules, or other
waste management needs.

RECOMMENDATION: Approve the WM PEIS revised ROD for treatment and
storage of TRU waste by signing below and by signing
the attached SA and ROD. Also, sign the attached
transmittal letters, to approve the distribution of the
revised ROD to the Governor of New Mexico, the New
Mexico Congressional delegation, Tribal officials in
New Mexico, and others as appropriate.
NEXT STEPS:

-

Submit this revised ROD to the DOE Federal Register
liaison for publication.
Submit two WIPP Hazardous Waste Permit
modifications (substitution of computed tomography for
visual examination of TRU waste packages and WIPP
disposal characterization ofTRU waste) prior to, or at
time of, ROD publication.
Press release for both permit modifications and ROD.
CBFO wilJ distribute an information package to their
RCRA interest mailing list for the ROD and permit
modifications.
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-

EM-23 Office Dire:ctor will sign transmittal letters to
affected states' NEPA Compliance Officers.

APPROVED:
DISAPPROVED:
DATE:

Attachments:
1. Revision to Record of Decision
2. Supplement Analysis
3. Transmittal Letters
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Revision to the Record of Decision for the Department of Energy's Waste Management
Program: Treatment and Storage of Transuranic Waste
AGENCY: Department of Energy
ACTION: Revision to Record of Decision
SUMMARY: The Department of Energy (DOE), pursuant to 10 CFR 1021.315, is revising the

Record of Decision for the Department of Energy's Waste Management Program: Treatment
and Storage of Transuranic Waste (63 Fed. Reg. 3629) issued on January 23, 1998. The
Department has now decided to establish the capability at WIPP to prepare for disposal up to
1,250 cubic meters of contact-handled transuranic (CH-TRU) waste out of about 7,000 cubic
meters expected to be received annually for disposal at WIPP. In addition, DOE has decided to
increase the time that CH-TRU waste may be stored above ground at WIPP to one year and to
increase the total above-ground storage capacity at W[PP by 3) percent, for a total of 152 cubic
meters. Implementation of these decisions is contingent on regulatory approval from the New
Mexico Environment Department (NMED). Previously in its Record of Decision (ROD), based
on the analysis in the Waste Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement,
DOE/EIS-0200-F, May 1997 (WM PEIS), DOE had decided (with one exception ) that each
DOE site would prepare its own TRU waste for disposal and store it on-site until it could be
shipped to WIPP for disposal.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: Copies of the F'inal Waste Management Programmatic

Environmental Impact Statement, the first ROD, this revised ROD, and the Supplement Analysis
for the Proposed Characterization for Disposal of Contact-Handled Transuranic Waste at the

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (DOE/EIS-0200-SA0l) are available on DOE's NEPA Web Site at:
http://tis.eh.doe.gov/nepa! under DOE NEPA Analyses. To request copies of any of these
documents, please write or call:

The Center for Environmental Management Information
P.O. Box 23769
Washington, DC 20026-3769
Telephone: l-800-736-3282 (in Washington, DC: 202-863-5084)
For further information on the disposal of TRU waste at WIPP, contact:
Ms. Lynne Wade, Director
U.S. Department of Energy
WIPP Office EM-23
Office of Environmental Management
19901 Germantown Road
Germantown, MD 20874
Telephone: (301) 903-3124
For general information on the DOE's National Environmental Policy Act process, please write or
call:
Ms. Carol M. Borgstrom, Director
Office of NEPA Policy and Compliance (EH-42)
U.S. Department of Energy
Office of Environment, Safety and Health
1000 Independence Avenue, S. W
Washington, DC 20585-0119
Telephone: (202) 586-4600, or leave a message at (800) 472-2756
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Background

In the WM PEIS ROD, DOE decided to prepare and store TRU waste designated for disposal at
WIPP at the DOE sites where the waste is currently located or will be generated (i.e., "the
generator sites") until it could be transferred to WIPP for disposal. The only exception to this
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decision was the Sandia National Laboratory in New Mexico, which will ship its waste to the Los
Alamos National Laboratory for disposal preparation and storage before disposal in WIPP. Under
the original ROD, preparation for disposal included activities to characterize TRU waste for
transportation as well as activities to characterize TRU waste for disposal.

The phrase "characterize waste for transportation" means all activities that are necessary to
prepare TRU waste to meet the transportation requirements for shipment to WIPP. It includes
collecting, organizing, supplementing, and evaluating information about the process that
generated the waste, the materials used in the process, the radioactive and hazardous constituents
in the waste, and any sampling and analysis of the waste. Characterization for transportation also
may require that the physical or chemical form of the waste be altered in order to make it suitable
for transportation. This could include treatment activities that alter the form of the waste, such as
solidifying liquids and neutralizing reactive wastes. Other activities that could be used to make
the waste more suitable for transportation include the removal of items prohibited from being
shipped in containers licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, or repackaging of waste to
meet thermal power limitations. Characterizing waste for transportation to WIPP would continue
to be done at the generator sites under a quality assurance program approved by DOE's Carlsbad
Field Office (CBFO).

The phrase "characterize waste for disposal" refers to the characterization required by WIPP's
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Compliance
Certification. Under the permit, disposal characterization includes radioassay, radiography,
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headspace gas sampling of waste containers, and for a statistically selected number of containers,
visual examination to confirm the results of radiography. Collectively, the activities involved in
characterizing waste for transportation and characterizing waste for disposal comprise all of the
activities necessary to prepare TRU waste to meet the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC), as
defined in the WM PEIS ROD for TRU waste. Characterizing waste for disposal would continue
to be performed as part of a program approved by DOE's CBFO, the NMED, and EPA

Decision

DOE is revising its earlier ROD in order to create a centralized capability at WIPP to characterize
for disposal up to 1,250 cubic meters ofCH-TRU out of about 7,000 cubic meters expected to be
received annually at WIPP for disposal. In addition, the time that CH-TRU waste may be stored
above ground will be increased from 60 days to one year and the total above-ground storage
capacity will be increased by 25 percent, for a maximum storage capacity o f ~cubic meters.

-

-

The storage capacity in the Waste Handling Building could increase from 77 cubic meters to 107
cubic meters. This would allow DOE to accumulate the necessary amount of waste to
demonstrate the disposal characterization program in order to obtain approval of the program
from the EPA and NMED. This increase also would allow DOE, if needed, to store wastes
during any delay in disposal operations, or in the unlikely event a prohibited item were received,
to store it until it can be shipped offsite or otherwise disposed of

Once TRU waste that has been characterized for transportation arrives at WIPP, the CBFO will
perform the remaining activities needed to ensure the CH-TRU waste meets all regulatory
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requirements for disposal (disposal characterization). These activities may include the radioassay
of waste containers to determine their radionuclide content; radiography to confirm the fonn of
the waste and to verify the absence of prohibited items; and headspace gas sampling and analysis
to quantify the concentrations of volatile organic compounds and to confirm the knowledge used
to characterize the waste stream. The activities also will include visual examination or computed
tomography of the contents of a selected number of waste containers to confirm the results of
radiography.

DOE considers it highly unlikely that waste fonns or items prohibited from disposal at WIPP
would be shipped to WIPP because the generator sites' quality assurance programs for
characterizing waste for transportation are designed to ensure that prohibited items are not
shipped to WIPP. DO E's Office of General Counsel is working with CBFO to revise the standard
Memorandum of Agreement between CBFO and generator sites in order to clarify the obligations
of the generator sites regarding the management of prohibited items. If a prohibited item were
found in waste shipped to WIPP for disposal characterization, it would be removed from the
waste container (removal would be done inside of a glovebox), and DOE would then:
(I) return it to the generator site; (2) transport it to an approved waste management facility; or
(3) treat the prohibited item in order to render it acceptable for disposal.

DOE's ability to implement its decision to perform disposal characterization on some CH-TRU
waste at WIPP is contingent upon NMED approving a modification ofWIPP's Hazardous Waste
Facility Permit. The modification DOE plans to propose will specify the activities that DOE
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would perform at WIPP to characterize waste for disposal. NMED may approve, deny, or modify
DOE' s proposal. Accordingly, DOE cannot specify at this time the exact set of waste
characterization activities it may be required to perform at WIPP; however, any characterization
activities that NMED may require would necessarily fall within the broad array of activities and
impacts that DOE already has analyzed under its prior NEPA reviews.

The equipment that CBFO will use to characterize waste for disposal will be located inside
existing buildings at WIPP. Non-intrusive disposal characterization activities, such as radiography
and radioassay, will be located inside the TRUPACT Maintenance Facility adjacent to the Waste
Handling Building. The offices currently located in that building wiII be removed. Equipment
used for intrusive characterization activities, such as the apparatus to sample headspace gas and
gloveboxes, will be located in the Waste Handling Building at WIPP. Mobile glovebox facilities
could be used until permanent gloveboxes can be procured and installed inside separate
containment structures erected inside the Waste Handling Building. Emissions from the separate
containment structures that will house the equipment used for intrusive sampling will be filtered
through High Efficiency Partic1:1late Air (HEP A) filters at least once and then fed into the Waste
Handling Building's exhaust system, where they will be HEPA filtered again before being released
to the atmosphere.

The disposal characterization capability at WIPP would have the ability to characterize
approximately 4,000 to 6,000 drum volume equivalents (830 to 1,250 cubic meters) of waste
annually. This would equate to about two or three shipments to WIPP per week that would be
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characterized there for disposal. Overall, DOE expects to begin receiving up to 17 shipments per
week within the next two years. Most of this waste will have been fully characterized by the sites
where it came from and would be ready for disposal. It is anticipated that an annual throughput
ofup to 1,250 cubic meters would not be maintained through the 35-year period ofWIPP
operation. This level of disposal characterization capacity would be used in the earlier years to
assist sites in meeting compliance deadlines and closure schedules.

The primary purpose of centralized characterization at WIPP is to expedite the removal of waste
from, and minimize expenditures at, sites with smaller inventories of CH-TRU waste, where
setting up separate characterization programs would not be practical or cost effective. The
characterization capability at WIPP also may be used to characterize for disposal some CH-TRU
waste from sites with larger inventories, thereby accelerating removal of wastes from the Rocky
Flats Environmental Technology Site in Colorado, the Idaho National Engineering and
Environmental Laboratory, the Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico, the Hanford
Site in Washington, and the Savannah River Site in South Carolina. This approach would assist
these sites in meeting compliance agreements, closure schedules, or other waste management
needs. Disposal characterization at WIPP, however, would not eliminate the need for these sites
to characterize most of their own wastes.

The WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility Permit requires that certain types of homogeneous wastes
(e.g., solidified sludges and soils) must be sampled representatively and the samples chemically
analyzed. These types of homogeneous wastes have not been identified at the sites with smaller
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inventories of CH-TRU waste. DOE is not proposing to conduct core sampling and chemical
analysis of sludges and soils at WIPP; therefore, these types of wastes would not be sent to WIPP
for characterization. Also, no remote-handled TRU waste will be characterized at WIPP.

CH-TRU Waste Volumes

The impacts of preparing (including characterizing) waste for disposal depend on the volume of
waste to be characterized and treated. The WM PEIS analyzed the volume of CH-TRU waste
projected to be generated over 20 years, a total of 113,592 cubic meters. The CH-TRU waste
inventory currently projected to be disposed of in WIPP is 106,387 cubic meters. 1 DOE' s recent
projection of the total complex-wide CH-TRU waste volume that will be sent to WIPP is less than
the Department's prior projections. This is due in part to DOE's redefined mission and
accelerated closure schedules at many of its sites (resulting in less CH-TRU waste being produced
than anticipated), and also recategorization of waste streams due to refined waste knowledge and
data collection.

Modification of WIPP's Hazardous Waste Facility Permit

As noted above, NMED must approve a modification ofWIPP's Hazardous Waste Facility Permit
(issued by NMED in October 1999) before DOE could perform disposal characterization there.
In support of its proposal to establish centralized disposal characterization capability at WIPP,

National TRU Waste Management Plan (Draft), DOE/NTP-96-1204, December 2000.
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DOE submitted a permit modification request to NMED on July 21, 2000. DOE withdrew its
request on September 29, 2000, however, shortly after the close of the public comment period on
the modification and after discussions with NMED staff

DOE will submit a revised permit modification request soon that will address issues raised by
NMED and the public concerning DOE' s earlier proposed modification. NMED received about
600 preprinted postcards and 27 other submissions from the public that raised the following
concerns about DOE's proposed modification to the permit:

( l) In contrast to existing practice, the modification would allow DOE to open some
drums of waste at WIPP in order to perform visual examination of their contents as a
quality control check on the results of radiography.

(2) Shipment of waste to WIPP before it was completely characterized (i.e., for both
transportation and disposal) could result in the discovery of prohibited items or wastes
that could not be placed in the repository and would therefore remain in the above-ground
facilities at WIPP indefinitely.

(3) The modification would continue NMED' s ongoing inspection authority at WIPP
instead of providing for NMED to approve the waste disposal characterization program at
WIPP.
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(4) The modification requested did not provide adequate justification for a 25 percent
increase ofWIPP's above-ground storage capacity.

(5) DOE should not be allowed to store waste indefinitely on the surface.

DOE will revise its request for a permit modification to address these and other issues raised by
NMED and the public. DOE plans to propose that:

( l) Computed tomography be substituted for visual examination of waste drums so that
they need not be opened at WIPP except in the unlikely event that a prohibited item is
discovered.

(2) Any prohibited item be returned to the generator site; transported to an approved
waste management facility; or treated in order to render the item acceptable for disposal in
WIPP.

(3) All waste disposal characterization activities performed at WIPP and generator sites
under the Hazardous Waste Facility Permit be approved by NMED.

(4) Above-ground storage capacity be increased by 25 percent. This increase is
supported by a time and motion study prepared by the Sandia National Laboratory.
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(5) The time limit on above-ground waste storage will not be indefinite; instead it will be
increased from 60 days to one year.

DOE would not begin to characterize waste at WIPP unless and until NMED approves the permit
modification request. Prior to NMED' s decision on the revised modification request, DOE will
begin to accelerate some physical changes needed in the TRUPACT Maintenance Facility that do
not require regulatory approval, such as installation of an air lock, an additional fire wall,
additional radiation monitors, and a spill coating on the concrete floor. In addition, DOE may
begin procuring characterization equipment and contracting with providers of mobile
characterization equipment so that DOE can begin training equipment operators and writing
procedures for the proposed characterization operations at WIPP or at other sites. As stated
previously, the decision on what, if any, particular waste characterization procedures will occur at
WIPP depends on NMED' s decision concerning the revised permit modification request .

Basis for DOE's Decision

The high costs of fully characterizing waste at all its sites were not apparent when DOE decided
that each generator site would be responsible for preparing its waste for disposal in the WIPP
repository. At the time DOE made its earlier decision, NMED had not issued the WIPP
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit and EPA had not certified that the repository met EPA's
requirements for disposal ofTRU waste. The permit and the certification imposed additional
requirements on WIPP concerning the characterization of waste for disposal. In particular, both
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EPA and NMED concluded that they needed to approve aspects of the waste characterization
process at each site that intended to dispose of waste in WIPP. The costs of modifying programs
and procedures to conform to these waste characterization requirements, especially those related
to audits and approvals, were much greater than DOE had anticipated. These requirements
increased the time and resources needed to establish waste disposal characterization programs at
each site with TRU waste.

In light of the increased costs and potential for delays in shipping waste to WIPP, particularly
from sites with small inventories of CH-TRU waste, DOE began to look for ways to reduce the
'

number of approved waste characterization programs it would need. One way to reduce the
number of programs would be to establish a centralized disposal characterization capability at
WIPP while keeping transportation characterization programs at the small quantity sites. This
approach would reduce the costs of preparing CH-TRU waste for disposal as well as reduce the
number of waste disposal characterization programs that DOE would need to create and that
DOE, NMED and EPA would need to approve. Establishing a centralized characterization
program at WIPP would enable EPA and ~ D to use their staff resources more efficiently
because they would have fewer waste characterization programs to approve than would be the
case if DOE had to establish separate disposal characterization programs at all of the sites that
have or would generate TRU waste.

DOE has estimated the costs of characterizing waste for disposal at each generator site and the
cost of creating a waste characterization capability at \1/IPP. The Department estimates that the
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latter approach could save as much as $100 million as compared to its former approach. Given
the potentially large cost savings, DOE has decided to seek approval from NMED of a centralized
waste characterization capability at WIPP.

Prior NEPA Analyses

DOE prepared a Supplement Analysis for the Propostid Characterization for Disposal of

Contact-Handled Transuranic Waste at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (DOE/EIS-0200-SA0l).
This analysis was done to determine whether the activities and impacts of characterizing for
disposal some CH-TRU waste at WIPP are encompassed within prior NEPA reviews.

The Supplement Analysis concluded that the activities and impacts of performing disposal
characterization on some CH-TRU at WIPP are encompassed within the activities and impacts of
the Centralized Alternative analyzed in the WM PEIS. However, the impacts of the activities that
will result from DOE's revised decision will be much smaller than the impacts of the Centralized
Alternative evaluated in the WM PEIS for two reasons. First, the Centralized Alternative
assumed that virtually all ofDOE's CH-TRU would be treated at WIPP. The characterization
equipment that DOE has decided to locate at WIPP will characterize only a small portion of
DOE' s projected inventory of CH-TRU waste. Second, the Centralized Alternative analyzed in
the WM PEIS assumed that the centralized facility at WIPP would treat CH-TRU waste by
incineration. The characterization equipment DOE will install in existing buildings at WIPP
pursuant to this revised decision would only characterize and, as needed, repackage CH-TRU
13

waste; it would not incinerate or thennally treat any TRU waste. These two differences have the
effect of making the potential environmental impacts of disposal characterization at WIPP
significantly less than the impacts of the Centralized .Alternative analyzed in the WM PEIS and
well below applicable standards.
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Based on the Supplement Analysis, DOE detennined that characterizing some ofDOE's
CH-TRU waste at WIPP would not involve actions that are substantially different from those
analyzed in prior NEPA analyses or have impacts beyond those already evaluated. Therefore,
DOE concluded that it did not need to prepare additional NEPA analysis before deciding whether
to locate a centralized disposal characterization facility at WIPP. Implementation ofDOE's
decision is contingent upon approval by NMED of a modification to WIPP's Hazardous Waste
Facility Pennit and WIPP's waste characterization program.

Issued in Washington, D.C., on this __ day of December 2000.

Carolyn L. Huntoon
Assistant Secretary for Environmental Management
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Supplement Analysis and Determination for the Proposed Characterization for Disposal of
Contact-Handled Transuranic Waste at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) (DOE/EIS0200-SA-01)
1.0 Introduction

In the Record of Decision for the Department of Energy's Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Disposal
Phase Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (63 Fed. Reg. 3623, January 23, 1998), the
Department of Energy (DOE) decided to dispose of transuranic (TRU) waste at WIPP after
preparing it to meet WIPP's Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC). In the Record of Decision/or
the Department of Energy's Waste Management Program: Treatment and Storage of
Transuranic Waste (63 Fed. Reg. 3629, January 23, 1998), DOE decided (with one exception) to
prepare TRU waste to meet the WIPP WAC at the sites where it is currently stored or will be
generated prior to shipment to WIPP for disposal. Together, these coordinated Records of
Decision made the "how to prepare" and "where to prepare" decisions for TRU waste throughout
the DOE complex that DOE intends to dispose of at \VIPP.
DOE is proposing to revise the "where to prepare" decision that was based on the Waste
lvfanagement Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement, DOE/EIS-0200-F, May 1997
(WM PEIS). The proposed change, as described more fully below, is to create a centralized
capability at WIPP that would be used to characterize annually up to 1,250 cubic meters of
DOE's contact-handled transuranic (CH-TRU) waste out of about 7,000 cubic meters expected
to be received annually for disposal at WIPP. 1 The centralized characterization capability at
WIPP would consist of equipment that would be located in existing buildings at the WIPP site
(the TRUPACT Maintenance Facility and the Waste Handling Building). In addition, DOE is
proposing to increase the time that CH-TRU waste may be stored above-ground from 60 days to
one year and to increase the total above ground storage capacity by 25 percent, to a maximum of
152 cubic meters (730 drum equivalents). This analysis considers whether a supplement to the
WM PEIS is required before DOE could make a decision on whether to characterize CH-TRU
waste at WIPP.
2.0 Background

The primary benefits of centralized disposal characterization at WIPP would be to expedite the
removal of waste from, and minimize expenditures at, sites with smaller inventories of CH-TRU
waste, where establishing disposal characterization programs would not be practical or cost
effective. Disposal characterization capability at WIPP also could be used to speed removal of
CH-TRU wastes from sites with larger inventories, such as the Rocky Flats Environmental
Technology Site in Colorado, the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory, the
Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico, the Hanford Site in Washington, and the
Savannah River Site in South Carolina. Disposal characterization capability at WIPP would assist
these sites in meeting compliance agreements, closure schedules, or other waste management
needs. The proposed disposal characterization capability at WIPP, however, would not eliminate

1

CH-TRU waste may be shipped to WIPP in drums, standard waste boxes, or drum overpaclcs; 1,250 cubic meters is the
equivalent of about 6,000 drums (4. 8 drums/cubic meter).

the need for such sites to characterize most of their own wastes, as WIPP' s annual capacity to
characterize waste for disposal would be limited to 1,250 cubic meters. Accordingly, these sites
would fully characterize most of their waste and would maintain waste characterization programs
that must be approved by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the New Mexico
Environment Department (NMED).
Throughout this Supplement Analysis, the phrases "characterize waste for transportation" and
"characterize waste for disposal" are used to define separate aspects of the waste characterization
process. The phrase '•characterize waste for transportation" means all activities that are necessary
to prepare TRU waste to meet the transportation requirements for shipping waste to WIPP. It
includes collecting, organizing, supplementing, and evaluating information about the process that
generated the waste, the materials used in the process, the radioactive and hazardous constituents
in the waste, and any sampling and analysis of the waste. This information, referred to in the
aggregate as "acceptable knowledge," is a critical aspect of characterizing waste for purposes of
both transportation and disposal.
Depending on the physical form of the waste and the state of knowledge about the constituents of
the waste, the activities needed to characterize waste for transportation could vary. If the
knowledge concerning the waste is sufficient to ensure that the waste as packaged meets
transportation requirements, that knowledge alone (i.e., acceptable knowledge) would be
sufficient to characterize the waste for transportation.. If, however, there were uncertainty about
the contents of the waste, characterization for transportation could require some or all of the
following activities: radiography, radioassay, headspace gas sampling, and visual examination.
Characterization for transportation to WIPP also may require that the physical or chemical form
of the waste be altered in order to make it suitable for transportation. This could include
treatment activities that alter the form of the waste, such as solidifying liquids and neutralizing
reactive wastes. Other activities that could be used to make the waste suitable for transportation
include the removal of items prohibited from being shipped in containers licensed by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, or repackaging of waste to meet thermal power limitations.
Characterizing waste for transportation to WIPP and would continue to be done at the generator
sites under a quality assurance program approved by DOE's Carlsbad Field Office (CBFO).
In contrast, the phrase "characterize waste for disposal" refers to the characterization required by
WIPP's Hazardous Waste Facility Permit and the EPA Compliance Certification prior to disposal
in WIPP. Under this permit, this characterization includes radioassay, radiography, and
head space gas sampling of waste containers, and, for a statistically selected number of containers,
includes visual examination to confirm the results of radiography. Collectively, the activities
involved in characterizing waste for transportation and characterizing waste for disposal comprise
all of the activities necessary to prepare TRU waste to meet the WAC, as defined in the WM
PEIS Record of Decision for TRU waste. Characterizing waste for disposal also would continue
to be performed as part of a program approved by the DOE's CBFO, NMED, and EPA
It is important to note that the same type of characterization may be performed both for
transportation and for disposal, but for different reasons. For example, headspace gas sampling
for transportation is done to determine the presence flammable gases, whereas head space gas
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sampling for disposal is done to quantify the concentrations of volatile organic compounds and to
confirm the knowledge used to characterize the waste stream. The main differences between
characterizing waste for transportation and for disposal are summarized as follows:
(a)

Acceptable knowledge can be used to minimize the number of activities needed to
characterize waste for transportation. Characterization for transportation is aimed at
identifying the overall radiological activity, the proper chemical identification for shipping,
and physical properties of the waste.

(b)

The requirements for characterization for disposal are more stringent than for
characterization for transportation. Characterization for disposal must identify the
individual radioisotopes and hazardous chemical components of the waste with a specified
degree of accuracy to satisfy the EPA Certification and N1v!ED permit requirements for
disposal. The WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility Permit requires that acceptable knowledge
be confirmed by analytical methods.

In the WM PEIS, characterization for transportation and characterization for disposal were not
addressed separately because they were proposed to be carried out at the generator sites prior to
the waste being transported to the WIPP for disposal. Thus, previous National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) analyses assumed that TRU waste would be characterized fully to meet the
WAC before it was transported.

3.0 Proposed Action
Under DOE' s proposal, the Department would continue to prepare all of its CH-TRU waste for
transportation to WIPP at the generator sites. The Department, however, would then send some
CH-TRU waste that has been characterized for transportation to WIPP before characterizing it
for disposal. Personnel at WIPP would perform the characterization required before disposal of
the CH-TRU waste. Separate regulations govern the transportation and disposal of CH-TRU
waste. This proposal would involve only a small portion ofDOE's overall TRU waste inventory.
No remote-handled TRU waste will be characterized at WIPP, and most ofDOE's CH-TRU
waste will be fully characterized (i.e., characterized for both transportation and disposal) at the
larger generator sites where it is stored before it is shipped to WIPP and placed directly in the
repository.
Under this proposal, the disposal characterization activities that DOE would perform at WIPP
could include: radioassay of waste containers to determine their radionuclide content, radiography
to confirm the form of the waste and to verify the absence of prohibited items, and headspace gas
sampling and analysis to quantify the concentrations of volatile organic compounds and to confirm
the knowledge used to characterize the waste stream. Also under this proposal, DOE would
perform visual examination of a statistically selected number of waste containers to confirm the
results of radiography. As an alternative to visual examination, DOE intends to ask NMED to
approve a permit modification that would allow CBFO to perform computed tomography on a
randomly selected number of waste containers; CBFO would only open containers if an item
prohibited from disposal in WIPP (prohibited item) were discovered.
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DOE's ability to implement its proposal to perform disposal characterization on some CH-TRU
waste at WIPP is contingent upon NMED approving a modification ofWIPP's Hazardous Waste
Facility Permit. The modification DOE plans to propose would specify the activities that DOE
would perform at WIPP to characterize waste for disposal. NMED might approve, deny, or
modify DOE's proposal. Accordingly, DOE cannot specify at this time the exact set of waste
characterization activities that it might be required to perform at WJPP; however, any
characterization activities that NMED may require would be bounded by the broad array of
activities and impacts that DOE already has analyzed under its prior NEPA reviews.
The WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility Permit requires that certain types of homogeneous wastes
(e.g., solidified sludges and soils) must be representatively core sampled and the samples
chemically analyzed. These types of homogeneous wastes have not been identified at the sites
with smaller inventories of CH-TRU waste. DOE is not proposing to conduct core sampling and
chemical analysis of sludges and soils at WIPP; therefore, these types of wastes would not be sent
to WIPP for characterization.
The equipment that CBFO would use at WIPP to characterize some ofDOE's CH-TRU waste
for disposal would be located inside existing buildings at WIPP. Non-intrusive characterization
activities, such as radiography and radioassay, would be located inside the TRUP ACT
Maintenance Facility adjacent to the Waste Handling Building. The offices currently located in
that building would be removed. Intrusive characterization activities such as headspace gas
sampling and glovebox operations would be located in the Waste Handling Building at WIPP.
Emissions from intrusive operations would be filtered through High Efficiency Particulate Air
(HEPA) filters at least once and then fed into the Waste Handling Building's exhaust system
where they would be HEPA filtered again before being released to the atmosphere.
The proposed disposal characterization capability at WIPP would have the ability to characterize
approximately 4,000 to 6,000 drum volume equivalents (830 to 1,250 cubic meters) of waste
annually. This would equate to about two or three shipments to WIPP per week that would be
characterized there for disposal. Overall, DOE expects to begin receiving up to 17 shipments per
week within the next two years. As noted above, most of this waste will have been fully
characterized by the sites where it came from and would be ready for disposal. It is anticipated
that an annual throughput of 1,250 cubic meters would not be maintained through the 35-year
period of WIPP operation. This level of disposal characterization capacity would be used in the
earlier years to assist sites in meeting compliance deadlines and closure schedules.

In addition, DOE is proposing to increase the time that CH-TRU waste may be stored above
ground from 60 days to one year and to increase the total above-ground storage capacity by
25 percent, from the current 122 cubic meters to 152 cubic meters. (DOE is proposing that the
increased storage capacity be in the Waste Handling Building where storage capacity would
increase from 77 cubic meters to 107 cubic meters). This would allow DOE to accumulate the
necessary amount of waste to demonstrate the disposal characterization program in order to
obtain approval of the program from the EPA and NMED. The increased storage time also
would allow DOE, if needed, to store wastes during any delay in disposal operations, or, in the
unlikely event a prohibited item were received, to store the item until it can be shipped offsite or
otherwise disposed of.
4

DOE submitted an application to NMED for a modification of the WIPP Hazardous Waste
Facility Permit on July 21, 2000. DOE withdrew this permit modification request on
September 29, 2000, after the close of the public comment period on September 26, 2000, and
after discussions with NMED staff DOE plans to submit a revised permit modification
application that addresses concerns raised by NMED and the public regarding the July 21, 2000,
pennit modification request.

In the revised permit modification request:
( 1) DOE would substitute computed tomography for visual examination of waste
containers so that they would not need to be opened at WIPP except in the unlikely event
that a prohibited item is discovered.
(2) DOE would support the need for increased storage capacity of 25 percent with a time
and motion study prepared by the Sandia National Laboratory.
(3) DOE would request increased time for above-ground waste storage from 60 days to
one year.
DOE has considered the comments received on the July 21, 2000, permit modification request
and concludes that none of the concerns expressed presents significant new circumstances or
information relevant to environmental concerns that were not addressed in prior NEPA analyses.
For example, DOE is proposing an alternative to opening waste containers at WIPP for visual
examination, but NMED may ~ot approve that alternative. DOE has considered the impacts of
opening containers ofTRU waste at WIPP in both the: Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Disposal
Phase Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement, September 1997 (WIPP SEIS-II)
and the WM PEIS. Since waste containers would be opened only in gloveboxes, any
contamination from opening drums would be confined to the gloveboxes, and the WlPP facility
itself would not be contaminated. Accordingly, if DOE is required to open waste containers, the
impacts of such activities have been considered under NEPA.
DOE would not begin to characterize waste at WIPP unless and until NMED approves the permit
modification request. Prior to approval of the permit modification request, DOE would begin to
accelerate facility upgrades needed at WIPP, such as installing an air lock, an additional fire wall,
additional radiation monitors, and spill coating on the uncoated portion of the concrete floor in
the TRUPACT Maintenance Facility. DOE may also begin procuring characterization equipment
and contracting with vendors so it can begin training equipment operators and writing procedures
for the proposed operations. As stated previously, what, if any, particular waste characterization
procedures will occur at WIPP depends on NMED's decision concerning the revised permit
modification request DOE plan's to submit.

4.0 Rationale for the Proposed Action
As stated above, the primary purpose of the centralized disposal characterization capability at
WIPP would be to expedite removal of waste from, and minimize expenditures at, sites with
smaller inventories of CH-TRU waste, where establishing disposal characterization programs
5

would not be practical or cost effective. A centralize:d characterization capability at WIPP also
would allow DOE to characterize for disposal some waste from sites with large inventories,
thereby speeding up removal of wastes from these sites. WIPP' s characterization capability
would not eliminate the need for sites with larger inventories to characterize most of their own
waste, as WIPP' s annual capacity to characterize waste would be limited to 1,250 cubic meters.
Establishing a centralized disposal characterization program at WIPP would enable EPA and
NMED to use their staff resources more efficiently bt~ause they would have fewer waste disposal
characterization programs to review and approve than would be the case if DOE established such
programs at all sites storing TRU waste.
An adequate program for characterizing TRU waste for disposal to meet the WAC is expensive to
establish and operate. Obtaining and installing waste characterization equipment is only part of
the cost of such a program. In addition, personnel training and the development of procedures for
characterization are expensive, time consuming, and require extensive coordination to ensure that
provisions of the WIPP permit and EPA's certification are being met. Adding to the cost of a
disposal characterization program at the generator sites are the internal audits by the CBFO and
approval of the program by EPA and NMED. The EPA and NMED must approve a site's
disposal characterization program before waste characterized at that site can be disposed of in
WIPP.

5,0 Waste Volumes
The impacts of preparing (including characterizing) waste for disposal depend on the volume of
waste to be characterized and treated. The WM PEIS analyzed the volume ofCH-TRU waste
projected to be generated over 20 years, a total of 113,592 cubic meters. The CH-TRU waste
inventory currently projected to be disposed of at WIPP is I 06,3 87 cubic meters. 2 DOE' s recent
projection of the total complex-wide CH-TRU waste volume is less than the Department's prior
projections.

6.0 Prohibited Items
A prohibited item is one that is not eligible for disposal in WIPP . The receipt of a prohibited item
at WIPP is highly unlikely because quality assurance programs for characterization for
transportation at the generator sites effectively ensure that prohibited items are not shipped to
WIPP. DOE's Office of General Counsel is working with CBFO to revise the standard
Memorandum of Agreement between CBFO and generator sites that would clarify the obligations
of the generator sites regarding the management of prohibited items. If a prohibited item were
found in the waste shipped to WIPP for disposal characterization, it would be removed from the
waste container (removal would be done inside of a glovebox) and DOE would return the item to
the generator site; transport the item to an approved waste management facility; or treat the
prohibited item in order to render it acceptable for disposal in WIPP. DOE expects that many of
the items that would otherwise 'be prohibited from disposal in WIPP could be made acceptable for
disposal by simple processes. Processes that were analyzed in the WM PEIS that could be
conducted with the equipment DOE would install at WIPP include solidification or absorption of
~
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liquids, opening sealed containers greater than four liters in volume, and puncturing aerosol
containers that might contain compressed gases. All of these activities were evaluated in the WM
PEIS.

7.0 The Proposed Action Compared to the Centralized Alternative Analyzed in the WM

fE.IS.
The WM PEIS analyzed the impacts of six alternatives for treating TRU wastes (which included
characterization for transportation and disposal). These alternatives are the no-action alternative,
a decentralized alternative, three regionaJized alternatives, and a centralized alternative.
This discussion compares relevant activities and impacts of the proposed action with those of the
Centralized Alternative for treatment ofTRU waste examined in the WM PEIS. The Centralized
Alternative analyzed the impacts of characterizing CH-TRU waste for transportation and disposal
at the sites where it is stored and shipping it to WIPP for treatment in a centralized thermal
treatment unit ( an incinerator) to meet the land disposal requirements of the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).
The relevant activities and impacts ofDOE's proposed action (i.e., installing and operating
equipment at WIPP to characterize some ofDOE's CH-TRU waste for disposal) are
encompassed within the activities and impacts of the Centralized Alternative analyzed in the WM
PEIS. However, the impacts of the activities of the proposed action would be much smaller than
the impacts of the Centralized Alternative evaluated in the WM PEIS for two reasons. First,
the Centralized Alternative assumed that virtually all ofDOE's CH-TRU would be treated at
WIPP. The characterization equipment that DOE has proposed to locate at WIPP would
characterize only a small portion ofDOE's projected inventory ofCH-TRU waste. Second,
the Centralized Alternative analyzed in the WM PEIS assumed that the centralized facility at
WIPP would treat CH-TRU waste by incineration. The characterization equipment DOE would
install in existing buildings at WIPP pursuant to this proposal would only characterize and, as
needed, repackage CH-TRU waste; it would not incinerate or thermally treat any TRU waste.
These two differences have the effect of making the potential environmental impacts of disposal
characterization at WIPP significantly less than the impacts of the Centralized Alternative
analyzed in WM PEIS.
7.1 Characterization at the Waste Generator Sites

Under the Centralized Alternative in the WM PEIS, generator sites would characterize waste not
only for transportation, but also for disposal to meet the WAC. Because, under the proposed
action, those DOE sites sending waste to WlPP to be characterized for disposal would only have
to characterize waste for transportation, the resulting impacts at those sites would be smaller than
under the Centralized Alternative in the WM PEIS .
. 7.2 Transportation of CH-TRU Waste to WIPP

The shipment by truck of CH-TRU waste to WIPP for incineration was analyzed as part of the
WM PEIS's Centralized Alternative. The environmental impacts posed by transportation ofCHTRU w_aste to WIPP would be lower for the proposed action than for the WM PEIS Centralized
Alternative. The Centralized Alternative analyzed the impacts of about 800 more truckloads of

waste than DOE now expects to ship to WIPP based on a full shipment of 42 fifty-five gallon
drums, or about 8. 7 cubic meters per truckload.
The Centralized Alternative, however, did not examine the impacts of return shipments to the
generator sites that could occur in the unlikely event that prohibited items were discovered in
waste sent to WIPP for disposal characterization; the impacts of returning shipments to the
generator sites were analyzed in the WIPP SEIS-11
7.3 Waste Characterization for Disposal at WIPP

7.3.I Impacts of Routine Operations
The WM PEIS's Centralized Alternative examined the impacts of incineration ofCH-TRU waste
at WIPP, which might have been needed to meet RCRA's land disposal restrictions if amendments
to the WIPP Land Withdrawal Act had not eliminated this requirement. Incineration would have
had a greater impact on off-site populations and non-involved workers than the proposed disposal
characterization activities at WIPP because waste incineration would have had greater potential
for release of airborne contaminants from routine operations than would the proposed
characterization activities at WIPP. However, the impacts of either action would be small. The
impacts to involved workers from the proposed action would be comparable to the impacts of the
WM PEIS' s Centralized Alternative because physical operations hazards posed to involved
workers during routine operations would be similar.
7.3.2

Storage and Handling Accident Impacts

The potential impacts of storage and handling accidents for the proposed action would be
comparable to the storage and handling accident impacts identified in the WM PEIS' s Centralized
Alternative, which incorporates the analysis of storage and handling accidents at generator sites
considered in the WIPP SEIS-11. Handling accidents evaluated in the WM PEIS include drum
breach, which could happen during waste handling at WIPP. The bounding storage accidents
evaluated in the WIPP SEIS-11 included a drum spill, drum rupture and fire, and a "beyond design
basis event" that results in collapse of the storage building. The WM PEIS assumed that wastes
would be stored at the generator sites for up to 10 years. Under the proposed action, however,
waste storage at WIPP would be limited to one year. Based on the reduction of storage time
under the proposed action and therefore the reduced probability of an accident, the potential for
impacts from storage and handling accidents would be significantly less than from the storage
accidents evaluated in the WM PEIS and WIPP SEIS-11.

7.3.3 Treatment Accident Impact
The WM PEIS' s analysis of treatment accidents at WIPP evaluated accid.ent scenarios involving
incineration. Accidents at an incineration facility generally would be more severe than any
accident involving the proposed characterization activities because of the greater amount of
energy imparted to waste components during incineration. Also, the potential release of ash and
gases from an incinerator (e.g., nitrogen dioxide) would not be possible under the proposed action
of characterizing waste at WIPP because even the most extreme characterization processes (e.g.,
solidify_ing liquids, opening sealed containers greater than four liters in volume, and puncturing

containers that might contain compressed gases) would not chemically break down waste
components or impart energy to mobilize them.
7.3.4 Air Quality Impacts
The analysis of the WM PEIS's Centralized Alternative found that incineration of CH-TRU waste
at WIPP could result in elevated emissions of nitrogen dioxide. Because the proposed disposal
characterization of waste at WIPP would not involve incineration, it would not produce nitrogen
dioxide, which is not normally present in TRU waste.
The WIPP WAC is designed to prevent the build up of any methane or hydrogen that might be in
the waste. Therefore, only very small amounts of methane or hydrogen, if any, would be released
in the gloveboxes if drums were opened and would result in only extremely low concentration
increases in ambient air.
The WM PEIS analysis also found that the incineration of CH-TRU waste at WIPP could result in
elevated emissions of particulates and exceed applicable standards for air emissions of
radionuclides. However, the proposed action does not involve incineration, and emissions from
any intrusive disposal characterization activities would be HEP A filtered at least twice to remove
radioactive and other particulates. Therefore, emissions from the proposed action would be much
lower than the emissions from the incineration unit analyzed as part of the WM PEIS's
Centralized Alternative and would be well below applicable standards.

7.3.5 Water Use
Establishing a disposal characterization program at WIPP would not appreciably increase water
usage at the WIPP facility. No water would be used in the waste characterization processes,
fewer than 20 new employees would be required to operate the new facilities, and no construction
of new treatment facilities ( which accounts for most of the increased water use estimated in the
WM PEIS) would occur. Currently there are approximately 900 DOE contractor employees at
the WIPP. The WM PEIS's Centralized Alternative estimated that there would be an increase of
approximately 4,000 new jobs in regional employment to support the treatment facility assumed in
the Centralized Alternative. Thus, the increased water usage associated with 20 new employees
would be within the scope of the impacts identified in the WM PEIS' s analysis of the Centralized
Alternative, and within the current design capacity of WIPP' s water system.

7.3.6 Ecological and Cultural Resources
Because the proposed action would locate the characterization processes within existing
structures on the WIPP site, there would be no impacts to plant or animal species or cultural
resources from site clearing and construction activities.
The WM PEIS analysis found that treatment facility emissions would have no effect on ecological
resources. Since the proposed action would not involve incineration and the associated emissions
would be much lower, the proposed action would also have no effect on ecological resources.

7.3.7 Environmental Justice

The WM PEIS assumed thermal treatment in the Centralized Alternative at WIPP. Because the
proposed action does not involve thermal treatment, the impacts to minority or low-income
populations would be less than those analyzed in the Centralized Alternative, which DOE
concluded would not pose any high and adverse impacts on the population as a whole. There are
no special circumstances in the proposed action that would result in any disproportionately high
and adverse impacts to minority or low income populations.

7.3.8 Economics, Population, Land Use, Infrastmcture
Because the disposal characterization equipment at WIPP would be located inside existing
buildings, the costs of construction and the need for additional construction workers would be
minimized. There would be no land use impacts, and infrastructure impacts would be less than
those estimated by the WM PEIS Centralized Alternative analysis because only about 20 new
workers would be needed to conduct the proposed disposal characterization activities at the
WIPP site versus about 4,000 new workers identified in the WM PEIS Centralized Alternative.
7.3.9 Cumulative Impacts
The proposed action would add fewer cumulative impacts than the WM PEIS Centralized
Alternative. The cumulative radionuclide releases, other air emissions, land usage impacts, water
demand, demand for waste water treatment capacity, and employment at WIPP would all be
lower than those estimated for the WM PEIS Centralized Alternative. This is due to the less
intensive processes that would be employed, the use of existing facilities to house waste
characterization equipment, and the small increase in WIPP' s workforce needed to characterize
waste. In particular, wastewater treatment capacity would not have to be expanded and existing
community infrastructure and institutions would not be materially affected by increased
employment.

8.0 Determination
The results of this Supplement Analysis indicate that the activities and environmental impacts
associated with the proposed action of characterizing for disposal some CH-TRU waste at WIPP
are encompassed within those activities and impacts analyzed under the Centralized Alternative of
the WM PEIS or under WIPP SEIS-11. On this basis, DOE has determined that performing
characterization for disposal activities at WIPP would not constitute a substantial change in
actions previously analyzed and would not constitute significant new circumstances or information
relevant to environmental concerns and bearing on the: previously analyzed action or its impacts.
Therefore, DOE does not need to undertake additional NEPA analyses.
Implementation of any Record of Decision issued pursuant to this Supplement Analysis would be
contingent upon approval by NMED of a modification to WIPP's Hazardous Waste Facility
Permit and NMED's approval ofWIPP's waste disposal characterization program.
Approved in Washington, D.C., on this _ _ day of December 2000.

Carolyn L. Huntoon
Assistant Secretary for Environmental Management

The Honorable Jeff Bingaman
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Bingaman:
This letter transmits a revision to the Department of Energy's (DOE's) Record of
Decision (ROD) (63 Federal Register 3629, January 23, 1998) regarding the
treatment and storage of transuranic waste. That decision, issued pursuant to the
Waste Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement, stated that
each of the Department's sites having transuranic waste would prepare it for
disposal and store it at the site where it was generated until it is shipped to the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in New Mexico for disposal. The one
exception was the Sandia National Laboratory in New Mexico, which would ship
its transuranic waste to the Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico for
characterization and disposal preparation. In this ROD, the Department also
acknowledged that in the future, it might decide to ship transuranic waste from
sites where it would be impractical to prepar1e the waste for disposal to other sites
in the Department that had the needed preparation capabilities.
With the revision to the ROD, the Department will establish a centralized
capability at WIPP that will be used to characterize for disposal up to 1,250 cubic
meters of contact-handled transuranic (CH-TRU) waste ( about 6000 drum
equivalents) out of about 7,000 cubic meters expected to be received annually at
WIPP for disposal. In addition, the time that CH-TRU waste will be stored above
ground will be increased from 60 days to one: year and the total above-ground
storage capacity will be increased by 25 percent, for a maximum storage capacity
of 152 cubic meters. This will allow DOE to accumulate the necessary amount of
waste to demonstrate the disposal characteri.7..ation program in order to obtain
approval of the program from the Environmental Protection Agency and the New
Mexico Environment Department (NMED).
This capability will expedite removal of transuranic waste from, and minimize
expenditures at, sites with small inventories of CH-TRU waste, where setting up
separate characterization programs would not be practical or cost effective.
Further, a centralized disposal characterization capability will supplement the
waste characterization capabilities of the sites with larger inventories of TRU
waste to meet compliance agreements, closure schedules, or other waste
management needs, as needed. Disposal characterization at WIPP, however,
would not eliminate the need for these sites to characterize most of their own
waste, since the annual throughput at WIPP would be limited to 1,250 cubic
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meters.
DOE' s implementation of these decisions is contingent on NMED approving a
modification ofWIPP's Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. DOE would not begin
to characterize waste at WIPP unless and until NMED approves the permit
modification request. DOE plans to submit this request in the near future.
The Department prepared a supplement analysis of the Waste Management
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement. This review shows that the
potential health and environmental risks of the revised decision are adequately
addressed in the environmental impact statement and that no further analysis under
the National Environmental Policy Act is needed.

If you have questions about the Department's revised decision regarding the
treatment and storage of transuranic waste, please contact me or have a member of
your staff contact Mr. Matthew Greenwald, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Senate
Liaison at (202) 586-4068.
Sincerely,

Carolyn L. Huntoon
Assistant Secretary for
Environmental Management
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Advance Distribution of the Revision to the Record of Decision for
TRU Waste Treatment and Storage
U.S.SENATE

New Mexico

Pete V. Domenici
Jeff Bingaman

The Honorable Gary Johnson
Governor
State of New Mexico
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503
Dear Governor Johnson:
This letter transmits a revision to the Department of Energy's (DOE's) Record of
Decision (ROD) (63 Federal Register 3629, January 23, 1998) regarding the
treatment and storage of transuranic waste. That decision, issued pursuant to the
Waste Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement, stated that
each of the Department's sites having transuranic waste would prepare it for
disposal and store it at the site where it was generated until it is shipped to the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in New Mexico for disposal. The one
exception was the Sandia National Laboratory in New Mexico, which would ship
its transuranic waste to the Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico for
characterization and disposal preparation. In this ROD, the Department also
acknowledged that in the future, it might decide to ship transuranic waste from
sites where it would be impractical to prepare the waste for disposal to other sites
in the Department that had the needed preparation capabilities.
With the revision to the ROD, the Department will establish a centralized
capability at WIPP that ·will be used to characterize for disposal up to 1,250 cubic
meters of contact-handled transuranic (CH-TRU) waste (about 6000 drum
equivalents) out of about 7,000 cubic meters expected to be received annually at
WIPP for disposal. In addition, the time that CH-TRU waste will be stored above
ground will be increased from 60 days to one year and the total above-ground
storage capacity will be increased by 25 percent, for a maximum storage capacity
of 152 cubic meters. This will allow DOE to accumulate the necessary amount of
waste to demonstrate the disposal characterization program in order to obtain
approval of the program from the Environmental Protection Agency and the New
Mexico Environment Department (NMED).
This capability will expedite removal of transuranic waste from, and minimize
expenditures at, sites with small inventories of CH-TRU waste, where setting up
separate characterization programs would not be practical or cost effective.
Further, a centralized disposal characterization capability will supplement the
waste characterization Gapabilities of the sites with larger inventories ofTRU
waste to meet compliance agreements, closure schedules, or other waste
management needs, as needed. Disposal characterization at WIPP, however,
would not eliminate the need for these sites to characterize most of their own
. waste, since the annual throughput at WIPP would be limited to 1,250 cubic

2

meters.
DOE's implementation of these decisions is contingent on NMED approving a
modification ofWIPP's Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. DOE would not begin
to characterize waste at WIPP unless and until NMED approves the permit
modification request. DOE plans to submit this request in the near future.
The Department prepared a supplement analysis of the Waste Management
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement. This review shows that the
potential health and environmental risks of the revised decision are adequately
addressed in the environmental impact statement and that no further analysis under
the National Environmental Policy Act is needed.

If you have questions about the Department's revised decision regarding the
treatment and storage of transuranic waste, please contact me or have a member of
your staff contact Ms. Linda Lingle, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 586-5450.
Sincerely,

Carolyn L. Huntoon
Assistant Secretary for
Environmental Management

The Honorable Heather Wilson
U. S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Representative Wilson:
This letter transmits a revision to the Department of Energy's (DOE's) Record of
Decision (ROD) (63 Federal Register 3629, January 23, 1998) regarding the
treatment and storage of transuranic waste. That decision, issued pursuant to the
Waste Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement, stated that
each of the Department's sites having transuranic waste would prepare it for
disposal and store it at the site where it was ge:nerated until it is shipped to the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in New Mexico for disposal. The one
exception was the Sandia National Laboratory in New Mexico, which would ship
its transuranic waste to the Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico for
characterization and disposal preparation. In this ROD, the Department also
acknowledged that in the future, it might decide to ship transuranic waste from
sites where it would be impractical to prepare the waste for disposal to other sites
in the Department that had the needed preparation capabilities.
With the revision to the ROD, the Department will establish a centralized
capability at WIPP that will be used to characterize for disposal up to 1,250 cubic
meters of contact-handled transuranic (CH-TRU) waste ( about 6000 drum
equivalents) out of about 7,000 cubic meters expected to be received annually at
WIPP for disposal. In addition, the time that CH-TRU waste will be stored above
ground will be increased from 60 days to one year and the total above-ground
storage capacity will be increased by 25 percent, for a maximum storage capacity
of 152 cubic meters. This will allow DOE to accumulate the necessary amount of
waste to demonstrate the disposal characterization program in order to obtain
approval of the program from the Environmental Protection Agency and the New
Mexico Environment Department (NMED).
This capability will exp~dite removal of transuranic waste from, and minimize
expenditures at, sites with small inventories of CH-TRU waste, where setting up
separate characterization programs would not be practical or cost effective.
Further, a centralized disposal characterization capability will supplement the
waste characterization capabilities of the sites with larger inventories of TRU
waste to meet compliance agreements, closure schedules, or other waste
management needs, as needed. Disposal characterization at WIPP, however,
would not eliminate the need for these sites to characterize most of their own
waste, since the annual throughput at WIPP would be limited to 1,250 cubic

2
meters.
DOE' s implementation of these decisions is contingent on NMED approving a
modification ofWIPP's Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. DOE would not begin
to characterize waste at WIPP unless and until NMED approves the permit
modification request. DOE plans to submit this request in the near future.
The Department prepared a supplement analysis of the Waste Management
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement. This review shows that the
potential health and environmental risks of tht~ revised decision are adequately
addressed in the environmental impact statement and that no further analysis under
the National Environmental Policy Act is needed.
If you have questions about the Department's revised decision regarding the
treatment and storage of transuranic waste, please contact me or have a member of
your staff contact Mr. David Berick, Deputy Assistant Secretary for House Liaison
at (202) 586-3354.

Sincerely,

Carolyn L. Huntoon
Assistant Secretary for
Environmental Management
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U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

New Mexico

Heather Wilson

Joe Skeen
Tom Udall

The Honorable Anthony Ortiz
Governor
Pueblo of San Felipe
San Felipe, New Mexico 87001
Dear Governor Ortiz:
This letter transmits a revision to the Department of Energy's (DOE's) Record of
Decision (ROD) (63 Federal Register 3629, January 23, 1998) regarding the
treatment and storage of transuranic waste. That decision, issued pursuant to the
Waste Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement, stated that
each of the Department's sites having transuranic waste would prepare it for
disposal and store it at the site where it was generated until it is shipped to the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in New Mexico for disposal. The one
exception was the Sandia National Laboratory in New Mexico, which would ship
its transuranic waste to the Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico for
characterization and disposal preparation. In this ROD, the Department also
acknowledged that in the future, it might decide to ship transuranic waste from
sites where it would be impractical to prepare the waste for disposal to other sites
in the Department that had the needed preparation capabilities.
With the revision to the ROD, the Department will establish a centralized
capability at WIPP that will be used to characterize for disposal up to 1,250 cubic
meters of contact-handled transuranic (CH-TRU) waste (about 6000 drum
equivalents) out of about 7,000 cubic meters expected to be received annually at
WIPP for disposal. In addition, the time that CH-TRU waste will be stored above
ground will be increased from 60 days to one year and the total above-ground
storage capacity will be increased by 25 percent, for a maximum storage capacity
of 152 cubic meters. This will allow DOE to accumulate the necessary amount of
waste to demonstrate the disposal characterization program in order to obtain
approval of the program from the Environmental Protection Agency and the New
Mexico Environment Department (NMED).
This capability will expedite removal of transuranic waste from, and minimize
expenditures at, sites with small inventories of CH-TRU waste, where setting up
separate characterization programs would not be practical or cost effective.
Further, a centralized disposal characterization capability will supplement the
waste characterization capabilities of the sites with larger inventories of TRU
waste to meet compliance agreements, closure schedules, or other waste
management needs, as needed. Disposal characterization at WIPP, however,
would not eliminate the need for these sites to characterize most of their own
. waste, since the annual throughput at WIPP would be limited to 1,250 cubic

2

meters.
DOE's implementation of these decisions is contingent on NMED approving a
modification ofWIPP's Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. DOE would not begin
to characterize waste at WIPP unless and until NMED approves the permit
modification request. DOE plans to submit this request in the near future.
The Department prepared a supplement analysis of the Waste Management
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement. This review shows that the
potential health and environmental risks of the:: revised decision are adequately
addressed in the environmental impact statement and that no further analysis under
the National Environmental Policy Act is needled.
If you have questions about the Department's revised decision regarding the
treatment and storage of transuranic waste, please contact me or have a member of
your staff contact Mr. Derrick Watchman, Director of Indian Affairs, at
(202) 586-0211.

Sincerely,

Carolyn L. Huntoon
Assistant Secretary for
Environmental Management
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TRIBAL LEADERS - NEW MEXICO

The Honorable Anthony Ortiz
Governor
Pueblo of San Felipe
San Felipe, New Mexico 87001
The Honorable David Perez
Governor
Nambe Pueblo
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
The Honorable Eagle Rael
Governor
Picuris Pueblo
Pensaco, New Mexico 87553
The Honorable Bruce Sanchez
Tribal Leader
Pueblo of Santa Ana
Bernalillo, New Mexico 87004
The Honorable Amadao Shije
Governor
Pueblo of Zia
Zia Pueblo, New Mexico 87053
The Honorable Lloyd T ortalita
Governor
Pueblo of Acoma
Acomita, New Mexico 87034
The Honorable Jacob Viarrial
Governor
Pueblo of Pojoaque
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
The Honorable Rodger Vigil
Acting President
Jicarilla Apache Tribe
Dulce, New Mexico 87528
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Verification of Cost Information

Cost incurred
through

Projected Cost

08/01/01 9/30/01

07/30/01

Projected Cost at
Completion

9/30/01

SRS
Project office

$

2,785,109

Mobile Equipment

$

1,981,284

$

2,486,791.31

$

5,271,900

590,000

$

2,571,284

$

7,843,184

828,930.44

$

1,757,300

650,000

$

2,945,203

$

4,702,503

ANL-E

Project office

$

928,370

Mobile Equipment

$

2,295,203

$

Project Office - Waste Certification Program Development, Authorization Basis,
Site Interface, Readiness Assessment and Certification Audit, etc.
Mobile Equipment - NDA, NOE, HSG and MOVER

8/14/2001

GUIDANCE FOR COJ\1PLETION OF
TRt; WASTE CHARACTERIZATION COST SHEETS

The Transuranic Waste Characterization task force Cost Subgroup defined 12 activities that
encompass the TRC waste characterization process. Each cost sheet depicts those cost items
contained in each activity. Not all activities or cost items depicted will apply to each TRU waste
site. Additionally, there is space to identify site-specific costs. Definitions of the cost items are
attached to each cost sheet.
The Cost Subgroup identified only vanable costs associated with characterization using the
following definitions as guidance.
Fixed Cost - Fixed costs are capital costs plus those "operating expenses that are incurred
to provide facilities and organization which are kept in readiness to do business without
regard to actual volumes of production and sales. Fixed costs remain relatively constant
until changed by managerial decision. Within general limits they do not vary \vith
business volume."
Variable Cost- Variable costs increase or decrease according to the volume of activity
within the business (i.e., labor and expenses that change as activity levels change).

All costs need to be allocated and stated on a per container basis.
Within each activity the cost items have three columns to enter data. Enter the cost per container
or N/ A (Not Applicable) in the appropriate column. In some cases subcontractor costs mav only
be in a ''lump sum" and cannot be broken down by cost item. In that case, enter the total in the
subcontractor column and append a note indicating which cost items are included in that sum
Following is the detailed guidance for completing each cost sheet.

1.

'.'Jon-Destructive Assay (NOA)

•

Non-destructive Assay Production - Container handling within NDA facility (e.g .. inserting
and removing container from counting equipment), operation of counting equipment and
obtaining and reducing raw data.
Technical Support - Technical supervision and engineering support.
Radiological Surveys - Radiation protection, radiation surveys, and safety and health
coverage.
Quality Control - Prorated routine equipment operational maintenance (not repair).
calibration, and duplicate counts
Drum Handling - Container handling and transportation needed specifically to perform NDA
(i.e .. cost in excess of container handling cost if ND A were not required).

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Level I Data \fanagement - Data generation review and signature release of data report for
container.
Level II Data Management - Project level review· and signature release of data report for
container
Sample Management - Tracking of container to and from ~DA facility, as applicable.
Secondary Waste Management - Packaging and disposition ( i e .. removal of waste from
NOA facility, including disposal surcharge if applicable) of contaminated materials resulting
from operations ( e.g., survey swipes, anti-Cs)
Other - Any other directly related variable costs associated with ~'DA at this site. Describe
task and provide basis for costs (e.g., unit rates)

2. Headspace Gas Sampling and Analysis for QAPP Compliance
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Headspace Gas Sampling and Analysis Production - Container handling within headspace
gas sampling facility, operation of headspace gas sampling equipment packaging and
tagging of the Summa canister (if applicable), operation of head space gas analysis
equipment and obtaining and reducing raw data.
Technical Support - Technical supervision and engineering support.
Radiological Surveys - Radiation protection. radiation surveys, and safety and health
coverage.
Quality Control - Prorated routine equipment operational maintenance (not repair),
calibration. and duplicate ( or blank) sampling and analysis.
Drum Handling - Container handling and transportation needed specifically to perform
headspace gas sampling and analysis (i.e., cost in excess of normal container handling costs
if headspace gas sampling and analysis were not required).
Level I Data Management - Data generation revi,ew and signature release of data report for
container.
Level II Data \fanagement - Project level review and signature release of data report for
container
Sample Management - Tracking of container to and from headspace gas sampling and
analysis facilities, as applicable.
Secondary Waste Management - Packaging and disposition (i.e, removal of waste from
headspace gas sampling and analysis facilities, including disposal surcharge if applicable) of
contaminated materials resulting from operations (e.g., survey swipes, anti-Cs)
Other - Any other directly related variable costs associated with headspace gas sampling and
analysis at this site. Describe task and provide basis for costs (e.g., unit rates).

3. Headspace Gas Sampling and Analysis for Transportation Compliance
•

Headspace Gas Sampling and Analysis Production - Container handling within headspace
gas sampling facility, operation of headspace gas sampling equipment. packaging and
tagging of the Summa canister (if applicable), operation of head space gas analysis
equipment and obtaining and reducing raw data.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Technical Suppon - Technical supervision and engineering suppon
Radiological Surveys - Radiation protection., radiation surveys, and safety and health
coverage.
Quality Control - Prorated routine equipment operational maintenance ( not repair),
calibration., and duplicate (or blank) sampling and analysis.
Drum Handling - Container handling and transponation needed specifically to perform
headspace gas sampling and analysis (i.e., cost in excess of normal container handling costs
if headspace gas sampling and analysis were not required).
Level I Data Management - Data generation reVllew and signature release of data report for
container.
Level II Data Management - Project level review and signature release of data repon for
container.
Sample Management - Tracking of container to and from headspace gas sampling and
analysis facilities, as applicable.
Secondary Waste Management - Packaging and disposition (i.e., removal of waste from
headspace gas sampling and analysis facilities, including disposal surcharge if applicable) of
contaminated materials resulting from operations (e.g., survey swipes, anti-Cs)
Other - Any other directly related variable costs associated with headspace gas sampling and
analysis at this site. Describe task and provide basis for costs (e.g., unit rates).

4. Real Time Radiography (RTR)
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Real Time Radiography Production - Container handling within RTR facility (e.g., inserting
and removing container from X-ray equipment), operation of X-ray equipment, and obtaining
video and audio tape recordings and documenting data.
Technical Suppon - Technical supervision and engineering support.
Radiological Surveys - Radiation protection, radiation surveys, and safety and health
coverage.
Quality Control - Prorated routine equipment operational maintenance (not repair),
calibration., and duplicate scans.
Drum Handling - Container handling and transportation needed specifically to perform RTR
(i.e., cost in excess of container handling cost ifRTR were not required).
Level I Data Management - Data generation review and signature release of data report for
container.
Level II Data Management - Project level review and signature release of data report for
container.
Sample Management - Tracking of container to and from RTR facility, as applicable.
Secondary Waste Management - Packaging and disposition (i.e., removal of waste from RTR
facility, including disposal surcharge if applicable) of contaminated materials resulting from
operations (e.g., survey swipes, anti-Cs)
Other - Any other directly related variable costs associated with RTR at this site. Describe
task and provide basis for costs (e.g., unit rates)

5. Visual Examination (VE)
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Visual Examination Production - Container hand:ling within VE facility ( e.g., inserting and
removing container from examination containment), opening of container and
removal/inspection of contents. repackaging of container contents ( if applicable), and
documenting the container contents data.
Technical Support - Technical supervision and engineering support.
Radiological Surveys - Radiation protection. radiation surveys, and safety and health
coverage.
Quality Control - Not applicable.
Drum Handling - Container handling and transportation needed specifically to perform VE
(i.e .. cost in excess of container handling cost if VE were not required).
Level I Data Management - Data generation review and signature release of data report for
container.·
Level II Data Management - Project level re-..,iew and signature release of data report for
container.
Sample Management - Tracking of container to and from VE facility. as applicable.
Secondary Waste Management - Packaging and disposition (i.e .. removal of waste from VE
facility, including disposal surcharge if applicable) of contaminated materials resulting from
operations ( e.g., survey swipes, anti-Cs, packaging materials resulting from opening
packages for inspection of contents).
Other - Any other directly related variable costs associated with VE at this site. Describe
task and provide basis for costs (e.g., unit rates)

6. Solids Coring and Sampling
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Solids Core Production - Container handling within solids coring/sampling facility (e g.
inserting and removing container from solids sampling containment). opening container and
obtaining core. closing container. cleaning coring equipment for reuse. and documenting
coring data.
Solids Sample Acquisition - Extracting sample( s) from core. packaging core sample( s) for
transfer to laboratory. and preparing sample and chain-of-custody documentation.
Technical Support - Technical supervision and engineering support.
Radiological Surveys - Radiation protection. radiation surveys. and safety and health
coverage.
Quality Control - Not applicable.
Drum Handling - Container handling and transportation needed specifically to perform solids
coring and sampling (i.e. cost in excess of container handling cost if solids coring and
sampling were not required).
Level I Data Management - Data generation review and signature release of data report for
container.
Level II Data Management - Project level review and signature release of data report for
container.

•
•

•

Sample Management - Tracking of container to and from solids sampling facility (as
applicable) and tracking core and sample.
Secondary Waste Management - Packaging and disposition (i.e .. removal of ,.vaste from
solids sampling facility. including disposal surcharge if applicable) of contaminated materials
resulting from operations ( e.g., survey swipes. anti-Cs. unused core material. residue from
coring tool cleaning).
Other - Any other directly related variable costs associated with solids sampling at this site.
Describe task and provide basis for costs (e.g., unit rates)

7. Solids Analysis

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Solids Analysis Production - Preparing sample for analysis. performing full suite of analyses
for VOCs, SVOCs, and metals (include and note performance of PCB analysis and/or
radiochemistry if applicable to the specific site), and obtaining and reducing raw data.
Technical Support•· Technical supervision and engineering support.
Radiological Surveys - Radiation protection, radiation surveys, and safety and health
coverage.
Quality Control - Prorated routine equipment operational maintenance (not repair),
calibration.. and duplicate and blank sample analysis.
Drum Handling - Not applicable.
Level I Data Management - Data generation review and signature release of data report for
container
Level II Data Management - Project level review and signature release of data report for
container.
Sample Management - Tracking of samples to and from solids analysis facility (as
applicable).
Secondary Waste Management - Packaging and disposition (i e .. removal of waste from
solids analysis facility, including disposal surcharge if applicable) of contaminated materials
resulting from operations ( e.g., survey swipes, anti-Cs. unused sample material. residue from
analvsis).
Other - Any other directly related variable costs associated with solids analysis at this site
Describe task and provide basis for costs (e.g., unit rates)

8. Acceptable Knowledge (AK)
•

•
•
•
•
•

Acceptable Knowledge Production - Finding records/files applicable to the waste stream of
interest. reviewing records/files. assembling auditable record. and documenting applicable
waste characterization information.
Technical Support - Technical supervision and en!~neering support.
Radiological Surveys - Not applicable.
Quality Control - Not applicable.
Drum Handling - Not applicable
Level I Data Management - Not applicable.

•
•
•
•

Level II Data Management - Project level review and signature release of AK package for
waste stream.
Sample .\1anagement - Not applicable.
Secondary Waste Management - Not applicable.
Other - Any other directly related variable costs associated with AK at this site. Describe
task and provide basis for cost

9. Drum Venting

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Drum Venting Production - Container handling within drum venting facility (e.g .. inserting
and removing container from drum venting containment. inserting and removing container
from drum venting machine) and documenting drnm venting operation.
Technical Support - Technical supervision and engineering support.
Radiological Surveys - Radiation protection., radiation surveys. and safety and health
coverage.
Quality Control - :'\Jot applicable.
Drum Handling - Container handling and transportation needed specifically to perform solids
sampling (i.e .. cost in excess of container handling cost if drum venting were not required).
Level I Data Management - Not applicable.
Level II Data Management - Not applicable.
Sample Management - Tracking of container to and from drum venting facility ( as
applicable) and tracking core.
Secondary Waste Management - Packaging and disposition (i.e .. removal of waste from
drum venting facility, including disposal surcharge if applicable) of contaminated materials
resulting from operations (e.g., survey swipes, anti-Cs)
Other - Any other directlv related variable costs associated \vith drum venting at this site.
Describe task and provide basis for costs ( e g .. unit rates)

10. Data Management
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data Management Production - Performing general records management applicable to the
waste characterization program including performiing statistical calculations to determine
random selection of containers. random selection of coring and sampling locations. number
of containers required for visual examination or achieving confidence levels. duplicate QA
record storage and maintenance. and input of data to the WWIS
Technical Support - Technical supervision and engineering support.
Radiological Surveys - "'.'Jot applicable.
Quality Control - '-Jot applicable.
Drum Handling - Not applicable.
Level I Data Management - Not applicable.
Level II Data Management - Project level review of production documents
Sample Management - Not applicable.
Secondary Waste Management - Not applicable.

•

Other - Any other directly related variable costs associated with data management at this site.
Describe task and provide basis for cost.

11. Gas Generation Testing

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Gas Generation Testing Production - Container handling within gas generation testing
facility (e.g., inserting and removing container from gas generation testing confinement) and
documenting gas generation testing operation.
Technical Support - Technical supervision and engineering support.
Radiological Surveys - Radiation protection, radiation surveys, and safety and health
coverage.
Quality Control - Prorated routine equipment operational maintenance (not repair) and
calibration
Drum Handling - Container handling and transportation needed specifically to perform gas
generation testing (i.e., cost in excess of container handling cost if gas generation testing
were not required).
Level I Data Management - Data generation review and signature release of data report for
container.
Level II Data Management - Project level review and signature release of data report for
container.
Sample Management - Tracking of container to and from gas generation testing facility, as
applicable.
Secondary Waste Management - Packaging and disposition (i.e., removal of waste from gas
generation testing facility, including disposal surcharge if applicable) of contaminated
materials resulting from operations (e.g., survey swipes, anti-Cs)
Other - Any other directly related variable costs associated with gas generation testing at this
site. Describe task and provide basis for cost.

12. Drum Age Criterion Compliance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drum Age Criterion Compliance Production - Container handling within drum aging facility
and drum aging support activities.
Technical Support - Technical supervision and engineering support.
Radiological Surveys - Radiation protection, radiation surveys, and safety and health
coverage.
Quality Control - Not applicable.
Drum Handling - Container handling and transportation needed specifically to perform drum
aging (i.e , cost in excess of container handling cost if drum aging were not required).
Level I Data Management - Data generation review and signature release of data report for
container.
Level II Data Management - Project level review and signature release of data report for
container.
Sample Management - Tracking of container to and from drum aging facility, as applicable.

•

•

Secondary Waste Management - Packaging and disposition (i.e .. removal of waste from
drum aging facility, including disposal surcharge if applicable) of contaminated materials
resulting from operations (e.g., survey swipes. anti-Cs)
Other - Any other directlv related variable costs associated \vith drum aging at this site.
Describe task and provide basis for cost

CHARACTERIZATION ASSL"~PTIONS
GENERAL

1. Both CH and RH containers are included in the container count by FY ( see ''Site
Container Count.xls. ")
'"' Until unit RH waste characterization costs are defined, they are assumed to be equal
to CH characterization costs. This is reasonable since it is likely that less will be
required for RH (i.e., more based on AK) but the cost for the individual activities
actually performed will be more costly due to remote operations. Therefore. the cost
differences are offsetting.
3. For the 5-year planning periods (i.e .. starting in FYI 1), the annual number of
containers is assumed to be 20% of the 5-year total count, adjusted in l or more years
by l to a few containers to yield the 5-year total. In some cases, the total may be
averaged over fewer than 5 years to account for early end to a campaign.
4 .-\.II NG containers require aging. No previously vented RS containers require aging.

ANL-E
I. Containers characterized in FY02 are retrievably stored CH solids in 2 waste streams
(200 and 250 vented containers each).
' Containers characterized in FY03 are retrievablv stored RH solids in I waste stream
of vented containers.
3 VE-RS is based on 11 1% miscertification in FY02 and 2% thereafter.
4. 25% ofFY02 CH containers are subject to gas generation testing .
.:; Waste characterization in FYI0. FY16-20, and FY26-30 is all newly generated solids.
There is I CH and I RH waste stream. The characterization is performed at the
beginning of the 5-year periods.

Hanford
1. Waste is all debris (aiw IP ABS). Therefore there is no solids coring, sampling, or
analysis are performed.
'"' All waste is RS through FY04 pending start of WRAP operations. 23 76 drums from
stream l S78 are assumed to be RS in FY0S. All remaining waste is assumed to be
repackaged in WRAP and is NG.
3 VE-RS is based on 11 % miscertification in FY0 I and 2% thereafter.
4 25% of RS CH drums are subject to gas generation testing.
5. 50% of RS drums are assumed to require venting and aging.
[NEEL

1. AMWTF starts operation in FY03 and will repackage all debris waste.
Except for stream 6082. all waste is solids. Stream 6082 is a mixture of soil and
debris, assumed to be 50/50.
3. VE-RS is based on 11 % miscertification in FY0 l and 2% thereafter.
'")
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25% of RS CH drums are subject to gas generation testing.
All drums are vented.

LANL
I. Container count calculated from CPABS data (see Site Container Countxls) .
.., All wastes through FY 15 are RS solids except debris waste from Si'-<1-. (characterized
and shipped in FY06 through FY 10.
3. Post FY 15 all waste is NG and requires aging.
4. VE-RS is based on l I% miscertification in FY0 I and 21% thereafter.
5 25% of RS CH drums are subject to gas gene:ration testing.
6 25% of RS drums prior to FY06 require venting.

LLNL
I . All waste is CH debris in drums.
All RS drums are vented.
3. Waste characterized and shipped through FYl 0 is RS. _ajl subsequent waste is '.\G
and requires aging.
4. 25% of RS CH drums are subject to gas generation testing.
Mound
1. All waste is CH solids.
' AH waste must be repackaged as NG prior to disposal and requires aging

~TS
Waste stream 1232 is RS solids in vented drums .
.., 25% of stream 1232 drums are subject to gas generation testing
3. The oversize boxes and classified waste drums are debris repackaged as NG and
reqwre agmg.

ORNL
1. Waste streams are assigned as follows:
CH Waste
425
RS debris
432
NG debris
3015
NG treated solids
RH Waste
427
NG debris
429
NG solids
430
NG debris
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-B 1
-+33
:::

.)

"-iG debris
:--rG solids

All RS waste drums are vented
25°.·o of RS CH drums are subject to gas generation testing

RFETS
.-\11 waste is CH solids.
234 of the 334 m' shipped in FY06 is assumed to be '.\iG due to some form of
treatment or repackaging. This is equivalent to 1413 containers of NG waste.

SQS
.-\JI waste is RS debris.
All RS waste drums have been vented.
25°,,o of RS CH drums are subject to gas generation testing

SRS
All waste is debris .
.., All RS waste drums have been vented.
3. All waste characterized and shipped through FY03 ( pre-LA TWF) is RS.
-+ Waste characterized and shipped from FY04 through FY IO is 50% RS debris and
50% repackaged stored waste treated as :'-JG in LATWF.
' Waste characterized and shipped from FYI 1 through FYIS is 75% repackaged in
LATWF.
6. All waste characterized and shipped starting m FY 16 through FY3 5 is repackaged in
HATWF
- 25° o of RS CH drums are subject to gas generation testing
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1.0 Introduction
The Waste Inspection Technology Division of BIR. Inc. from Lincolnshire Illinois is pleased to
present this proposal to Westinghouse WID for an RTR system that strictly adheres to the
requirements of the SOW (RFP 82311) without exception (see SOW response in section 2.0).
BIR offers a 450kV RTR system with ·'snap shot" capability for whole drum digital radiography
(DR). There will be 6-months delivery from order. This includes an automated conveyor system
for the simultaneous staging of up to 5 drums and a shielded radiation vault (with l OOmR!yr
leakage) with an automated and interlocked drum-loading door. BIR offers Westinghouse 20
years of experience as ax-ray system manufacturer. with the reputation of providing excellence
in product performance, safety, customer support, and competitive state-of-the-art technology
with value pricing. Additionally, BIR/WITCO offers Westinghouse 10-years of experience with
DOE TRU drum NDE with unmatched performance (see section 10.0 for WITCO experience).
As an option for state-of-the-art performance, greater than the above mentioned RTR system.
BIR offers increased x-ray source voltage from 450kV to 2 MV to improve the radiographic
imaging of dense waste, dense packaging and RH waste drums. This option allows for the highquality rapid radiography (with less than 1 minute per drum image) of all light-weight and dense
drums entering WIPP (including steel pipe over packs, lead-lined drums, sludge, cement, RH
etc.). We also offer a 2 nd option by adding computed tomography (CT) with cross-sectional (CT
slice) drum imaging (at 450kV or 2 MV) to eliminate the super-positioning of overlapping
structures to better visualize and identify waste streams and drum content with 3-D x-ray
imaging. Both or either option may be purchased at the time of order or within 4 weeks of the
initial basic RTR order for the as proposed pricing and delivery to remain valid. Later upgrades
are subject to new pricing.
As a 20-year old developer and manufacturer of both medical and industrial radiography
equipment, BIR, Inc. provides its customers with value-added quality and performance for
industrial radiography. (see section 3.0 for BIR's customer list) BIR's globally distributed value
added components include solid-state linear x-ray detector arrays (see section 6.0 of this
proposal). Other value added components from BIR include data acquisition systems,
radiographic image processors, operating and image processing control software and imaging
computers, motion controls, motion control software . mechanical drive systems and radiography
gantries and overall system design, integration. installation ( supervision), testing and
warranty/service support. In factory full system integration and test assure BIR imaging quality.
BIR outsourcing (with subcontractors and major suppliers) for this proposed RTR system
includes the radiation source (see section 4.0), image intensifier (see section 5.0), drum conveyor
(see section 7.0), radiation shielding (see section 8.0) and QA (see section 9.0). We have
assembled a team of experienced subcontractors with extensive nationwide experience in
medical therapy and industrial radiation shielding (Gniforce, Inc, Crestwood. KY.), QA
(ThermoRetec from Albuquerque, MN). and drum conveyors (Conveyor Systems &
Engineering, Inc. from Arlington Hts .. IL) for the staging (loading and unloading) of up to five
85-gallon ( I 000 lb each) waste drums at one time. The x-ray tube and image intensifiers are
simply direct purchases from commercial manufactures1distributors. e.g. Seifert of Germany for
the 450kV x-ray system and North American Imaging for the image intensifier.
BIR RTR installations can be found world-wide and include micro-focus x-ray systems (50kV225kV), conventional constant potential (e.g. l 60kV- 450kV) x-ray tube systems and linear
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accelerator (2-12 MV) radiography sources for RTR (again. please see section 3.0 for BIR
customer lists). BIR also is the world's leading industrial x-ray computed tomography (CT)
systems manufacturer. BIR has industrial radiography systems including CT scanners installed in
13 foreign countries as well as in the United States. BIR built equipment can be found at
numerous worldwide government, industry and university locations. A BIR list of radiography
customer contacts is provided in this proposal (see section 3.0). This customer list addresses the
breath of unparalleled BIR experience in the field of industrial radiography.
Regarding industrial radiography for waste drum examination, BIR/WITCO, Inc. has been a
successful TRU waste NDE/NDA contractor for the U.S. DOE for the past IO-years (see section
10). Specifically BIR has developed and demonstrated x-ray NDE and gamma NDA applicable
to all Transuranic (TRU) waste drums using computed tomography techniques. in QA
compliance with the DOE National Program for TRU waste disposal at WIPP. BIR has
generated over S8M in DOE support for waste drum NDE and NDA during that time. BIR NDE
and NDA demonstrations have occurred at DOE INEEL, RFETS, LLNL and NTS. BIR NDE
and NDA systems have proven to be the best perfonning drum characterization systems within
the DOE complex through their ability to accurately tdentify all drum (dense and light weight)
waste streams and drum packaging. BIR NDA systems have been tested to most accurately
quantified gamma isotopes entrained within TRU waste. These test results are based on DOE's
own performance test programs including the NDA PDP (PDP-Performance Demonstration
Program cycles 4, SA & B). DOE regulators have verified BIR NDE and NDA system
performance on TRU waste drums through the RCI and CEP (Rapid Commercialization
Initiative and Capability Evaluation Program) test plans. The BIR drum characterization
systems that were demonstrated at DOE sites and passed these qualification tests are called the
Waste Inspection Tomography (WIT) NDE and NDA mobile systems.
WIT has won national awards for" technical innovation·• (1997 SBA Tibbetts award) and for
being "one of the 100 most technologically significant products of the year" 2000 through an
R&D 100 award from R&D magazine. WIT NDE and NDA performance has been verified by
the U.S. EPA. the Western Governor's Association. the Southern States Energy Board. the U.S.
Army Corp. of Engineers and the environmental departments of 5 states including California.
Colorado. Idaho, South Carolina, and Washington. ~nT NDA has received "approved" letters
from DOE Carlsbad for NDA PDP testing for 3 PDP test cycles. In addition, WIT NDE and
:--TDA have been audited by DOE Carlsbad and the U.S. EPA 4 times at NTS regarding quality
assurance (QA) compliance with NQA-1 and 2 for the DOE National TRU waste program. See
section 9 of this proposal for a history of BIR and its relationship with the U.S. DOE for
Environmental Management regarding TRU waste drum NTIE and NDA with WIT.
The QA requirements of this BIR proposed RTR syst<~m includes compliance with NQA-1 and
NQA-2. BIR experience with radiography QA includes having QA programs for FDA GMP.
ISO 9001, as well as NQA-1 and NQA-2. For this RFP, BIR shall subcontract with ThermoRetec
( formerly Benchmark Environmental) from Albuquerque, NM to be the QA manager for this
RTR procurement. As part of the TRUtech team of Mobile NDE and NDA vendors,
ThermoRetec has provided NQA-1 and NQA-2 management of the BIR WIT NDE and NDA
WIT mobile systems as a subcontractor to TRUtech. ThermoRetec was QA manager to all
TRUtech team suppliers of mobile characterization technologies (including WIT) during the 4 ·
DOE QA audits discussed above for the BIR WIT NDE system. The BIR relationship with
ThermoRetec dates back to 1998 regarding NQA-1 and NQA-2 for the DOE national TRU
program. Section 8.0 includes the ThermoRetec QA plan for this BIR RTR proposal
incorporating the use of the TRUtech NQA-1 and NQA-2 compliant QA program for this RTR
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procurement. Please review the BIR web site at www.bio-imaging.com or more information on
BIR, WITCO (It's relationship to TRUtech), WIT and related products and services.
1.1 Benefits of Selecting BIR/WITCO over the Competition
Note that this BIR RTR proposal complies with the WID SOW without exception. (see section
2.0) plus the following benefits are offered by BIRNIITCO to Westinghouse WID for this RFP
• BIR is a 20-year old company with global experience in radiography
• BIR is the world's leading industrial CT manufacturer and develops medical CT
• BIR generates $1 OM/yr in revenue and has been profitable for the past 5 years
• BIR has 10-years of successful experience in TRU waste drum NDE/NDA for DOE
• BIR has NDE field experience on TRU drums at LLNL, RFETS, INEEL & NTS
• BIR has DOE audit experience and NQA-L NQA-2, ISO 9001 & FDA GMP quality
• BIR's ACTIS imaging hardware and software has already passed DOE NQA-1 & 2.
• BIR has in-house physics. engineering, computer science, and software personnel
• BIR has in-house design for radiographic software, computers, detectors. & manipulators
• BIR has in-house integrate & test bay capability for 160kV, 450kV & 2 MV scanners
• BIR has a 20-ton overhead gantry crane in a 30' x.30' foot radiography assembly area
• Full in-house (at Lincolnshire, IL) system integration and test prior to delivery toWIPP
• RTR system is CT upgradable for 3-D viewing the matrix with the detector array & II
• 450kV is upgradable to 2MV for rapid radiography of RH and dense waste & packaging
• BIR directly supplies state-of-the-art radiography backed with qualified technical support
• BIR can also supply DOE compliant TRU NDA equipment/services for drum assay
• BIR has a world-wide reputation for delivering high-quality and performance
• BIR drum radiography is price competitive and has superior demonstrable performance
• The BIR WIT NDE system already uses bar code readers for drumtimage identification
• BIR ACTIS radiography systems already use optiical disk archiving for RTR. DR & CT
• The BIR competition can not match the above bullets
1.2 CT upgrade Option
BIR shall upgrade the RTR system (450kV or 2 \-IV) within 4 \Veeks of order using the BIR
ACTIS CT scanning system for both the image intensifier and detector array. See the BIR web
site at www.bio-imagin.com for more information about the BIR ACTIS industrial CT systems.
Typically IO mm thick CT slices are used with the linear detector array with an 8 second (scan
time with real-time image reconstruction) scan per CT slice yielding 512 x 512 pixel CT images
with about a Imm pixel size in a 55-gallon drum for improved matrix identification.
1.3 2 MV upgrade option
BIR shall upgrade the 450 kV RTR system to a 2 MV mini-Linatron from Varian of Palo Alto,
CA if this option is ordered within 4 weeks of the original RTR order while meeting all other
SOW requirements. Please see the BIR web site at \VV,w.bio-imagin.com for more information
about the BIR WIT system to see 2 MV NDE benefits. The 2 MV system can work along side
the 450 kV system or as a replacement for the 450kV system using a linear drive to center either
the 450kV source or the 2MV source in front of the detectors. 2MV allows for 1 min.DR scans
of all dense waste and dense waste packages such as cement, sludge, steel pipe over packs, leadlined drums, and RH waste as the 2 MV Linatron produces over 200 Rads/.minute at 1 meter in
the primary beam to over come RH waste output and minimize scan time for dense waste drums.
2 MV can achieve good throughput with image quality for light-weight and dense drums at a rate
of >2 drums per hour which is not possible with 450kV alone with only dense waste.
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2.0 WITCO/BIR Line-by-Line Response to the WID RTR SOW

2.1.1 Scope
1.1.1 This proposal provides a turnkey RTR system from 'WITCO/BIR for waste drum
characterization to Westinghouse WID at WIPP with the following features:
a. The BIR supplied RTR system shall be able to support 55- and 85-gallon drums. The
RTR system shall detect free liquids by observing the detected motion of liquid surfaces
with a moving drum.
b. The BIR supplied RTR system shall incrementally move a drum vertically, translate
the drum side to side and rotate the drum to provide full coverage of the drum content.
Magnification of the image shall be provided with the movement of the (14 inch) image
intensifier (II) toward and away from the drum along with the II changes in diameter of
the field of view.
c. An automated conveyor system (with a motorized 5-drum accumulator for in and out
flow) shall be provided to move a drum into and out of the radiation shielded chamber.
d. A radiation shielded room shall be provided with shielding for a radiation dose rate of
1OOmR/yr or less at the operator location as well as around the RTR unit where personnel
may be present.
e. The RTR system shall be capable of providing a Digital Radiograph (a DR projection
radiograph) of the entire drum (also known as a "snap shot"). The drum shall be able to
be rotated 90 degrees and a second "snap shot" DR can also be acquired. The images
shall be stored on (re)writeable optical disk computer media.
f. The RTR system shall also have a bar code reader to enter drum identification
numbers in to the data archiving system to track each drum for permanent storage.

g. An operator workstation shall be provided for the real-time display of the drum
process. The images and video stream shall be recorded on a digital optical disk.

--

h. All images real-time video, and snap shot DR images shall recorded on digital optical
disks. (analog video shall also be able to be recorded on VHS tape)
i. A hard copy color printer shall be provided (e.g. Lexmark Optra SC 1275) or better.

L
.

j. The radiation vault shall have a motorized interlocked door that shall prevent x-rays ) i~ '
from being energized while the vault door remains open. It shall also include x-ray on/ J
lights, warm up lights, and power down panic switches inside and out..
'
k. The x-ray system and scanner shall be monitored by an operator work at the operating
console to assure proper system performance through the detection of malfunctions.

\;v
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APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.2. l Order of Preference
BIR recognizes that the specification has precedence over all referenced documents and any
conflicts shall be brought to the attention of the We:stinghouse WID.
2.2.2 Codes, Specifications and Standards
The codes to be followed include:
• The National Electrical Code (latest edition)
• Code of Federal Regulations, Title 29, Part 1910 OSHA
2.2.3 Drawings
BIR shall provide drawing in C. D. and E formats using U.S. standard paper sizes on mylar
papaer with signatures affixed. Final drawings shall also be provided by BIR on CD-ROM.
2.3.0 PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS
2.3. l General
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.1.1
2.3.1.1.2
2.3.1.1.3
2.3.1.1.4
2.3.1.1.5
2.3.1.2

2.3 .1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5

2.3.1.6
2.3.1.6.1
2.3.1.6.2
2.3.1.6.3
2.3.1.6.4

The RTR system provide by BIR shall include:
A radiation shielded vault/examination room with an automated drum loading
door and personnel door for service and maintenance
Operation workstation and system controller
Drum conveyor for automatically loading up to 5 drums simultaneously
Image data acquisition and image archiving optical disk system
Peripheral equipment per the following
The drum radiation vault and the scanner equipment shall be skid mounded for
ease of mobility and assembly. The operator workstation shall be separate form
the other equipment.
The overall height of the equipment shallnot exceed 10 feet and over all width
shall no exceed 12 feet.
The weight of any single piece shall not exceed 26 tons to allow for the
movement with 2, 13 ton forklifts
BIR shall supply a test drum(s) and test object(s) and matrix simulations approved\
by DOE Carlsbad and the Westinghouse WID that are considered part of the DOE \
/
National TRU program requirements for drum NDE for startup and periodic
./
validation of RTR operation,
BIR shall provide the following instrnmentation and controls for the RTR system:
X-ray system power (kV. mA) status, vault door interlocks indicating ready
(closed) or not ready open and x-ray on/standby.
Emergency shutdown switched shall be provided in the vault, outside the vault
and at the operator workstation.
The key lock "main power" switch shall be provided at the operator console.
CCD video cameras and monitors shal monitor both the operating scanner inside\
of the vault and the drum handling conveyor outside of the vault.
/
/
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2.3.2

Functional Requirements

.2.3.2.1

General Operating Scheme

2. 3.2.1.1

Drums shall be able to be forklift loaded onto the conveyor system which shall act
as the drum-handling device.

2.3.2.1.2

A bar code reader shall be provided by BIR and a bar code drum number shall be
stored on the system computer and appear on each drum radiograph.

2.3.2.1.3

With the automated radiation vault door open, a drum shall automatically be
loaded or unloaded onto or off of the multi-axis drum manipulator

2.3.2.1.4

The DR "snap shot" radio graph of tht:: entire drum shall be displayed on the
operators workstation and archived to optical disk. The drum shall be able to
rotate 90 degrees for another DR snap shot view. The bar code is stored with each
image.

2.3.2.1.5

The image intensifier shall be used for RTR to view any area of the drum in
detail. RTR images can be stored eithc;!r in video tape or on optical disk. The drum
bar code shall be stored with all RTR images.

2.3.2.1.6

With the automated radiation vault door open. a drum shall automatically be
unloaded off of the multi-axis drum manipulator and moved outside of the vault
on the conveyor for forklift unloading. Up to 5 drums can accumulate before
forklift loading or unloading is required.
The drum manipulator for the RTR system shall not lift the drum greater than 48
inches off of the floor.

2.3.2.2

2.3.2.3

The drum manipulator shall move the drum up and down. side to side. shall rotate
the drum and shall load and unload the drum to the conveyor system. Zoom shall
be provided by moving the image intensifier toward or away from the drum or by
changing the image intensifier field of view.

2.3.2.4

The x-ray images from the RTR system and DR "'snap shots shall be able to b~
printed on a system supplied printer consisting of a Lexmark Model Optra
1275 or better.

2.3.3

Design Conditons

2.3.3.1

The RTR system shall support drums weighing up to 1000 pounds each

2.3.3.2

The RTR system shall be capable of bc:::ing located 3409 feet above sea
level.

2.3.3.3

SC)\

\

\

The RTR system shall be installed in doors in a climate controlled space and the ) ( \ _
radiation vault shall only include ventilation of a closed vault as a deliverable.
I
HVAC shall not be provided as part of the vault RTR system as a deliverable.
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2.3.3.4

The BIR supplied RTR system shall be operated up to 2 shifts per day, 8 hours
per shift and 4 days per week with and additional 7 your shift on day five in a
given week.

2.3.3.5

The RTR system shall allow for 1 hour of maintenance per weekly shift.

2.3.3.6

The RTR system shall be able to be installed on a concrete floor and shall be
leveled and anchored through instruction provided by WITCO/BIR.

2.3.3.7

The RTR x-ray source system provided shall have x-ray energy capable ofbein
varied from 350kV to 450kV. Actually it shall be variable from Oto 45

2.3.3.8

Power required shall be 220 or 480 volt 3 phase not to exceed 100 amps

2.3.4

Operator Interface and Safety

2.3.4.1

Interlocks shall be provided for nonnal operation of x-ray tube such that it can not
be energized while a radiation vault door is open through the use of BRH (Bureau
of Radiological Health) approved switches for primary and control power for the r
~'
x-ray system.
I

2.3.4.2

Operators shall not be required to lift or touch drums for movement into or out of
the radiation vault or onto or off of the drum manipulator or conveyor system.
The conveyor shall consist of a drive roller system.

2.3.4.3

The radiation vault shall keep the dose at or below 100mR/yr at the operator
station and where workers may be present.

2.3.4.4

Guards shall be used to prevent pinch points from rotating machinery per
guarding requirements of 29 CFR 1910. Sub part 0.

')

. -,

-

.;:. .) .)

Fabrication and Materials

2.3.5.1

The BIR RTR system shall be made for heavy duty industrial application.

2.3.5.2

All Carbon surface shall be coated and resistant to chipping and abrasion.

2.3.5.3

v
All wiring shall comply to the latest revision of the National Electrical Code and\ 7'
all electrical devices shall carry a nationally recognized Testing approval stamp).-~-

2.3.6

Packaging and Shipment

2.3.6. l

Each crate and package shall be marked with an indelible material to indicate
content and contract number. Weight, lifting points, center of gravity shall also be
clearly marked for each package.

2.3.6.2

A components shall be packaged to be protected from damage during handling
and shipping. And equipment not crated shall be covered to prevent damage form
water and debris.

.\

1

,_.
~
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2.3.6.3

All components and crates shall not exceed 10 feet in height and 8 feet in width.

2.4

QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS AND SUBMITT ALS

2.4.1.1

WITCO/BIR shall define and implement a Quality assurance program meeting the
requirements of ASME NQA-1 and NQA-2 subpart 2.7, 1989 edition with 1990
addenda. This plan can be found in section 9.0 of this proposal. Requirements
shall be passed down to subcontractors. All items acquired shall meet the
requirements of the QA program and appropriate requirements shall be handed
down to subcontractors.

2.4.1.2

BIR/W1TCO shall provide the QA plan prior to the award of the contract (see
section 8.0 of this proposal). WID shall audit the implementation of the QA
program with an on-site audit at BIR/W1TCO in Lincolnshire. A go-no go
decision for contract award will be made at that time.

2.4.2

All assembly drawings and specifications of the RTR system with details of the . _ 1~
operator's workstation. drum handling system shall be submitted for WID
~1
approval prior to shipment of the RTR system to Carlsbad

2.4.3

Electrical schematics and line diagrams of the BIR RTR system shall be
submitted prior to shipment to WIPP..

/
,

/

2.4.4

Five copies of the operators and maintenance manual with a spare parts list s h ~
be provided to W1D by BIR prior to shipment.
/'

2.4.5

Any variances from this specification shall require approval from WID.

2.4.6

Acceptance Testing and Turnover

2.4.6.1

BIR and its designated subcontractor personnel shall oversee final assembly,
testing, and turnover of the RTR system at the WIPP site. Initial testing of all
RTR system components (except for the radiation-shielded room) shall be
performed at BIR in Lincolnshire, IL and WID shall have the opportunity to see
and approve the RTR system and drum handler in operation and test at BIR prior
to shipment to WID. Full onsite testing at WID shall also be provided by BIR
after delivery including the radiation surveying and approval of the radiation vault
after installation at WID/W1PP.

2.4.6.2

BIR shall demonstrate operation of the RTR system using a test drum and objects
provided by BIR. that include test objects and typical matrices found in TRU
waste. The test objects shall be those specified by the TRU program requirements
and approved by WID for these tests.

2.4.6.3

BIR/WITCO shall provide a radiation leak test with a NIST traceable and
certified radiation meter.

2.4.6.4

All test data shall be reviewed and approved by WID prior to final acceptance of
the BIR/WITCO supplied RTR system

.'
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ATTACHMENT A-Submittals
BIR, WITCO shall comply with all submittal requirements per the WID AR/YR process for
review and approval of the following documents:
----------Dates @---------------Document(s)
Section (above)
Approval
Record
Drawings and Specifications 2.4.3
Shipment
2.4.5
0 & M Manuals
~
-·Shipment
Electical schematics,etc.
2.4.4
~-Shipment
QA Plan
2.4.2
Before Award
Test Plan
2.4. 7.2
Testing
Testing
2.4. 7.4
Final Acceptance

ReaJ Time Radiography Systems

THE X-RAY PEOPLE

V, J~ TECHNOLOGIES
Part II: Technical Proposal to
WESTINGHOUSE GOVERNMENT ENVIRONMENT SERVICES CO. LLC.
For the Supply Of

Real Time Radiography Unit
RFP 81311 -

\·J. Technolo1nes. Inc

39 C1rlough Road.
Bohemia.

~y 11716
631.589.8800
031.589.8992 fax
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1.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
1.1 General
The X-ray inspection system proposed in the following pages is comprised of a number of subsystems. The X-ray sub-systems will consist of a constant potential X-ray source. The x-ray source
generator provides the source of X-ray to penetrme the oDJect and send a signal to the imaging subsystems. The final machine is designed to operate! 20 hours a day, seven days per week.
The RTR system will provide the capability to examine the content of 55-gallon. and 85-gallon, drums
weighing up to 1000 lbs of TRU waste by means of x-ray. Drums may contain paper, plastics. metals.
liquids, or any combination thereof. The system shall be capable of detecting free liquids in the drums
by means of moving the drum and detecting the motion of the liquid surface.
The system will provide the ability to incrementally move the arum up, down. or rotate during
examination to ensure the entire contents can be examined. The RTR imaging cnain will be able to
shift to one side to allow tangential examination. All controls shall be actuated from the operator
console. The drums shall be moved into and out of the examination chamber with minimal operator
effort using a conveyor.
The turn-key system will be built to meet 21 CFR ·1020.40 regulations. Our safety interlocked systems
are built to ALARA and N43.3 standards with enclosures that meet a maximum leakage of 0.5 mR per
hour.
The system will have two separate imaging systems. The image intensifier imaging chain will provide
real-time image capabilities to enhance liquid detection. The ··snap-shot" image will be taken with a
linear diode array. This technology has been utilized by us. for more than six years in the nuclear
waste industry, to provide full shot. high resolution. high contrast images of uo to 110-gallon arums.
including lead-lined barrels. Both of these imaging devices make It ideal to store to digital/optIcal
media for permanent record. Each imaging station w1il be independently supported. There w1il be rwo
viewing monitors, each with their own imaging software. The LOA will operate in the "FAST' mode.
The CT data acquisition will be done optimally by either conventional or tangential methods. The data
acquisition and image reconstruction are done on separate dedicated computers which gives the
possibility of image reconstruction to proceed in parallel with data acqU1s1tion (depending on the
reconstruction algorithm used) and reduces the oveirall cycle time. The volume reconstruction will be
done using 20/30 image reconstruction algorithms depending on the data acquisition mode decided
on. The output of the data acquisition and reconstruction process will be the complete 30 discretized
volume of the drum. Visualization tools will enable viewing the volume from different perspectives.
rotating the volume, zooming in into an area of interest, slicing the volume at any orientation, and
making measurements such as density, distance, area and volume. As a by-product of the data
acquisition process, the complete set of digital radioscopic images of the drum are obtained which can
be used for further analysis.

The machine shall have the capability to track each drum by entering the bar-code for the drum under
examination and storing the code to the permanent storage media with the images. The printouts will
include the drum barcode also.

The control console will contain the monitor of the surveillance system for real-time display of thi
examination process. Real-time recording of the video images of each drum to digital/optical media i:
offered as an option. V. J. Technologies will incorporate the necessary instrumentation at the operato
station to monitor the operation of the x-ray equipment to ensure proper operation and detec
malfunctions.
The sequence of operation will be in accordance with section 3.2 of the specification. The system
comply with the codes, specifications and standar1js as required in the specification.

Wli

1. 2 System Components
The system will comprise of:

1.2.1 X-Ray Generator
The 450 kV system oroposed is a constant potential x-ray unit designed to orovIde powerful. consIsten'
output during long exposures. Its high frequency design produces an exceptionally stable outout that 1s
virtually ripple free.

Proven Design
This standard system design has been provE~n time and time again 1n many systems, which are 1n
operation today. This standard design has been used in both in plant and mobile configurations.

Minimum Specification
Mains Input
208 - 480 V +i-15%, 50/60 Hz, single phase
Input Power
1O kW max.
Output Power 4.54 kW
Tube Voltage 0-450kV
Accuracy
Ripple
<0.15%
0.03%
Repeatability
Display Resolution
1 kV (0.1 kV High Resolution)
1 kV (0.1 kV High Resolution)
Adjustment
Tube Voltage 0-30mA
Accuracy
Ripple
Repeatability
Display Resolution
Adjustment

+/-1 %
<0.10%
0.03%
1 mA (0.1 kV Hiqh Resolution)
1 mA (0.1 kV Hiqh Resolution)

1.2.2 Cooling Equipment
The x-ray system cooling is a 4.SkW 0Il-to-aIr. oil cooler.. This cooler features an over temperature
sensor, flow switch, pressure gauge, safety interlocks, low oil alarm and easy-view 011 level indicator.

1.2.3 X-Ray Vault with Load/Unload Conveyor
Vault and equipment wiil be skid mounted and will be compliant with the dimensional and weight
requirements of 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 of the specification.
Surveillance of the X-ray vault and conveyer system will be provided by a CCD video camera.

Steel/lead laminate aesIgn
Heavy duty design ana construction
Drum access door, Automatic operation
Interior illumination
X-ray on sign
Complete safety package to meet feaeral reguIations
contained in 21 CFR 1020.40.

1.2.4 Imaging System
1.2.4.1.

Image Intensifier, VJ-900XTF-HX
The HX. triple-field 9" image intensifier integrates the latest developments in image intens1fie
technologies.
Their outstanding pe,rformance in DOE. contrast and resolution make th,~
component particularly adapted for demanding applications. The high DOE input phosphor
screens reduces x-ray dosage. The ultra-compact output phosphor screen has high luminou~
efficiency, unsurpassed resolution and virtually no structural noise. The component has all-meta,
technology with excellent x-ray transparency and negligible x-ray scatter. This tube contains 2
fully automatic. buIit-1n capacity dynarrnc ion-getter pump to ensure the nighest vacuum througr
the life of the tube.
Useful Input Field Diameter
215 mm
Center Resolution
52 Ip/cm
Small Detail Contrast Ratio
19:1
Large Area Contrast Ratio
30: 1
DOE (!EC Standard in preparation)
65%
( 17 Hz rms bandwidth)
95%
Conversion Factor
200
Nominal Entrance Field Size
225mm
Output Image Field Size
25mm
Output Window Thickness
~ 4mm
Output Window Refractive Index
1.5mm

1.2.4.2.

Image Intensifier Camera and Display Monitor
VJ Technologies' miniature CCD camera provides increased sensitivity and low-light imaging
capabilities. The type MV-2 offers fl,ex1bility with selectable shutter speeds and switchable
functions such as automatic gain control, gamma correction and sync termination.
Image Size
Scanning

Horizontal Resolution
Gamma
Lens Mount

1.2.4.3.

8.8 (H) 6.6 (VO mm (2/3") (768 493 pixels)
Interfaced: Frame Integration
Interfaced: Field Integration
Non-interlaced (with external sync only)
570 Lines at Center
1 0 or 0.6, Selectable Internally
C-Mount

36" Linear Diode Array 0667
0.45 mm pitch
2048 sensitive elements
920 mm sensitive length
20-450 kV X-ray energy range
Parallel 12-bit output (RS-422)
Automatic offset subtraction and gain equalization for each sensitive
element
Wide detection dynamic range >3000:1

1.2.4.4.

19" Color Digital Monitor
0.5cm ( 17") diagonal, implosion-protected. type 310GNB4 or
equivalent picture tuoe
800 lines or better (at center) horizontal resolution
More than 30FL continuously variaole against rated input
white signal
VS 1 0Vp-p Video-Input Level
15.75kHz or 15.625kHz horizontal scanning rates
60Hz or 50Hz vertical scanning rates
More than 38d8 maximum gain
30Vp-p video output level

1.2.4.5.

Image Processing
The VJ-IP 2000 image processor is a powerful image processing system designed to acquire
images from any RS-170 compatible signal source. Operating on a networK compatible platform.
the VJ-IP 2000 provides the user with a wealth of specialized image processing applications
ncluding X-ray, infrared, microscopy and fluoroscopy.
1

With special features such as video noise reduction using real-time video frame averaging,
brightness and contrast enhancements. image filters. integrated text generator and image storage
and retrieval. the VJ-IP 2000 has been designed for your test and inspection requirements.
In addition to these features, the VJ-IP 2000 comes with calibration & measurement functions.
Custom convolution filters can be written for specialized applications. New tools such as the Auto
contrast functions can assist the operator in inspection by automatically ImprovIng the contrast in
user-defined regions. The LUT controls have also been redesigned for greater control over the
image. Pseudo Color can be employed to highlight variations in the gray scale
The software for the dual LOA machine is based on VJ. Technologies' proprietary, powerful
LDA32 software for Linear Diode Array X-Ray systems. Each detector will connect to a Pentium Ill
PC running Windows NT. The LDA32 based software running on each comouter will acquire ana
display images from its connected LOA Coordination of Accept/ReJect .s cone oy the PLC n
association with the LDA32 software on each PC.
The LDA32 software has a very user-friendly graphical operator interface. Background acquisition
of images Is supported which enables an image to be acquired while the cIsplay and inspection of
the preceding image is in progress. This generally results In a substantial reduction In inspection
cycle time.
A host of features are provided to effectively and easily inspect the part image:
•
Up to 100 user-programmable views In which settings for contrast, brightness. zoom and pan
(scroll position) can be programmed for each view.
•
Automatic sequential display of views for part inspection with programmable view duration.
•
User-naming of views.
•
View editing including insert/delete/copy/move up/move down.
•
Brightness, contrast, zoom and pan controls for temporary image adjustments while display Is
In progress (this enables the image display to be adjusted without affecting the settings of the
programmed views).
•
Password protection to prevent unintentional, unauthorized changes In view parameters.
The LDA32 software further facilitates and improves inspection by providing a host of image
enhancing filters: Sharpen, Lowpass. Mean, Sobel, Cross. Roberts, Horizontal. Vertical, Diamond,
Left Diagonal and Right Diagonal.
Other features provided include:
•
Optional auto-save of each imaae to disk

•
•
•
•

LOaa and save single images from,ito aisk
Print single images.
Ga1n1Offset detector calibration.
Detector ana image parameter setup functions , password-protectea)

1 .2.5 Operators Control Console
An ergonomically aesIgnea. environmental comrolled console w11I be proviaea to control the entire system
and will incluae all switches. indicators, and emergency stop buttons to safely and efficiently generate the
RTR system. The console will be manufactured from standard modular comoonents that wiil give the
aoility to expana the system·s capability 1f the customer aesires. The design also takes into account
convenient servicing. The console will be on casters and have a writing platform to hold a keyboard ana
mouse. Barcode information will be entered at the control console by the operator and will be recordec
with the image information. As an option a barcode reader Is offered.

1.2.6 Safety Interlock System
VJT-made X-ray enclosures incoroorate dual safety switches on ail doors whicn are routinely ooenea by
working personnel. The switch assembly is designed to meet the requirements of 21 CFR1020.40, 'NhIcn
requires such aoors to nave two interlocks, one of which must directly break the primary power cIrcuIt of
the x-ray high-voltage power supply.
Upon door opening, a conventional snap-action switch interrupts x-rays by removing a signal from the xray generator in its logic rncuItry. This interruption of x-rays Is acn1eved gently, as 1f the operator had hit
the stop button. This Is called the logic interlocl<. The logic interlock gives no Protection against failure of
the switch internal mechanism. welding of the switch contacts or malfunction of the x-ray generator.
A separate heavy-duty switch breaks the primary power circuit of the x-ray high-voltage power supply.
This is called the primary interlock. Without primary power, the high voltage power supply cannot operate
and no x-rays can be made while the door is open, regardless of any malfunction of the logic interlock
switch or x-ray generator. The heavy-auty switch is designed as sImPly as possible. to m1nim1ze its rIsK of
failure. A conductor Is r1gIdly attached to thi~ door by fixed hardware. When the door opens. the
conductor Is removed from the power cIrcu1t. preventing x-ray production The interruption of x-rays :Jy
the :Jrimary interlock Is Iess gentle. more like unplugging the unit wnile :i Is running at full power. :Jut this
rarely happens except wnen a malfunction exists In the IogIc interlock cIrcuIt.

2.0

Quality Assurance Requirements

The V J Technologies ASME NQA-1 program has been successfully evaluated by customer QA Departments for work at
!NEEL and Hanford DoE sites. RTR work is currently being eJc:ecuted under our NQA-1 program for customers at both
:hese sites. In addition we are providing RTR systems for BNFUMomson Knudsen at !NEEL under the 10CFR830.120
QA program. having been satisfactorily evaluated by the customer QA Department.
As required by the specification, VJ.Technologies will execute all work in accordance with the requirements of ASME
NQA-1 Documentation and suom1ttals will be In accordance with section 4 of the spec1ficat1on.
VJ Technologies will provide a survey of the finished system to measure and check for radiation leakage.

3.0

Project Management

V J Technologies places paramount importance on the role of project management to assure the delivery of customer
requirements and customer satisfaction throughout the Proiect.

The project lifecycle is typically set out in Gantt Chart format and will show the proposed schedule of activities to execur
:he scope of work.
in addition ~o the planning and scheduling activities coverecl by the Gantt Chart. V J Technologies wiil produce an
rna1nta1n as appropriate. Proiect lmpiementation Plans. Project Risk Assessments and, 1f needed, Project Recovery Plan
:hrougnout the project. Current best inaustry practice 1n the management of high technology proJects w11I be applied.
To execute this project, a project team will be established undE~r the direct control of a Project Manager, who will report tc
the Director. VJ Technologies.

The Project Manager will have current experience in the management of multidisciplinary, high technology projects. ThE
Proiect Managers' strong and professional leadership qualities w1il ensure that the contract 1s executed to the requ1rec
qua11ty stanaards, to schedule. ana 1n accordance with the customer's specifications.
The key responsibilities of the Proiect Manager will include:
•

Being the prime point of contact with the customer throughout the proiect lifecycle.

•

Planning and co-ordination of ail oro1ect activities including design, manufacture and testing.

•

Ensuring the work is executed in accordance with the Pro1ect Quality Plan.

•

Management of documentation production and change control.

•

Provision of all subm1ttals in accordance with the Submittal Schedules.

•

Leaaing internal project design reviews and progress meetin,gs.

•

Management of suppliers and sub-contractors.

•

Provision of monthly Progress Reports.

•

Attendance of all meetings with the customer during the course of the contract, and the issuing of minutes of the
meeting.

•

Ensuring that the technical specification and quality requirements are achieved in accordance with the project schedule.

•

Ensuring that project team members are suitably trained and qualified.

/ J Technologies ma1nta1ns a list of approved sub-contractors wno meet the requirements of our Quality Management
Systems. Sub-contracts will only be olaced with companies on this list.
The ProJect Manager will ensure that the sub-contractor provicles progress reports to enable successful monitoring and
control of the sub-contract. Inspection v1s1ts to the sub-contractors' premises will be made oy the ProJect Manager ana
members of his proJect team, at appropriate stages of the sub-contract.
The Proiect Manager will ensure design and manufacture 1s earned out 1n accordance with the design and specification
requirements of the subcontract order.
The ProJect Manager, in accordance with V J Technologies Quality Management Procedures. will ensure that the subcontractor executes all work in accordance with a quality plan and quality program.
On completion of manufacture. final inspections and functional tests where appropriate. will be earned out to the
satisfaction of the Proiect Manager, to confirm the stanaards anc design specifications have been met.
VJ Technologies will apply a formal system of risk assessment and risk management to this proiect. This will be applied
from the start of the project and will be regularly reviewed and updated throughout the project lifecycle. This will enable
project risks to be proact1vely managed. and schedules achieved or bettered, to the benefit of the customer.

Project Organizational Structure

Quality & Safety
Manager

Mechanical
Design
Department

Project Manager '

-------

Mechanical
Integration Team

Electrical &
So·ftware Team 1
I

Customer

SubiContractors
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1. Purpose
The purpose of this Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) Plan is defined as preliminary
inspection and performance test of the completed TGS system. This testing consist of
two phases that shall be accomplished prior to the TGS release for routine
Nondestructive Assay operations. The FAT is the first phase of testing and will occur at
ANTECH Corporation facility. The second phase of testing, Site Acceptance Test (SAT)
will take place at the contractors facility. These test plans will verify that the system
requirements set forth in the Purchase Specification Tomographic Gamma Scanner (PS
#81304 9/28/00) has been satisfied. Tests will include an operational test of all
components and a demonstration of the overall system operation.

2. Scope
Evaluation of system conformance will be demonstrated by the documented FAT, and
compilation of associated test plans, procedures, and test measurement data. Upon
completion of the FAT, the FAT Report including all checklists and reports will indicate
satisfactory system performance or describe alternative processes, procedures, or
qualifications that will allow special acceptance or exemption from the stated criteria.
Deficiencies shall be noted in the FAT Report along with their appropriate resolution.
This test plan is limited to the FAT phase of the final quality acceptance test for the
ANTECH Tomographic Gamma Scanner (TGS) system. The scope of this effort shall
include:
•
•
•
•

Inspection of TGS System
Hardware and Software Inventory
Performance & Operational Testing
Energy Calibration of TGS system

TGS Acceptance Testing shall proceed in accordance with the following test plan
schedule in Table 1.
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Table 1. Schedule of Factory/Site Acceptance Testing
· Phase 1, 13 July 2001 at ANTECH Corporation

• Test Element
Review Plan

FAT Items Satisfied

Method/Procedure
Overview presentation by
ANTECH Corporation
Physical Inventory

Section 3 & 4

Demonstration

Section 5

: Software Test

Demonstration

Section 5

, Source Test

Demonstration

Section 5

Discussion of product and
performance

Section 1 - 5 and 6

Hardware &
I Software
, Inspection
' Hardware Test
1

I

!
i

Performance
Review

3. Hardware Inventory and Inspection
For the items listed in the following table, acceptance shall be based on a go/no-go or
basic function test or as appropriate, parameter extremes/travel limits check. In most
cases, this simply involves visual evaluation. Performance of data processing
equipment. signal processors and amplifiers used directly in the assay mode shall be
considered functional if the performance test and calibration results are adequate, (see
Section 5 and 6).
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Table 2.0 Hardware Inspection
---·------

-

Model

HPGe Detector
DSPEC

SN#

~,.J/01~ -\)f_fz~-~.QQ --7

3802
3802

TGS Platform Structure
Transmission Source
Assembly. ________ _
TGS Shelf Assembly

ANI Ol#U tsi"~~

..

3802
1>.N/ol~ · \JT6<..-l.l!\.-,

·---·-··+·~-----

+---Uninterruptible Power
Supply ____ _
Warning Lights

Electronics Cabinet
Assembly ________
Electronics Cables

SGD GEM-SO'~
DSPEC-PLUS

------··--·

NA

_~

1 I Horizontal Drive Assembl
1
Vertical Drive Assembl
1
Rotational Drive Assembl 1
1
Operator Console Stand
1 .,.;.'S ~ MHz Pentium
.~ ,s~ Cd~puter
---------''--------------+\,-~~~ MHz Dual Processor
~
....~~ 'p~~tium Computer
1
Flat Screen Monitor
1
HP Laser Printer
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q \--f~I c,s-~A -\ \ s;-

17

NA

./

NA

/

NJ..

J...:j

,..,

Iv A.

✓-

PIii MHZ

---·-

/

----

-

Will inspect at SAT

/

I,-/

✓

--

See Vendor Manual
See Vendor Manual

~._ I

i/

----------------------

See Maintenance Manual

I J.JA

✓

/

·-·

~A

Nft.. I 1'JA

v

7·
______ _

v:: I

Comment

--✓

✓

-----

NA

Document

N~

✓

-- -·- ~--------- - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - -
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Acee table
Yes No

-~-.
N(.

.u A..

"'/I..

N

A.

0...--1· See Maintenance Manual

,-..i

A

AJ~
AJA

A.I

/l.

,-..J ,._

r-J/1,-

,-_J:\.

NA

----N A

..

See Maintenance Manual
-See Maintenance Manual
See Maintenance Manual

.

PIii MHZ

./
✓-

See Maintenance Manual

./

-~T.,,,

-------

See Maintenance Manual
-~ kJ_:t1..,._. -I.J-J5VEi<---r -~:!.
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4. Software Inventory and lnspectic,n
For the items listed in the following table, acceptance shall be based on
Purchase Specification Tomographic Gamma Scanner and basic functional test.
The functionality is illustrated in Section 5 performance testing. In most cases,
this simply involves visual evaluation of syste~m menus.

TABLE 3 Software Inventory
SOFTWARE COMPONENTS
• Item Description
: Software
, Version i Function
1.
2.
j 3.
: 4.
i 5.
• 6.
7.
1

ARC TGS
Master Scan
PC FRAM
WINDOWS TM NT
WINDOWS TM NT
Maestro
Motion Planner

v1 .1
v1 .0
i 3.3
i 4.0
I
4.0
v5.1
V2.20
i

1

!

· Identification /SN

TGS Analysis

i TGS Data Acquisition
I Isotopic Analysis
I Operating Syste!m (Acquisition)
! Operating Syste!m (Analysis)
I Analysis
: Diagnostics

N/A

5. Performance Testing
Performance Testing will be performed in accordance with the description listed in
the following table. These tests will be performed using Spectrum Techniques
Model RSS 8 Gamma Source set where applicable and well characterized or
NIST traceable standards. Acceptance criteria shall be based on an evaluation of
the instrument's capability to accommodate physical parameter requirements
and/or achieve compliance with Waste Acceptance Criteria, Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, Revision 7 (DOENVIPP-069) guidelines. Test results describe system
performance and documents detector performance. Comments and test results
shall be maintained as a baseline system definition for inclusion in the TGS
System Maintenance and Calibration logbook.
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Table 4.0 Performance Test

PERFORMANCE TESTING RESULTS
Test Description

I Performance

: Acceptance

Tested
'No
: Yes

, Pass : Fail

I

I

Test
· Element
. Hardware

i Item

Description

I

i

i

I Horizontal Axis

Vertical Axis
i Rotational Axis
· 450 lb. Drum Test
I Transmission
i Shutter
: Emergenc:t Stoe
I UPS
1

· Software

I

I

I

I

I Limit Test
I Limit Test
i Function Test
! Load Test
\ Function Test

✓
'
1

Function Test

i

./

/
v--

✓

✓

✓

✓

/

I

.,,,/·

/

✓

i Function Test
I

i

✓

I

I

Oeerating S:tstem
i Operation
I Procedure
[ Computer Security/
I

Password
i Protection
i Energy Calibration

i Function Test I

I Verify to Site
I Procedure
/ Function Test
i
i

./

v""

I

.·JA

I i..JA

✓

✓

./

✓

✓

/

V

/

I

I
i

Function Test

Detector

i Resolution

Co

Test
I Oscilloscope
Observation
I

: Line Noise

'S e-e

"(o.~5 ''

( ~c....:i t. \

"1) t~..-

~"' l ......+-...:,--. ,e..~-1- r~__,__\+-,.

6 Assessment of TGS system
The follow section documents the results of the performance testing, calibration
and Can/Drum TGS System product performance. This section also denotes the
achievement of the Product Specification Requirements and any comments.
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Requirement
Achieved

TGS Specification

I Comments

v~·!i--T~
1.0

SCOPE

1.1

I-

This specification covers procurement nf a Tomographic Gamma Scanner (TGS) to be used for Waste Characterization at the 'Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP).

- - - - - - -···

2.0

.. - - - -

APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1

Codes, Specifications, and Standards
2.1.1 Los Alamos license agreement 99-53-00561

✓

2.1.2 Los Alamos drawings:
68Y- i 55977 sheers D- i through D-35, D-200,
D-240 through D-248, D-300 through D-304
28Y-27 I026 sheets D-1 through D-10
I 28Y-27 I 027 sheets D-1 through D-9
I 28Y-271025 sheets D-1 through D-6
I 28Y-27 I 028 sheets D-1 through D-4

2.1.3 LANL software:
Data Acquisition and ( :ontrol for
Tomographic Scanner case #C-97, 080
Analysis and Rendering Code for Tomographic
Gamma Scanner case 1197,012
-·--

----

--

- --

2 1.4 National Electric Code (edition in force at time
contract is placed)
2.1.5 Code of Federal Regulations:
Model 3802
SN AN/00542

/

/

.

----

------- -

The design represented by these drawings is not a finalized
commercial package. This is the design package on which
the skid mounted TGS delivered to Rocky Flats is based.
These drawings do not appear to be as built drawings of the
finalized skid mounted TGS. In addition, modifications lrnve
since been made in order to achieve an adequate level of
reliability. Recognizing the design deficiencies, ANTECII
Corporation has utilized a mature and field tested design for
the major components of the Series 3800 ANTECH TGS.
The Data Acquisition and Control software provide by
LANL is not compatible with the ANTECII TGS hardware
ANTECH has produced a Data Acquisition and Control
software package that provides all of the functions of the
referenced software. The Analysis and Rendering Code has
been adapted to the ANTECH hardware by NIS-5 Tech11ical
Staff and will be installed on the ANTECII TGS .

/
✓
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TGS Specification

Requirement
Achieved

---

Title 29, Part 1910 Occupational Safety and lfcalth
Standards

3.0

v;

I Comments

/No

PRODUCT REQlJIRMENTS

3. I Performance
3.1.1 An ORTECH SGD-GEM-50 detector or equivalent
shall he provided.
3.1.2 An ORTECII DSPECpl11s system shall be provided .

/
./
---•--

3.1.3 The detector shield shall he tungsten or equivalent
graded shield.

-----

•--~--------•----•••--

/

,/

The ANTECII adjustable tungsten collimator consists of
interchangeable collimator inserts of each desired collimator
size. The tungsten collimator is interlocked with the control
computer to ensure that the proper collimator size is being
used for each measurement.

3.1.4 An adjustable tungsten collimator shall he provided.

3.1.5 Se75 (200 mCi) and Cd I 09 (200 11Ci) sources shall
be provided

✓

Model 3802
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•a-

The ANTECII detector shield consists of two inches of aged
low background lead with the inner surface lined with 0.064
inches of copper and then an inner cladding of 0.030 inches
of tin. AII exposed lead surfaces are clad with stainless steel
This detector shield will provide shielding of the detector
from hackground radiation effects on the gamma ray data
being collected.

ANTECH Corporation does not have a license to procure
sources of this strength. However, ANTECH will arrange
through WID to procure the proper sources for the TGS
under the auspices of the WIO authorization to own these
sources.
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TGS Specification

Requirement I Comments
Achieved
Yes . No __

J

3.2 Mechanical
3.2.1 The unit shall be skid mounted.

/

3.2.2 The unit shall be able to load, unload, and assay 55
gallon or 85 gallon drums weighing 11p to 1000
pounds.
---

--------

-- - -- ---

--

/

-----

3.2.3 Drums shall not be lifted more than four feet above
the floor while loading/unloading.

/

3 3 Electronics and controls
------------~

/

3.3.2 Provide ARC-TGS analysis software (Analysis and
Rendering Code for Tomngraphic Ciamrrni Scanner
case #97,012)

/

3.3.3 All components of the TCiS must he compatihle
with and properly controllable by the above
software. LANL software shall he installed at the
manufacturers facility.
3.3.4 Provide computers capable of controlling data
acquisition and performing analysis using the ahove
software.

Model 3802
SN AN/00542

------~---

3.3.1 Provide DAC-TGS data acquisition and software
(Data Acquisition and Control for Tomographic
Gamma Scanner case #C-97, 080) or equivalent (if
equivalent software is supplied it 11111st he reviewed
and approved hy WIO prior to assembly of the unit)

-

The Labview DAC-TGS software supplied by LANL is not
compatible with the hardware design of the ANTECH Model
3802 TGS. ANTECH has written data acquisition and
control software that provides all of the functions of the
referenced software and is compatihle with the ANTECI I
hardware design. This software is installed on both the
Rock)'Flats and the LANLTCiSs suep)ied by AN'ffCIL

/
✓
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Requirement I Comments
Achieved
I No
Yes
- - - - - · ! -------

TGS Specification

3.3 5 A lJn-interrnptible Power Supply (I JPS) shall be
provided to protect system electronic components
and allow time to put the system in a safe mode
when external power is lost.

LJ,ru_

/

BE:

p/t,ov1')£D /,~~ 7-_:r:,

~--r

3.4 Design Conditions and I.imitations
---------,,------

3.4.1

Drnms may weigh up to I 000 pounds.

3.4.2 The mean sea-level elevation is 3409 feet

---

-...-----------

/

/

3.4.3 The TGS system will be installed indoors in a

,/

climate controlled space.
--------·- --

--

--

--

3 .4 .4 The average operating time shall be two shifts per
day, eight hours per shift, four days per week. With
an additional seven hour shill on day five.

/

3.4.5 The TGS system shall be installed on a concrete

floor and will be leveled and anchored as directed
hy the manufacturer

✓

3.5 Operator interface and safety
3.5.1

Provide red automatic warning light(s) indicating
"source shutter open".

3.5.2 Provide emergency shut down switches at the

operator control station

Model 3802
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TGS Specification

Requirement
Achieved

Comments

Yes ---,No
--✓.

3.5.3 Provide a tower light to indicate equipment status.
--------

3.5.4 Provide a keyed master switch on the control panel.

✓

3.5.5 Guards shall be provided to prevent access to pincl1___ ,
points and rotating machinery Guards shall meet
~1e guarding requirements of 2') CFR 1910 subpart

$~~,:.~~l

l_,j -.

t\

~

~~s;WG1

--~ ~£..lp""-.IZ~!. ..

I /

3.5.6 Limit switches and mechanical hard stops shall be
provided to prevent operation outside normal range.
3.5.7 Electronics for routing signals and for power
distribution will conform to IEEE standards. The
system shall not contain exposed energized
electrical components. Components shall he
grounded in acconlilnce with NEC.

✓

✓

3.6 Fabrication and Materials

3 .6.1 Fabrication and material selection shall he for a
heavy-duty industrial application

/

--------+------------+--------f,----·--·------------------

3.6.2 Carbon steel surfaces shall be coated. Coating shall
resist abrasion and chipping.

3 .6.3 Wiring, lighting and other electrical equipment shall
conform to the latest revision of the National
Electric Code at the time this contract is placed.
Electrical devices shall carry a Nationally
Recognized Testing Lab approval stamp (UL, CE,
CSA, etc.) for use in office/industrial environments.

Model 3802
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------.- Requirement
Achieved
Yes
!No

TGS Specification

Comments

3. 7 Packaging and Shipment
3.7.1 Each crate or package shall be marked with ink,
paint, or other indelible material to indicate the
contents and the contract number. Weight,
lifting/fork points and center of gravity of
packages/equipment shall he marked clearly.

/

3. 7.2. All components shall be packaged in such a manner
as to provide protection from damage during
handling and shipping. Equipment, which is not
crated, shall he covered to prevent damage from
water/debris.
- - - - - - - - - - ~ ----------

✓

---------!

3.7.3 Components and crates shall be packaged so that
each piece will fit through a ~tand,ud 7-fnni high, 6foot wide doorway.

4.0

/

S.1,i'l.-"'-'-\:i ..d

"'",JI bt ~k\ff:i,-""f~\\~-~.c,e,-,.hle,1;-~

l:; <ci..r-J:-1~

<l{ 6z~.,.j J;~<1.rse,..J:,iQJ lo \.\-

~k,P'""'.1\,. c. d,,,..,J~✓,( 5 ;z€ Jot>'v-1".:':..

·S

l\.q_cc_:.·s-••S~

QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS ANll SlJBMITTALS
-.---- - - - - - - ,

4.1 The prime manufacturer/supplier of the TGS system shall have
defined and implemented a Quality Assurance Program
meeting the requirements of ASME NQA-1, NQA-2, subpart
2. 7, 1989 Edition, with 1990 addenda. The prime supplier shall
be responsible for ensuring that any subcontract items or
services meet the requirements of the QA program, and that
appropriate quality requirements are passed down to
subcontractors.
4.2 The QA plan shall be submitted and approved by WID prior to
award of contract. WID shall audit the implementation of the
vendor QA program by performing an on-site pn~gram audit at __
Model 3802
SN AN/00542
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Requirement I Comments
Achieved
Yes
I No

TGS Specification

accomplished. The results of this audit will he considered a gono go decision point for contract award.
-------'·-·
4.3 General arrangement drawing(s) and specifications of the TGS
system, with details of the operator's station and dnnn handling
equipment shall be submitted, and approved hy WID, prior lo
assembly of the TfiS system.

---

--- - -----· - --~ - ----·-------

----+--·--

/

--

--

-----

4.4 Electrical schematics and one•line diagrams shall he submitted

for record prior lo shipment of the TfiS system.

✓

LJ,l\ hci>_ ffv"'.\.,~ ~-

f"'<',\...,+<'Mt\<"~

~Q,:,~:., . . .

l.

of ,u,,-.. f\....,_o.
-----·-•-------------

4.5 Five copies of the system O&M manual with a spare parts list
shall be submitted for record prior to-shipment of the T(,S
system.

✓

U . ll l.~ ~, 0

-1 •.

W Lv. ~,~ t

fl'', ,,,·, ~')

,J S AT

---~----------~- ---

4.6 Variances from this specification, or referenced codes and
standards require prior written approval of WIO.

/
----~--------·-· - - -

4.7 Acceptance Testing and Turnover
4.7.1 Electronic enclosures and cabinets shall have doors,
screens, etc. to prevent inadvertent or unauthorized
contact with energized circuits and components.

/

-- - - - - - -----

4.7.2 1Jnit shall he inspected for damage upon receipt at
WIDD.

4.7.3

Vendor personnel shall oversee final assembly,
source installation, acceptance testing, and turnover
of the H,S system at the WIPI' site.

/

/

4.7.4 Acceptance testing shall include, hut is not limited
to the following.
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4.7.4.1
4.7.4.2

-

--

-

··--

Requirement I Comments
Achieved
Yes-fNo

TGS Specification

Functional test.

--------------

---------·

--------

✓

Test to assure the unit is capable to
meeting the NOA requirements of the
WIPP Waste Acceptance Criteria.

/

l.J ')\ ~"

~Q.

rt0

r

JV-Q.J

0-t

~AT.

--~--~--------

4.7.4.3
4.7.4.4

4. 7.5

A radiation leak check.

lnstrnments used during acceptance
testing shall be calibrated traceable to
NIST. Provide calibration certification
for WID approval prior to test.

System warranty shall he one-year parts and labor
from time of turnover.
----~-------- - -

4.7.6

4.7.6
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-

---

--

----

·-------

I

LJ '. ll

~H

'T\-.,r..f't

p"1..rf-o,,.,,._cJ nJ S 4T.

i.......1ete

/\.0

iv-.Qo...s,~.1e_rv'-'1-J"-,\..,:

c.,J: h, ,J ~ ~ l\s·l (\.'lJ....N'--l J., .

.,/

-

Manufacturer shall submit a test plan for WID
review and approval prior to acceptance testing.
The test plan shall cover at a minimum functional
test, radiation leak check, and WAC compliance.
Test data shall be provided for WID review and
approval prior to final acceptance of the TGS
system

/
~--~----+--- -·

~

---

/
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Factory Acceptance Test - Participant Concurrence with FAT
Test Results
Name

Title

Date
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1. Purpose
The purpose of this Site Acceptance Test (SAT) Plan is defined as final
inspection and performance test of the completed TGS system. This testing shall
be accomplished prior to the TGS release for routine non-destructive assay
operations. The Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) was accomplished during the
initial phase of testing and occurred at ANTE CH Corporation facility. The final
phase of testing, SAT, will take place at the contractors facility, Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP). These test plans will verify that the system requirements set
forth in the Purchase Specification Tomographic Gamma Scanner (PS #81304
9/28/00) has been satisfied. Tests will include an operational test of all
components and a functional test of the overall system operation including final
calibration at WIPP of the TGS system.

2. Scope
Evaluation of system conformance will be demonstrated by the documented
SAT, and compilation of associated test plans, procedures, and test
measurement data. Upon completion of the1 SAT, the SAT Report including all
checklists and reports will indicate satisfactory system performance or describe
alternative processes, procedures, or qualifications that will allow special
acceptance or exemption from the stated criteria. Deficiencies shall be noted in
the SAT Report along with their appropriate resolution. The final phase of this
test plan is limited to the SAT phase of the final quality acceptance test for the
ANTECH Tomographic Gamma Scanner (TGS) system. The scope of this effort
shall include:
•
•
•
•

Installation of TGS System
Inspection of TGS System Components
Hardware and Software Inventory
Calibration of TGS system

The SAT Report shall be included along with an executive summary in the Final
Acceptance Test Report. TGS Acceptance Testing shall proceed in accordance
with the following test plan schedule in Table 1.
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Table 1. Schedule of Site Acceptance Testing
' Test Element

Description

· TGS System Inspection

Unpack TGS, hardware
inventory and inspE~ction
Installation of TGS system
components
Verify all system components
working properly
Calibration of System
Confiquration
Point Source Measurement to
verify the system setup.
6 Replicates Calibration for
Isotope of Interest :239Pu
3 Replicates Confirmation of
Mass Calibration
This is verified at e:ach stage
of calibration wherei
aooropriate.

i TGS Installation
I

I Operational Test

i Energy Calibration
I

!

Point Source Measurement

• Mass Calibration
: Mass Calibration Verification
Measurement Control

I

i

Method / Procedure

i ANTECH Installation Manual
I

I

ANTECH Installation Manual
1

I

I ANTECH

User Manual

i
I
I

i

I Per TRU Solutions

!
I

i Per TRU Solutions

!

II

i
'I

I Per TRU Solutions

I

i

I

I Per TRU Solutions

'

!

I

/ Per TRU Solutions

I
I

i

I

3. Hardware Inventory and Inspection
The first step in this phase is the unpacking and initial installation setup of the
Can/Drum TGS System. Once the TGS system is operational, calibration
testing will commence. Follow unpack instruction in the installation manual and
check the items listed in the following table, acceptance shall be based on a
go/no-go or basic function test or as appropriate, parameter extremes/travel
limits check. In most cases, this simply involves visual evaluation. Assembly all
system components as necessary, to verify their operability per instruction in the
Installation Manual. Performance of data processing equipment, signal
processors and amplifiers used directly in the assay mode shall be considered
functional if the operational test and calibration results are adequate, (see
Section 5, 6 and 7).

Model3802
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Table 2.0 Hardware Inspection

I

-------

Item Description
Qtv. Item
1
1

TGS Platform Structure
Transmission Source
Assemblv.

1

TGS Shelf Assembly

1
1

HPGe Detector
DSPEC

1

Uninterruptible Power
Suoolv
Warning Lights

Model

Accerable -I Document Comment
Yes No
Yes I No
-----+----- -¾----+----+-------

SN#

----

See Maintenance Manual
-~----

----·
-

-------------- -

· - - - - - ·•--------

----

See Vendor Manual
See Vendor Manual

--

-

- - - - - ----t--

1

-----~----- --- ----

- +------+---------

--~-

-~

--+-----t------+-----t----------···

--+--

-··-

1

Electronics Cabinet
Assemblv
Electronics Cables

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

----

Horizontal Drive Assemblv
Vertical Drive Assembly
Rotational Drive Assembly
Ooerator Console Stand
Acauisition Comouter
Analysis Comouter
Flat Screen Monitor
HP Laser Printer

Model 3802
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----

- - - - - - ---

See Maintenance Manual
See Maintenance Manual
See Maintenance Manual

-·-

-+-- -----------+ ---+-----·
--~----·-·-~·---------

-

-----·

---·--------··----- -

.,

__

-

---1- - - - - -

+----t· --·--- t---- +-----+------ - - - - - ·---~_

_L._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____...___ _ _ _ _ _ .
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4. Software Inventory and Inspection
For the items listed in the following table, acceptance shall be based on the
Purchase Specification Tomographic Gamma Scanner and basic functional test.
The functionality is illustrated in initial system set up and Section 5 calibration
testing. In most cases, this simply involves visual evaluation of system menus.
At this point the hardware installation is completed and loading the software can
be performed. Load all appropriate softwane and configure the TGS system
software per ANTECH User Manual.

TABLE 3 Software Inventory
SOFTWARE COMPONENTS
Item Description
'Software
Function
i Version

I
1

:
i
i
1

I
!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

5

ARC TGS
MasterScan
PC FRAM
WINDOWS TM NT
WINDOWS TM NT
Maestro
Motion Planner

v1 .1
: v1 .0
i 3.3
4.0
4.0
v5.1
, V2.20
1

1

TGS Analysis
ANTECH TGS Data Acquisition
Isotopic Analysis
Operating System (Acquisition)
Operating System (Analysis)
Analysis
Diaqnostics

Identification /SN
i

!

NIA

Calibration

Calibration will be performed in accordance with the descriptions listed in the
following table. These tests will be performeid using TRU Solutions supplied
standards. Acceptance criteria shall be based on an evaluation of the
instrument's capability to accommodate physical parameter requirements and/or
achieve compliance with Waste Acceptance Criteria, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant,
Revision 7 (DOE/VVIPP-069) guidelines. Calibration results document system
performance. The TGS system as used directly in the assay mode shall be
considered functional if the calibration results are adequate.
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Table 5.0 TGS SAT System Calibration
-- - ----

-·-

---

-

-~------- --

Description

Energy Calibration

Calibration of System
Configuration

Point Source
Measurement

Point Source Measurement to
verify the spatial response
maps.

Per TR U Solutions

Mass Calibration

Six Replicates Calibration for
Isotope of Interest 239Pu

Per TR U Solutions

Mass Calibration
Verification

Three Replicates Confirmation
of Mass Calibration

Per TRU Solutions

Measurement Control

Measurement Control is verified
at all stages of calibration

Per TRU Solutions

- - - ----

----

--·

·----

Method/ Procedure

Test Element

Test
Completed
YES
NO

--

-

-------

-----

--··- ··-------·

Comments
- ------------

---·---- - - - -

·-------------------·

Per TRU Solutions

----------

-

-------- - --------·-- e---------------------- --- ---···--------------------

----~--

·---- -
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6 Assessment of TGS system
The follow section documents the results of the performance testing, calibration and
Can/Drum TGS System product performance. This section also denotes the
achievement of the Product Specification Requirements and any comments.
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TGS Specification
--------------

---·

1.0

Requirement
Achieved
Yes
I No

I Comments

SCOPE

This specification covers procurement of a Tomographic Gamma Scanner (T(iS) to he used for Waste Characterization at the 'Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP).

I.I

· - · - · ------

2.0

APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

Codes, Specifications, and Standards

2.1

--···

2.1.1 Los Alamos license agreement c 9-53-00561

2. i .2 Los Aiamos drawings:
68Y-155977 sheets D-1 througl D-35, D-200,
D-240 through D-248, D-300 tl1 rough D-304
28Y-271026 sheets D-1 througt D-10
I 28Y-271027 sheets D-1 through D-9
128Y-271025 sheets D-1 throu! h D-6
I 28Y-27 I028 sheets D-1 throu! h D-4
i----4

2.1.3 LANL software:
Data Acquisition and Control ti r
Tomographic Scanner case #C- 97,080
Analysis and Rendering Code f )r Tomographic
Gamma Scanner case #97,012
2.1.4 National Electric Code (edition in force at time
contract is elaced}
Model 3802
SN AN/00542

The design represented by these drawings is not a finalized
commercial package. This is the design package on which
the skid mounted TGS delivered to Rocky Flats is based.
These drawings do not appear to be as built drawings of the
finalized skid mounted TGS. In addition, modifications have
since been made in order to achieve an adequate level of
reliability. Recognizing the design deficiencies, ANTECII
Corporation has utilized a mature and field tested design for
the major components of the Series 3800 ANTECH TGS.
The Data Acquisition and Control software provide by
LANL is not compatible with the ANTECH TGS hardware.
ANTECH has produced a Data Acquisition and Control
software package that provides all of the functions of the
referenced software. The Analysis and Rendering Code has
been adapted to the ANTECH hardware by NIS-5 Technical
Staff and will be installed on the ANTECH TGS.

------------~--------~---- - ----·--- -----
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Requirement I Comments
Achieved
Yes
I No

TGS Specification

2.1.5 Code of Federal Regulations:
Title 29, Part 1910 Occupational Safety and Health
Standards

3.0

PRODUCT REQlJIRMENTS
---------

-

-- -------· ·----

3. I Performance
3.1.1 An ORTECH SGD-GEM-50 detector or equivalent
shall be provided.
3.1.2 An ORTECH DSPECpJus system shall he provided.
3.1.3 The detector shield shall he tungsten or equivalent
graded shield.

-~--------

3.1.4 An adjustable tungsten collimator shall he provided.

- - · - - ~ - - ---

----------·---

3.1.5 Se75 (200 mCi) and Cd I 09 (200 11Ci) sources shall
he provided.

---~-------·-----

Model 3802
SN AN/00542

---

The ANTECH detector shield consists of two inches of aged
low background lead with the inner surface lined with 0.064
inches of copper and then an inner cladding of 0.030 inches
of tin. All exposed lead surfaces are clad with stainless steel.
This detector shield will provide shielding of the detector
from background radiation effects on the gamma ray data
being collected.
-----------------------The ANTECH adjustable tungsten collimator consists of
interchangeable collimator inserts of each desired collimator
size. The tungsten collimator is interlocked with the control
computer to ensure that the proper collimator size is being
used for each measurement.
ANTECI I Corporation does not have a license to procure
sources of this strength. However, ANTECII will arrange
through WID to procure the proper sources for the TGS
under the auspices of the WID authorization to own these
sources.

----
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~ Requirement I Comments
Achieved
Yes
I No

TGS Specification

3.2 Mechanical
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ··-----

3.2.1 The unit shall be skid mounted.
-~--~

---··-

---------

3.2.2 The unit shall be able to load, unload, and assay 55
gallon or 85 gallon drnms weighing up to IOOO
pounds.
- - - - - - - 1 - - - - --- -----•-

- ~ - - - - - f ---

3.2.3 Drums shall not be lifted more than four feet above
the floor while loading/unloading.
----- ----

3 .3 Electronics and controls
3 .3. I Provide DAC-TGS data acquisition and software
(Data Acquisition and Control for Tomographic
Gamma Scanner case #C-97, 080) or equivalent (ii
equivalent software is supplied it must he reviewed
and approved hy WII) prior to assembly of the unit).

-+-

---------

The Labview DAC-TGS software supplied by LANL is not
compatible with the hardware design of the ANTECII Model
3803 TCiS. ANTECH has written data acquisition and
control software that provides all of the functions of the
referenced software and is compatible with the ANTECII
hardware design. This software is installed on both the
I Rocky Flats and the LANL TGSs supplied by ANTECH.

3.3.2 Provide ARC-TGS analysis software (Analysis and
Rendering Code for Tomographic (,amma Scanner
case #97,012).
3.3.3 All components of the TGS must be compatible
with and properly controllable by the above
software. LANL software shall he installed at the
manufacturers facility.
3.3.4 Provide computers capable of controlling data
acquisition and performing analysis using the above
software.
-----

Model 3802
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-

---- ---------

-

-

-----

--- -

-- ---

Requirement I Comments
Achieved
-

TGS Specification
------------

-------

Yes

-------

!No

----t---- -----

---------- -- ---------

3.3.5 A Un-intem1ptible Power Supply (UPS) shall be
provided to protect system electronic components
and allow time to put the system in a safe mode
when external power is lost.
.----

3.4 Design Conditions and Limitations
----------- ------

--

- --··-------

----

3.4.1 Drums may weigh up to I 000 pounds.
3.4.2 The mean sea-level elevation is 3409 feet.
-

3.4.3 The TGS system will be installed indoors in a
climate controlled space.

3.4.4 The average operating time shall be twu shifts per
day, eight hours per shift, four days per week. With
an additional seven hour shift on day five.
--f---

3.4.5 The TGS system shall be installed on a concrete
floor and will be leveled and anchored as directed
hy the manufacturer.
-·--------~

--

-·-------

----

---

-----

-

----

---

--

3.5 Operator interface and safety
----

3-5.1 Provide red automatic warning light(s) indicating
"source shutter open".
3.5.2 Provide emergency shut down switches at the
operator control station.
---

Model 3802
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--

~---

Requirement I Comments
Achieved
I No
Yes

TGS Specification

3.5.3 Provide a tower light to indicate equipment

3.5.4 Provide a keyed master switch on the control panel.
---·-----

3 .5.5 Guards shall be provided to prevent access to pinch

points and rotating machinery. (iuards shall meet
the guarding requirements of 29 <'FR 19 IO subpart
0.
---- ----- -· -- ·------·----------·------

3.5.6 Limit switches and mechanical hard stops shall be
provided to prevent operation outside normal range.
3.5. 7 Electronics for routing signals and for power
distribution will conform to IEEE standards. The
system shall not contain exposed energized
electrical components. Components shall he
grounded in accordance with NEC.
---

3.6 Fabrication and Materials
-------- -·--·--· - --

3.6.1 Fabrication and material selection shall he for a
heavy-duty industrial application
3.6.2 Carbon steel surfaces shall be coated. Coating shall
resist abrasion and chipping.

-

-- -------

- ~ - - - - .--------- ------·-------

3.6.3 Wiring, lighting and other electrical equipment shall
conform to the latest revision of the National
Electric Code at the time this contract is placed.
Electrical devices shall carry a Nationally
Recognized Testing Lab approval stamp (UL, CE,
CSA, etc.) for use in office/industrial environments.

- - - - - ~ - - - - - - • - - ·---------------1.._~---
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-

--

~--

--

- ·------···-~-----

- ---------

---------

--------

------------

-

--

Comments

Requirement
Achieved
Yes
No

TGS Specification

-----------

3.7 Packaging and Shipment
-·--------3.7.1 Each crate or package shall be marked with ink,
paint, or other indelible material to indicate the
contents and the contract number. Weight,
lifting/fork points and center of gravity of
packages/equipment shall he marked clearly.

--~

---

---------

--

----

------ --

- I----~-

----

------------- -------------- - - - - - - · · - - - - - - - - - -

------------

----·

-- - - -

- - ---------- -- . - -

3.7.2. All components shall be packaged in such a manner
as to provide protection from damage during
handling and shipping. Equipment, which is not
crated, shall be covered to prevent damage from
water/debris.
3.7.3 Components and crates shall be packaged so that
each piece will fit through a standard 7-foot high, 6foot wide doorway.
------

4.0

-

--

- - - - - - - - - -------- ---- --------

-------~--~------------------·------·--- --

QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS ANO SUBMITTALS
·--------··---

------

----

- · - - --

-------------· ---

--

--

-

------- -

---- - - - - -

·------

----

-----------

4.1 The prime manufacturer/supplier of the TGS system shall have
defined and implemented a Quality Assurance Program
meeting the requirements of ASME NQA-1, N()A-2, subpart
2.7, 1989 Edition, with 1990 addenda. The prime supplier shall
be responsible for ensuring that any subcontract ikms or
services meet the requirements of the QA program, and that
appropriate quality requirements are passed down to
subcontractors.
-------------------~--------------------------------------

4.2 The QA plan shall be submitted and approved by WID prior to
award of contract. WID shall audit the implementation of the
vendor QA program by performing an on-site program audit at
the vendor's facility where the work will (primarilyl be ______

Model 3802
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TGS Specification
--

--

---

- ---------- --

accomplished. The results of this audit will be considered a gono go decision point for contract award. --------4.3 General arrangement drawing(s) and specifications of the TGS
system, with details of the operator's station and drum handling
equipment shall be submitted, and approved by WIO, prior to
assembly of the TGS system.

Requirement I Comments
Achieved
y es
I No 1
----

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - · · --------

4.4 Electrical schematics and one-line diagrams shall be submitted
for record prior to shipment of the TGS system.
4.5 Five copies of the system O&M manual with a spare parts list
shall be submitted for record prior to-shipment of the TGS
system.
------

------+

---

------------

------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - -

-----------·---~--

4.6 Variances from this specification, or referenced codes and
standards require prior written approval of WID
- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·----

------------

·----------- -

4.7 Acceptance Testing and Turnover
--------

-------

~--

4.7.I Electronic enclosures and cabinets shall have doors,
screens, etc. to prevent inadvertent or unauthorized
contact with energized circuits and components.
4.7.2 Unit shall be inspected for damage upon receipt at
WIDD.
4.7.3 Vendor personnel shall oversee final assembly,
source installation, acceptance testing, and turnover
of the TGS system at the WIPP site.
4.7.4 Acceptance testing shall include, but is not limited
to the following.
------··-----
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-

-

-

----

-

- --

------

4.7.4 I

-----·

-

----

---

--

---- -

--

------- -

·------

.--

-

------

4.7.4.3

A radiation leak check.

4.7.4.4

Instruments used during acceptance
testing shall be calibrated traceable to
NIST. Provide calibration certification
for WID approval prior to test.

------

--

·-- --

- --

-

-

-----·

-----------

---- ----

----

-----·-··-

-----------.

4.7.5

System warranty shall be one-year parts and labor
from time of turnover.

4.7.6

Manufacturer shall submit a test plan for WID
review and approval prior to acceptance testing.
The test plan shall cover at a minimum functional
test, radiation leak check, and WAC com~liance.
Test data shall be provided for Wm review and
approval prior to final acceptance of the TGS
system.

-----

-------

--

·-

-----------

--·
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·---- ------

-----------

----------

- - - - ---- ------------------------------··---- -----------

---------------------------------------- --- -------. - - - · - - - - - - - -

- -

-----

·--------

- - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - -·-----
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----

Test to assure the unit is capable to
meeting the NDA requirements of the
WIPP Waste Acceptance Criteria.
-----------···-

4.7.6

-- ---

--

Comments

Functional test.

----

4.7.4.2

--------------- --·----

Requirement
Achieved
Yes
No

TGS Specification

--

-

--

---- -

-----

- --· ----- - -

------

.

-------

---------·-----··--

.

--

-----

-···----··

----·

-------------·------- ------·-------- --

---~- ---~-------·------·----- ------··

--

- - - - ·--------- ---·- - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - ---

--------

- - - - - - -----

--------------------
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7.

Site Acceptance Test - Participant Concurrence with SAT Test
results
Name

I

I

'

Date

Title

I

i

i
I

!

I

I

I

I

!

•

I

•

I

I

I

i

I

i

I

!

i
1,

!I

I
i

i

!

I

I

I
I

I
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1.0

SCOPE
I. I

2.0

This specification covers procurement of a Tomographic Gamma Scanner (TGS) to be
used for Waste Characterization at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP).

APPLICABLE DOClJMENTS
2.1

Codes, Specifications, and Standards
Los Alamos license agreement 99-53-00561
Los Alamos drawings:
68Y-155977 sheets D-1 through D-35, D-200, D-240 throughD-248, D-300
through D-304
128Y-271026 sheets D-1 through D-10
128Y-271027 sheets D-I through D-9
128Y-271025 sheets D-1 through D-6
128Y-271028 sheets D-1 through D-4
LANL software:
Data Acquisition and Control for Tomographic Scanner case #C-97, 080
/\na]ysis and rendering Code for Tomographic Gamma Scanner case #97,012
National Electric Code (edition in force at time contract is placed)
Code of Federal Regulations:
Title 29, Part 1910 Occupational Safety and Health Standards

-2-

3.0

PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS
3. 1

.,,., .....,.,

Performance
3.1.1

An ORTECH SGD-GEM-50 detector or equivalent shall be provided.

3.1.2

An ORTECH DSPECplus system shall be provided.

3.1.3

The detector shield shall be tungsten or equivalent graded shield.

3.1.4

An adjustable tungsten collimator shall be provided.

3.1.5

SE75 (200 mCi) and Cd109 (200 ,u.Ci) sources shall be provided.

Mechanical
3.2.1

The unit shall be skid mounted.
The unit shall be able to load, unload, and assay 55 gallon or 85 gallon drums
weighing up to 1000 pounds.

,.,

,.,

,.,

.J .... .J

3. 3

Drums shall not be lifted more than four feet above the floor while
loading/unloading.

Electronics and controls
3.3.1

Provide DAC-TGS data acquisition and software (Data Acquisition and Control
for Tomographic Gamma Scanner case #C-97, 080) or equivalent (if equivalent
software is supplied it must be reviewed and approved by WID prior to
assembly of the TGS unit).

3.3.2

Provide ARC-TGS analysis software (Analysis and Rendering Code for
Tomographic Gamma Scanner case# 97.012).

-3-

3.4

3.5

3.3.3

All components of the TGS must be compatible with and properly controllable
by the above software. LAl\L software shall be installed at the manufacturers
facility.

3.3.4

Provide computers capable of controlling data acquisition and perfonning
analysis using the above software.

3.3.5

A Un-interruptible Power Supply (UPS) shall be provided to protect system
electronic components and allow time to put the system in a safe mode when
external power is lost.

Desiim Conditions and Limitations
3.4.1

Drums may weigh up to 1000 pounds.

3.4.2

The mean sea-level elevation is 3409 feet.

3.4.3

The TGS system will be installed indoors in a climate controlled space.

3.4.4

The average operating time shall be two shifts per day, eight hours per shift.
four days per week. With an additional seven hour shift on day five.

3.4.5

The TGS system shall be installed on a concrete floor and will be leveled and
anchored as directed by the manufacturer.

Operator interface and safety
3.5.1

Provide red automatic warning light(s) indicating "source shutter open".

3.5 .2

Provide emergency shut down switches at the operator control station.

3.5.3

Provide a tower light to indicate equipment status.

3.5.4

Provide a keyed master switch on the control panel.

-4-
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3.6

3.7

3.5.5

Shielding shall be provided as needed to keep the dose rate at or below 100
mRJyr at the operator station and around the assay unit where workers may be
present.

3 .5. 6

Guards shall be provided to prevent access to pinch points and rotating
machinery. Guards shall meet the guarding requirements of 29 CFR 1910
subpart 0.

3.5.7

Limit switches and mechanical hard stops shall be provided to prevent operation
outside normal range.

3.5.8

Electronics for routing signals and for power distribution will conform to IEEE
standards. The system shall not contain exposed energized electrical
components. Components shall be grounded in accordance with NEC.

Fabrication and ~aterials
3.6.1

Fabrication and material selection shall be for a heavy-duty industrial
application.

3.6.2

Carl:xm steel surfaces shall be coated. Coating shall resist abrasion and
chipping.

3.6.3

Wiring, lighting and other electrical equipment shall conform to the latest
revision of the :'Jational Electric Code at the time this contract is placed.
Electrical devices shall carry a Nationally Recognized Testing Lab approval
stamp (UL, CE, CSA, etc.) for use in office/industrial environments.

Packaging and Shipment
3. 7. 1

Each crate or package shall be marked with ink. paint. or other indelible material
to indicate the contents and the contract number. Weight. lifting/fork points and
center of gravity of packages/equipment shall be marked clearly.

-5-
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3.7.2

All components shall be packaged in such a manner as to provide protection
from damage during handling and shipping. Equipment, which is not crated,
shall be covered to prevent damage from water/debris.

3.7 .3

Components. and crates shall be packaged so that each piece will fit through a
standard 7-foot high, 6-foot wide doorway.

QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS AND SUBMITTALS
4.1 The prime manufacturer/supplier of the TGS system shall have defined and implemented a
Quality Assurance Program meeting the requirements of ASME NQA-1, NQA-2, subpart
2.7, 1989 Edition, with 1990 addenda. The prime supplier shall be responsible for ensuring
that any subcontract items or services meet the requirements of the QA program, and that
appropriate quality requirements are passed down to subcontractors.
4.2 The QA plan shall be submitted and approved by WID prior to award of contract. WID
shall audit the implementation of the vendor QA program by performing an on-site program
audit at the vendor's facility where the work will (primarily) be accomplished. The results of
this audit will be considered a go-no go decision point for contract award.
4.3 General arrangement drawing(s) and specifications of the TGS system with details of the
operator's station and drum handling equipment shall be submitted, and approved by WID.
prior to assembly of the TGS system
4.4 Electrical schematics and one-line diagrams shall be submitted fC?r record prior to shipment
of the TGS svstem
4.5 Five copies of the system O&M manual with a spare parts list shall be submitted for record
prior to shipment of the TGS system
4. 6 Variances from this specification, or referenced codes and standards require prior written
approval of WID.
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-1-. 7 Acceptance Testing and Turnover
-1-.7.1

Inspection and functional testing shall be conducted by the manufacturer, at the
manufacturers facility, p1ior to shipment to the WIPP to verify proper operation.
Ths testing can be prior to installation of sources. and is simply a functional test
of the mechanisms. ;\lotify WID at least five business days prior to testing so that
WID may witness testing if desired.

4.7.2

Unit shall be inspected for damage upon receipt at WIPP.

-1-.7.3

Vendor personnel shall oversee final assembly, source installation, acceptance
testing, and turnover of the TGS system at the WIPP sne.

4. 7.4

Acceptance testing shall include. but is not limited to the following.
4.7 .4.1 Functional test.
4.7.4.2 Test to assure the unit is capable to meeting the NDA requirements of the
WIPP Waste Acceptance Criteria.
4. 7.4. 3 A radiation leak check.
4. 7 .4.4 Instruments used during acceptance testing shall be calibrated traceable to
>lIST. Provide calibration certification for WID approval prior to test.

4.7.5

System warranty shall be one-year parts and labor from time of turnover.

4.7.6

Manufacturer shall submit a test plan for WID review and approval prior to
acceptance testing. The test plan shall cover at a minimum functional test,
radiation leak check, and WAC compliance.

4. 7. 7

Test data shall be provided for WID review and approval prior to final
acceptance of the TGS system.
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ATTACHMENT A

DOCUMENT SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS
SUBMIT DOCUMENTS PRIOR TO THE POINTS 11'\TDICATED BY THE CODE BELOW:

S - SHIPMENT

A - FINAL ACCEPTANCE
B - AW ARD OF CONTRACT
F-FABRICATION/ASSEMBLY

Document Reguirements
Drawing(s) and speci.fication(s)

T-TESTING
I - INSTALLATION

Para2ra12h
4.3

A1212roval

Record

F

Operating and Maintenance manuals

4.5

s

Electrical schematics and one-lines

4.4

s

QA plan

4.2

B

Equivalent software (submittal not required if software
is provided as specified)

3.3.1

F

Test plan

4.7.6

T

Test results

4.7.7

A

Calibration ceni.fication

4.7.4.4

T
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THE WM3100-HE IDGH EFFICIENCY NEUTRON COINCIDENCE COUNTER

The High Efficiency Neutron Counter (HENC) was developed by Canberra in
cooperation with the LANL NIS-5 group under a Cooperative Research and
Development Agreement (CRADA). Canberra was responsible for the engineering and
construction of the prototype HENC system. The goal of this CRADA was to provide a
passive neutron counter sensitive enough to segregate Pu bearing wastes at the 10
nCi/gram level. Estimated detection levels for the HENC are 22 mg weapons grade
plutonium (6% Pu-240) for a 3600 second assay. For a 50 kg waste package this is
equivalent to 30 nCi/g. The HENC is a member of the Canberra WM3 l 00 series of
neutron counters and can be equipped with varying degrees of automation as well as with
the Add-A-Source correction technique.
General System Description

The WM3100 series represents a versatile line of Passive Neutron Coincidence Counters
based on Canberra's JCC-21 Waste Drum Assay System (WDAS). The counters are
designed to assay 208 liter (55 gallon) drums and provide detection levels on the order of
1 to 3 mg of Pu-240 effective in a 1000 sec:ond count time (at sea level with no
significant cosmic ray structure). The HENC halves these detection levels or can
increase through-put though decreased assay time.
-----

\

Components of the proposed system include the neutron counter with 3He detectors,
Amptek-based fast preamplifier/discriminator circuit boards (Model JAB-01),
coincidence electronics, computer hardware, supporting cart, and application software.
The turnkey system is designed for ease of operation and minimal maintenance.
Spontaneous fission neutrons from the even isotopes of plutonium will be measured
using the passive neutron coincidence counting. Canberra, through Jomar Systems
Division, has over 19 years experience in designing, manufacturing, testing, installing,
and supporting passive and active neutron coincidence counters; making Canberra the
oldest commercial supplier of neutron counters worldwide. All of our neutron counters
contain the same electronics but the geometry of the moderator and detectors are
optimized to meet the customer's requirement. The neutron counter will consist of a highdensity polyethylene (HDPE) moderator with 3He tubes embedded in the HOPE on all
six sides of the counter. The 3He detectors will be optimally spaced for maximum
detector efficiency. The detectors screw into the bottom of the high voltage junction
boxes (HVJB) that house the JAB-01 preamplifier/discriminator boards. A single JAB01 is wired to no more than six 3He detectors. This configuration eliminates cabling
between the preamplifier and 3He tube, which minimizes noise, thereby, improving the
detection limit and simplifying installation. The: junction boxes provide RFI shielding
and a controlled environment for high voltage. The outputs from the JAB-0ls are TTL
signals, which can be transmitted much farther without loss than the small analog signal.
Decreased noise pickup lowers the background, and therefore improves the detection
Technical Respou.sc provided by Canberra Industries
Reference # WDNF-00-2508
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limit. Transmitting the signal directly from the detectors to a remote current amplifier
increases noise pickup, decreases instrument sensitivity, and increases susceptibility to
extraneous noise. A publication presented at the Symposium on Passive Neutron
Coincidence Counting in Italy in April 1993 showed that charge sensitive preamplifiers
positioned near the detectors similar to the design used by Canberra have a 30% higher
efficiency than remote current amplifiers.
The outputs from the individual JAB-0ls are combined through Canberra's 20 MHz
derandomizer board to provide a single input with improved counting statistics into the
2150, JSR-14 Neutron Multiplicity Coincidence Analyzer, or AMSR.
For this
application, the High Voltage Bias and low voltage supply for the detector banks are
provided by off-the-shelf Canberra NTh1 modules. The software converts the corrected
count rate to 240Pu-effective (combination of 23 8Pu, 240Pu, and 242 Pu) and calculates the
total measurement uncertainty. The electrical set-up for the counter is illustrated in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram illustrating the connections for a manual WM3100 counter
with the Add-A-Source Option.

The counter's neutron detection efficiency is approximately 31 % for Pu-240 fission
neutrons emitted in the center of the assay cavity. The spatial response of the counter is
uniform and variations from the mean efficiency are less than 3% for totals (noncoincident neutron events).

r

It is possible to reduce the matrix effects by the use of the Add-a-source technique, which
was developed by Dr. Menlove at LANL. The AAS introduces a small Cf-252 source
into the sample chamber at the end of the passive aissay and compares this result with an
empty chamber value. The impact of the waste matrix is evaluated from this relative
measurement and an appropriate correction is applied. The Cf-252 source for the AddTechnical Response provided bv Canberra Industries
Reference # WDNF-00-2508
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A-Source correction is stored above the counter in a block of High Density Polyethylene.
Measurements at the factory indicate that the presence of the Cf-252 source has no
significant impact on the background readings. The source movement is controlled by an
indexing stepper motor via a teleflex drive mechanism. The motor is in tum controlled
by a Process Logic Controller (PLC). The PLC has a number of preset test locations
programmed in but the source movement and positioning is controlled by the software.
Three locations are typically used in the AAS correction. The use of a rotation device
for the drums allows a more uniform irradiation of the sample matrix and therefor a more
accurate correction.
PhysicaJ

The overall dimensions of the HENC are 350 cm long by 195 cm wide and 270 cm tall
cm tall. This foot print includes the requirements for the door in open position and the
PLC control for the door and drum rotator. Two door models are slightly smaller but
require a separate PLC control cabinet. Overall weight of the counter is approximately
7000 kgs. The basic system includes a single unpowered conveyor with an automated
draw bridge. The conveyor extends an about I 12 cm beyond the side of the counter. The
height of the conveyor is approximately 69 cm above the floor. Options for automated
conveyor systems are available. Front and side views of the counter are shown in
Figures 2a and 2b.
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Figure2a. View of WM3 l 00 from load door. Appearance of the WM3 l 00-HE 1s
somewhat different from this view due to the required additional shielding.
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Figure 2b. Side view of the WM3 I 00 counter. Appearance of the WM3 l 00-HE 1s
somewhat different from this view due to the required additional shielding.

(

The HENC counter utilizes 113 He-3 proportional tubes arranged in a 4x detection
geometry about the container. Each tube is 2.54 cm in diameter with He-3 partial fill
pressure of 7.5 atm. The nominal efficiency for the WM3100-HE is 30% for Cf-252
neutrons emitted in the center of the assay cavity.
Shielding from adjacent drums or ambient neutron background levels is achieved by
30cm of High Density Polyehtylene (HDPE). St.andard neutron counters utilize only
I 0cm. This additional shielding is to provide protection from interference due to
processing of additional samples nearby and a reduction in the cosmic-ray induced
neutron background.

Software
The system will be provided with the LANL INCC 4.04 software.

Performance
The counter will be provided with a complete mapping of the chamber response. This
data is useful in verifying the proper functioning of the counter and in defense of assay
results. The extent of any positional variation will be fully documented at delivery. This
variation will be less than +/- 5%. The accuracy of a given measurement is determined
primarily by the following factors:
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Counting statistics:
The statistics are typically associated with the precision of the assay. The
limits on the precision are count time, efficiency, SNM content, and
background. The WM31 IO series still has an advantage over the competition
because of its lower background response. This is derived from shielding and
superior electronics. The background of our counters is typically half that of
other counters of the same size and efficiency. This leads to lower limits of
detection for the Canberra drum counters.
The Lower Limit of detection of the counter installed at 1040 meters
elevation is 1.3 mg of Pu-240 effective corresponding to 22 mg of weapons
grade Pu. This value is quoted at the 3-sigma level corresponding to about+/33% at one sigma. For Pu contents exceeding 1 gram this uncertainty drops
to about 1.5% and at 30 grams Pu this further decreases to less than 1%.
Uniformity of the Chamber Response
The variation of the response with source location in the chamber can have a
significant impact on the assay results. The flat response of the WM3100
series of counters combined with the averaging effect of the turntable
essentially eliminate this effect for most sample matrices. The RSD variation
in response for the WM3100 serit::s of counters is approximately 2%
throughout the normal sample volume.
Matrix Effects
Neutron counters are most impacted by the hydrogen content of the sample.
Samples containing significant quantities of water or oil can be significantly
impacted. This impact is seen as a lowering of the neutron response. The
WM3100 series of counters include the Add-A-Source Matrix correction to
reduce this effect as an option.
Distribution of the Pu in the drum
For homogeneously distributed samples the AAS correction is highly
accurate, providing values of +/- 2% {not including the effects of counting
statistics). However, drums containing large quantities of hydrogen and
localized concentrations of Pu will incur larger errors due to positioning
effects.
Overall accuracy for a typical drum with a hydrogen content less than 10% of water ( e.g.
paper and process clothing) will be better than 20% for a sample with more than 1 gram
of high bum-up Pu. (For samples with greater than 1 gram high bum-up Pu the counting
statistics become negligible compared to other sources of error.)

Technical Response provided by Canberra Industries
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Add-A-Source
The Add-A-Source (AAS) technique provides a means of measuring the impact of the
waste matrix on the neutrons emitted within the drum. In practice a small Cf-252 source
(about 20,000 n/s) is introduced into the assay cavity with no sample in the counter. The
measurement is repeated after the sample is loaded and the results compared. The
difference in the measured count rates can be used to correct the measured sample rate.
An illustration of the AAS measurement is shown in Figure 3. For homogenous
distributions of Pu in the drum the AAS correction results in a typical error of +/-2%
from the expected values. Without the correction the errors can exceed 50%. The
effectiveness of the AAS correction can is i11ustrated in Figure 4.
It should be noted that the AAS assumes
a uniform source distribution. When a
point source is placed in drum with high
moderator content the positioning effects
can be significant. Figure 5a shows the
re~lative real rates as a function of radial
position
and
moderator
content.
However, experience has shown that for
drums containing the equivalent of less
than 40 kg of water will result in errors
of less than 10% after the AAS
correction is applied. Figure 5b. Shows
the same distributions after the AAS
correction has been applied.

shJeld

block

He-3 detector banks

CJ

(

Drum rotator

Figure 3. Schematic Diagram of the
Side Scanning AAS.
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AAS Correction for WM3100
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Figure 4. AAS correction example for a WM3110 counter.
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High Efficiency
Passive Neutron Counter (HENC)

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

208 liter i55 gallon) drum counter
>30% efficiency
<0.7 cps coincidence background at sea level
MDAs of less than 20 nCi1g
Automated loading and unloading
Add-A-Source correction
Coincidence or multiplicity counting

Description
The High Efficiencv Neutron Counter IHENC) represents the ultimate
In Canberra's family of passive neutron coincidence counters. Combining a detection efficiency of over 30% with increased shielding to
reduce backgrounds, the HENC is designed to assay 208 liter 155
gallon I drums to detection levels on the order of 1.6 mg of 240 Pu-effecrive 1n a 1000 second count time. With the addition of enhanced
correction and analysis techniques such as Add-A-Source and mu1tIplicity counting the HENC is also an extremely accurate assay system.
Components of the proposed systern include the neutron counter with
3
He detectors, Amptek-based fast preamplifier;discriminator c1rcu1t
boards (Model JAB-01 ), coincidence electronics, computer hardware,
and application software. The turnkey system is designed for ease of
operation and minimal maintenance.

_)

Spontaneous fission neutrons from the even isotopes of plutonium will
be measured using passive neutron coincidence or multiplicity counting techniques. The neutron counter consists of a high-density polyethylene IHDPE) moderator with 3 He tubes embedded in the HOPE on
ail six sides of the counter with optimal spacing for maximum detector
efficiency.
The software converts the corrected count rate to 240 Pu-effective
!combination of 238 Pu, 240 Pu, and 242O u) and calculates the total measurement uncertainty.
The counter's neutron detection efficiency is 30% for 252 Cf neutrons
emitted in the center of the assay cavitv. ,he spatial response of the
counter is uniform. Variations from the mean efficiency are less than
3°'o for totals lnon-coinc1dent neutrons;. An optional drum rotator
provides additional smoothing of non uniformities 1n response due to
the rectangular snape of the assay chamber.
It is possible to reduce the matrix effects by the use of the Add-ASource (AAS) technique. An illustration of the AAS measurement is
shown in Figure 1. The AAS introduces a small 252 Cf source into the
sample chamber at the end of the passive assay and compares this
result with an empty chamber value. The impact of the waste matrix
is evaluated from this relative measurement and an appropriate correction is applied. The 252 Cf source for the AAS correction is stored
above the counter in a HOPE shield. Measurements indicate that the
presence of the 252 Cf source has no significant impact on the background readings. The source positioning is controlled by the software.
Operation of the Counter
The HENC counter automatically loads and unloads drums into the
assay chamber. The general sequence of events for the system in the
analysis mode is as follows:

• Sliding doors open and drawbridge lowers into position. The
conveyor moves the drum into the assay chamber.
• Drawbridge raises and the counter doors close.

•
•
•
•

Operator enters the pertinent information on the sample.
Rotation motor 1s switched on.
A passive neutron count is performed for the preset time.
Add-A-Source Option: Following the passive count the AAS
measurement begins.
• AAS source movement is automatically controlled by PLC.
• Upon completion of the passive assay and AAS measurement,
the door opens and the drawbridge lowers.
• Sample automatically exits the rear of the counter for two-door
configuration or the front door for the one-door configuration.

Software
The HENC systems are provided with Canberra's S430 Neutron Analysis Software. This software is based on our Genie-PC platform. The
assay data is stored in the standard CAM file format. This format stores
all relevant information for the given assay including calibration pa·ameters, raw data. results. error flags and QA check results. This
ability to retain all data allows reanalysis of the data at a later time for
accountability purposes or if any irregularities are uncovered. The
software makes use of pull down menus and predefined parameter
entry to simplify operation of the system.
Performance
The counter is provided with a complete mapping of the chamber
response. This data is useful in verifying the proper functioning of the
counter and in defense of assay results. The extent of any positional
variation is fully documented at delivery. This variation is less than
::5%. The accuracy of a given measurement is determined primarily
by the following factors:
Counting Statistics
The statistics are typically associated with the precision of the
assay. The limits on the precision are count time, efficiency,
SNM content, and background. The HENC has an advantage
over other passive neutron counters because of its higher
efficiency and lower background response. The lower back-
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ground is derived from additional polv shielding and superior
electronics. The background of the HENC is typicallv half that of
other counters of the same size ana efficiency. This leads to
,ower limits of detection for the Canberra drum counters.
The Lower Limit of detection of the counter at sea level with no
additional overhead shielding Is ' to 3 mg of 240 Pu-effective
corresponding to 3 to 10 mg of high burn-up Pu. This value is
quoted at the 3-sigma level corresponding to aPout =33% at
one sigma. For Pu contents exceeding 1 gram this uncertainty
drops to about 3.5% and at 30 grams Pu this further decreases
to less than 1%.

shield
t>lock

.-ie-3 detector banks

is alreadv built into the NAS software. 'Where coincidence counting
measures total neutron and coincidence events. multiplicttv anaivs1s
records the frequencv of occurrence of various neutron multiplicity
events I1.e. wnether 1. 2 ,3 up to 128 neutrons Nere detected for any
given event). This allows the determination of singles, doubles. and
triples rates providing an extra parameter so that values for alpha,
multiplication and 240 Pu-effective mass may be determined from the
assay. This feature reduces the error introduced from the unknown
sample isotopics or from concentrated Pu masses.

t

Multiplicity for Waste Assay
For traditional waste assay, the total fissile mass is often less than a
few c:rams. For these samples, the multiplication is essentially one and
the ;alue of alpha has little impact on the assay. Multiplicity analysis
provides two possible benefits over standard coincidence counting for
waste assay. The analysis allows a measurement of the counter efficiency by assuming M= 1 and solving the rate equations for 240 Pu-effect1ve mass, the value of alpha, and the efficiency. In practice, the
precision of the triples rate In these situatioris is poor and the precision
of the overall measurement is decreased. However, LANL publications
indicate that this result is more accurate than if determined by coincidence counting. In other words on average the results will be closer
even 1f the stat1sticaI error rs larger for a single assay.
Add-A-Source Option
The t,dd-A-Source rAASI technique provides a means of measuring
the impact of the waste matrix on the neutrons emitted Ntthin the
drum. For homogenous distributions of Pu in the drum the AAS
correction results in a typical error of :::2% from the expected values.
Without this correction the errors can exceed 50%. The effectiveness
of the AAS correction Is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 1
Schematic Diagram of the Side Scanning AAS.
!Other configurations are available).

Uniformity of the Chamber Response
The variation of the response with source location in the chamber can have a significant impact on the assay results. The flat
response of the HENC. combined with the averaging effect of
the turntable, essentially eliminates this effect for most sample
matrices. The RSD variation in response for the HENC is approximately 2 °10 throughout the normal sample volume.
Matrix Effects
Neutron counters are most impacted by the hydrogen content
of the sample. Samples containing significant quantities of
water or oil can be significantly impacted. This impact is seen
as a lowering of the neutron response. The HENC counter
includes the AAS Matrix correction option to reduce this effect.
Distribution of the Pu in the Drum
For homogeneously distributed samples, the AAS correction rs
highly accurate, providing values of :::2% lnot including the
effects of counting statistics I. However, drums containing large
quantities of hydrogen and localized concentrations of Pu will
incur larger errors due to positioning effects.
Overall accuracy for a typical drum with a hydrogen content less than
10% of water le.g. paper and process clothing) will be better than 20%
for a sample with more than 1 gram of high burn-up Pu. !For samples
with greater than 1 gram high burn-up Pu the counting statistics
become negligibie compared to other sources of error.)

· •uttiplicity Option
e multiplicity analysis option provides a correction for large Pu
~oncentrations and for high alpha-n samples. The multiplicity analysis
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Figure 2
AAS correction example for a HENC counter.

It shou1d be noted that the AAS assumes a uriiform source distribution.
When a point source is placed in a drum with high moderator content
the positioning effects increase. However, experience has shown that
for drums containing the equivalent of less than 40 kg of water will
result i11 errors of less than 10% after the AAS correction is applied.

Specifications
DIMENSIONS
LENGTH - 362 cm
WIDTH - 195 cm I not including drawbridge)
HEIGHT - 270 cm
WEIGHT - 8200 kg
CONVEYOR
HEIGHT - 62 cm
3HE TUIBES
NUMBER - 113
DIAMETER - 2.54 cm
PRESSURE - 7.5 atm

-

Application
Note

~c.4NBERRA

U-Pu Inspector: A Dedicated Instrument for Assessing
the Isotopic Composition of Uranium and Plutonium

Application
Fast and accurate determination of
the isotopic composition of uranium
and plutonium is essential for many
applications. The worldwide trend
towards nuclear disarmament,
as well as growing concerns about
the possible diversion of fissile
111atcnal to non-peaceful use has
111cre:1sed the importance of these
:neasurements for nucle:.Jr safeguards
venficauon and border controls.
'.'Juclear fuel facilities require such
measurements for input control.
output control and process measurements. These applications require fast
and accurate measurements, foolproof system operation. and in many
cases. physical portability of the
measurement apparatus.
The determination of the enrichment
of uranium has historically been
a most difficult task. In the nonJestruct1 ve analysis (NDAJ tech11ique. the l 85 keV line from the
,kc:.Jy of :,su and/or the 1001 keV
:me from =' 8 U are monitored with
a HPGe or NaI detector. The interpretauon oi these data depends on a
careful calibration and on the
Jssumpt10n that the conditions under
which the ca!ibrat10n has been done
are identically reproduced during the
measurement. Large errors can be
introduced when the detector-sample
geometry 1s only slightly altered,
when the performance of the Na! or
HPGe detector changes or when the
homogeneity, chemical composition
or the filling height of the sample
differ from the calibration standard.

The determination of the isotopic
composition of plutonium has
historically been less of a problem.
In particular, the NOA technique
based on high resolution gamma
spectroscopy with a low energy
germanium (LEGe) detector and the
\lulti-Group Analysis (MGA) code
1 ref. I) has proven to be very successful for measuring the isotopic
concentration of plutonium.
But this technique required skilled
and highly qualified inspectors to set
up the instruments correctly (energy
calibration, pole zero setting, ... ) and
to interpret the spectra and messages
that appear on the MGA output
report. Equipment was transportable
but far from portable because the
analyzer and associated shielding
could not easily be handled by one
person.

Destructive analysis (DA) techniques
are usually more precise. However,
they cannot give immediate answers
since a small sample must be selected
and transported to a laboratory for
chemical treatment and analysis.
Furthermore, there is always
the question of homogeneity and
whether or not the sample is truly
representative.

The U-Pu InSpector discussed in
this note overcomes the numerous
problems described above. It makes
use of new developments in detector
and shielding technology, in the new
InSpector portable analyzer, GeniePC software, and in new developments for the MGA codes for plutonium and uranium.

System Description
The C-Pu InSpector is a portable
instrument that can measure the
isotopic composition of samples
containing uranium and/or plutonium
without tedious efficiency calibration
and without the need for skilled
operators.
It includes a shielded Low Energy
Germanium (LEGe) detector in
a Multi-Attitude Cryostat (MAC),
the Inspector Portable Spectroscopy
Workstat10n paired with a notebook
computer. and the Multi-Group
,.\nalys1s 1\1GA) software optimized
ior both plutonium and uranium
composition assessments. A rugged
metal carrying case conveniently
houses all of the components in
rile wstem.
I lie· ,pcL·1r:1 :1rl' :1utomatically
.1"11111,·d .. 111;11\;cd ;111d stored with
·11,· !1.-i1> ,,1 \l(i ...\ .,oltware which
1-,·,·11 11\tc·'..'r:11c·cl with dedicated.
111•11, .1111>11 'lwL·ilic measurement
111 .-.11.11\ ,is procedures.
Detector and Shield/Collimator

I:, ::ppltc:111on requires exceptional
, l,·1 ,·L :"r pertormance for low energy
· 11111>1.1 1·;1v,. \,IGA-U for uranium
· l:c· ,·ncrgy region between 84
.11li ; ;; 1 f.:.eV and the MGA code
1111ll11u1n uses the gamma and
rwl"w 210 keV. Since the
,,11111 .,1HJ plutonium spectra
•111.1111 ,c\cral complex muluplets.
:111 !'1,11:m1 that the energy resolu:1"1, .11HI the peak shape be very good
,1 ,·1 .1 wide range of counting rates.
1

i""d resolution is essential in order
1111h1a1n accuracies on the isotopic
, ()rnposition 1n the I% range. On the
1,tiler hand. the need to keep counting
t1111cs short calls for a detector with a
l:irge JctJve :.irea. These requirements
:ire mer by the Canberra LEGe
detector which has exceptional
performance at high count rates.
i

The detector used in the l'.-Pu
!nSpector has an actlve surface area
of 5 cm:. The resolution is in the
range of 550-600 eV (FWHM) at
122 keV at rates up to 50 000 counts
per second.
For best performance, MGA also
requires that the peak shape remain
symmetrical at high counting rates.
\1ost detectors produce some fraction
of output pulses which have much
longer rise time than normal (µs
instead of 100-200 nsi.

At high counting rates. this gives
nse to pulse pile up and high energy
peak broadening. This 1s especially
demanding for the determination
of the : 40 pu abundance since the
characteristic I04 keV gamma ray
for this isotope is found on the
shoulder of another peak. The
Canberra LEGe detector is notably
free of these long rise time pulses.
In realistic measurement circumstances, it is important that the
detector element sees only the sample
of interest. The traditional approach
to this involves shielding the detector
from the rear and sides and providing
collimation in front of the de::tector.
However, traditional shields and
collimators add significantly to the
weight of the system .
Cmberra has developed a shield that
covers the detector element from
every angle except the front I window). A shield is built around the
detector element inside the detector
chamber and an external face: shield
is provided for the front. This keeps
the weight of the complete shielded
detector. filled with liquid nitrogen.
to less than 8 kg. The shield is
constructed from an alloy of heavy
metal. Since the x rays from the
high-Z materials could interfere with
the plutonium spectra for the MGA
analysis. the inside of the shield is
covered with a low Z attenuator.

This shield reduces the intensity of
the background gamma rays in the
important I 00 keV region by 23
orders of magnitude. At 200 keV,
the attenuation is still four orders of
magnitude. The shield design ensures
that the uranium and plutonium
spectra are very clean without any
noticeable back-scatter edge. Backscatter edges in plutonium spectra
often result from poor shield/collimator design. A bank of x ray filters,
which are used to reduce the intensity
of low energy photons from certain
types of samples, is built in.

•

The U-Pu InSpector is also provided
with a collimator insert. With this
insert. the effective detector area is
reduced by a factor of six. This
enlarges the dynamic range of the
system and reduces the system deadtime. This narrow collimator is also
useful in measuring small objects
such as one single pellet in a full
fuel rod.

The Detector Cryostat
The detector-shield combination is
built into a portable Multi-Attitude
Cryostat (MAC). The Dewar can
hold 2.5 L of liquid nitrogen. This
suffices for a holding time of two
days. Thanks to speciaJly arranged
fill and vent tubes mside this Dewar,
!l can be completely filled and still be
oriented in any direction. This permits
the use of the device in difficult to
reach spots.

•

A MAC fill device is available for
convenient filling from a source of
non-pressurized liquid nitrogen.
When this device is filled with liquid
nitrogen and closed, pressure builds
up and pushes the liquid nitrogen
through the flexible tube into the fill
port of the Dewar. The Dewar can be
completely filled with two charges
from the fill device.

•

The ac power supply can be connected in place of one of the batteries.
The added advantage to this is that a
battery connected to a second port
can back up the ac power - act as an
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)
- because the unit will switch over
to the battery if ac power fails.

The MAC Fill Device provides a means of filling the detector with non-priessunzed LN 2•

The lnSpector Portable
Spectroscopy Workstation

,..)

The InSpector Portable Spectroscopy
Workstation was designed with full
consideration for the requirements
of portable in siru measurements for
safeguards. The unit was designed
to be as small and lightweight as
possible. At a total weight of 3.2 kg
including battenes, the lnSpector sets
a new standard in terms of portability.
Paired with a notebook computer
1 at typical weight of 1.5 to 3 kg),
the full InSpector system fits easily
mto a small carrying case.
The unit was also designed for
tlexible operation on either battery
or ac power. The InSpector uses two
externally mounted Sony compatible
camcorder batteries which operate in
a ping-pong mode.In this mode, the
unit automatically begins operation
from the battery with the lowest
charge, operates it to depletion. then
switches to the second battery - with
no interruption to any operation in
progress. including (Lita collection.

The user can then replace the depleted
battery with a fully charged one,
allowing the instrument to switch
back to it when the second
is depleted. The unit can thus be
operated indefinitely. There is no
need to periodically return to a source
of ac power for recharge as long as
charged batteries are available.
When operated from batteries.
the unit is also designed to conserve
power. While not acquiring. the unit
can be interrogated hy software.
data can be read out. c.1nr1guration
information can he ,c111 to 1t - even
though the unit 1s ()pcr.11111g ;1t ;1 \-Cry
small fraction ,if 1t, lull p\lwcr load.
Power to signal proccss111~ c11-cu1try
fAmp. ADC IIVI'\. <;1.d,ii11L•rJ
is applied llllh \\ l!c·11 1c·q1111c·d lo
perform :Ill ,ll"Ljlll\1111>11 \\"hc·11 ;111
acqui,il1<>11" 11111,.,1,·,I · ,·q11c·11c1ng
logic [1<>\,,·1, 111,·. 11,111 1, 1.,111ps the
!!VI'S .111d .ill""'· i1,11,· 1,,1 1hn111al
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Despite the extremely small size,
no compromises have been made in
the performance of the InSpector
electronics. The electronics have been
designed to laboratory grade specifications :ind perform similarly to high
quality NIM signal processing
circuitry. They are optimized to
provide superior spectral resolution
over a wide range of incoming count
rates. Therefore, the U-Pu InSpector
will provide superior performance
when measuring samples from very
low to very high activities.
The electronics for the InSpector are
also 100% computer controJled. There
are no front panel knobs or switches
on the instrument to adjust - or
misadjust. Front end settings (gain,
shaping time, HY value, etc.) are
adjusted by controls built into the
computer software. The values are
also stored with each sample count in
that count's data file, thus providing
an additional QA record to verify
consistent setup and provide a legally
defensible record.

MGA for Plutonium and
Uranium
The Multi-Group Analysis software
for plutonium (MGA) has been
developed by Ray Gunnink (ref. I)
to analyze plutonium gamma-ray
spectra to accurately determine the
relative abundances of plutonium and
other actinides in a sample. It requires
only energy calibration and can be
used to measure virtually any size
and type of plutonium sample.

'vleasurement times are usuaily
..1s short as a few minutes and the
,1ccuracies obtained are frequently
within 1%. The masses of other
.1ct1nides in the sample. like :,;Am.
:'-:'-Ip and :isu are given relauve to
the total plutonium mass. MGA also
calculates the total uranium to
plutonium /' 'U/PuJ ratio. Earlier
versions of this code have been used
for several years by safeguards
inspectors from the IAEA and
Euratom. It originally required skilled
operators and was intended to
measure large amounts (kg quantities)
of homogeneous samples.
0

Recemly. in collaboration w11h Dr.
Gunnink. Canberra has modified this
software in order to make n applicable in industrial environments
\v1thout skilled operators. The result
1, :1 new version of ~GA code that
minimizes operator input and analyzes milligram quantities of plutonium in a variety of non-homoge-neous matrices. These improvements
have been implemented in the L'-Pu
lnSpector to make it a system that
can be used by relatively unskilled
operators.
Recently. also in cooperation wnh
Canberra. Dr. Gunnink has developed
a code similar to the new MGA to
measure ,he isotopic composrnon of
uranium I MGA-U). It also requires
no efficiency calibrations and it is
capable of obtaining accuracies in the
l-2% range in only a few minutes.
The best results are obtained with
uranium enrichments around 10%.
The measurement precision becomes
worse for depleted and weapons
grade uranium. Canberra has also
implemented this code in the C-Pu
In Spector.

U-Pu lnSpector Counting
Procedures Softw~1re
The specially designed U-Pu
InSpector counting procedure
software combines all of the separate
features of the system into a user
interface that is both comprehensive
and simple to operate. It is based on
Canberra's well accepted Genie-PC
software environment which offers
extensive multitasking, user interfaces for both interactive and
proceduralized operation and tools for
extensive customization. These tools
were used to create the U-Pu counting
procedures software - a fully implemented turnkey application for
making uranium and plutonium
1sotop1c measurements.
The menu structures of the counting
procedure software are serial in
nature, guiding the user through step
by step operations - ra1her than
presenting a complex array of choices
at all times. They lend themselves
to consistent operation by procedures
and can be operated by non-spectroscopists with minimal training.
The menus also are graphical in
nature. presenting the operator with
an aesthetically pleasing and easy
to read dialog. Operation can occur
exclusively by mouse or keyboard,
or by the two in combination.
There are essentially two classes of
users on the system: those responsible
for setup and configuration and those
responsible for routine measurements.
The user interface has been designed
with a security system and two default
security levels are provided: operator
and manager. The operator is assigned
a class of operations for routine
measurements while the manager is
assigned the capability to perform
setup operations.

The counting procedure software
provides a total environment for the
application. In addition to taking
standard measurements, the proCL:dures provide a guided user i 111cr111cc
for calibration operations. ,md qualitv
control. Plus, under managc1m:111
level security, setup function., :m.:
provided.
When the operator selects sample
counting, the system presents a list ,>1
available sample types. The sample
type embodies the analysis protoc()I,
counting time, parameter entry .,crcrn.
etc. Sample types preconfigured 111 lilt·
system allow the user to select l'u
Analysis, U Analysis. Pu A1w""'
with declared " 2 Pu, Pu and l '
together, and other specific 11r,11,,,·,,1,
When the sample type 1s seln·lL'd. iii,·
system prompts the operator 1,1 pl;1L,
the sample in position. Acknowk-dl'
ment of that screen starts the un1111
and a sample parameter entry :,crec11
is presented to the operator. The
operator fills in the sample ID and
other information that may be
essential for the analysis (for instance
declared 242 Pu abundance and
declaration date). This screen can
be different for each sample type
possible, thus allowing the system to
prompt only for the information
required by a specific assay.
When the acquisition is finished, the
spectrum is analyzed automatically
and the spectrum, the measurement
conditions, the analysis report and
possible messages and warnings
generated during the MGA analysis
routine are displayed.
Prior to taking actual sample measurements, the user can run a special
"Test Measurement" protocol. This
measurement tests if the detectorsample geometry is appropriate.
When the operator chooses this
option, a spectrum is accumulated on
the screen and the dead time is shown.

Based on this information the
operator may choose to add a filter
[O reduce the intensity of the 59 keV
line of ' 41 Am, change the detectorsource distance, add or remove a
collimator or change the shaping time
of the analyzer before stamng a real
sample count.
Selection of quality assurance
procedure leads the operator through
a step by step operation to count and
analyze a 57 Co check source.
Preconfigured QA procedures
monitor the 122 keV 57 Co peak
position, to monitor centroid or
FWHM variations and accumulate
:.i historical QA database from which
5r:.iphical control charts and reports
can be created.

Limitations
Uranium and plutonium are poor
gamma emitters. These gamma rays
can easily be lost in the background
if other strong gamma emitters such
as fission products and activation
products are present. for example
in spent fuel rods. In that case, the
U/Pu InSpector is not an appropriate
solution.
Since both MGA codes use low
energy gamma rays (around 100 keV),
the thickness of the attenuators
between the source and the detector
should be limited as much as possible
to allow good measurement precision.

There are some limitations specifically for the uranium analysis. The
MGA-U code makes use of 234Th lines
to account for the abundance of 238 U.
Because 234Th has a half-life of 24.1
days, the method can only successfully be applied on uranium that was
separated from thorium more than a
few months earlier. Problems can also
be observed when measuring the
enrichment in UP cylinders, because
uranium and/or thorium daughter
products can form deposits on the
walls of the container. If this surface
deposit is not carefully removed
between fillings, enrichment measurements of a cylinder of UP may be
compromised.

The operator has the capability to
call back old spectra and analyze
them again using another analysis
sequence and/or another set of
~1GA parameters.
The task of the "manager·· to define
measurement and analysis sequences
is made very simple. There are two
pre-configured screens that have to
be compieted. With the sample type
editor the user selects the preset time
or number of counts, the analysis
-.:ode I MGA or MGA-U'i, one of the
,1re-Jefined analysis sequence files
.,mi unc ,11 the pre-defined parameter
.·:Hry screen files have to be chosen,
!'he second screen that may be
cietined through the default parameter
editor contains a set of measurement
<.:ondlllons that are used in the MGA
,etup file to enhance the analysis and
reduce the uncertainty.
It is not essential for the correct
operation of the U-Pu InSpector that
this second table be completed
because MGA also calculates these
values based on the informauon that
is available in the spectrum.
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Combination with
Traditional Gamma
Spectroscopy
Applications
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HEAD-SPACE GAS SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM
(HGASII)
MANIFOLD CONTROL SOF'fW·ARE

USER MANUAL
Revision 1.0
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Training Requirements
On-the-job training is required before operating the Head-space Gas Sampling and Analysis System. The
rrainrng requirements for the HGASII system are defined in Detailed Technical Procedure "CCP Headspace
Gas Sampling Usirrg".m-Automated Manifold'' (CCP-TP-031 ).

The software f-er-HGASR- mamfukl operations. operations process logging-and system
integration. described in this Cser' s :\1anual. is a component of the overall system and
therefore is integrated into the on-the-job training as defined in the Detailed 'fechnica1
Procedures.

Operational and Maintenance Support
Support for this....sy.stem can be obtained by calling:
Chris Leibmaw. (505) 665 6789
or
David Martinez: (505) 667-9223.

•

•

Software Testing and llsabiJity
All of the software components and functions discussed in this manual have been tested
and verified as operational through the Software Quality Assurance process defined in the
CCP Quality Procedure ··software Management" (CCCP-QP-022-c). Specific
documentation-~ software ¼£-Hl4he Vffl.ficallion anG V ~ation Plan aml--Val¼Qat-ion
Document for the HGasll software .
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1.0 Introduction

•

The Automated Head-space Gas Sampling and Analysis system is used for collecting and analyzing gas samples
from drums containing ~k~ ~ ~ste.

1.1 System Overview

The system consists of two maJor sub-systems: the gas manifold with its associated control system and the
GCMS. The control system associated with the gas manifold includes an embedded controller that controls
valves and other components. and collects data from pressure and temperature transducers. A PC provides the
platform for running the analysis application associated with the GC/MS and for running an GUI
("HGasll.exe'"). The Gt.n continuany displays data and status information associated with the manifold' and
provides for operator interaction with manifold control system. Sample collection requires operator
panicipation using the 6Ut~1TltcrnCt wtth the mantfutd control system: Sample analysi-s- i-s total!_, a11tomated
with the analysis application interacting with the manifold control system via the Analyzer.'Embedded
Controller lnterface (··analysis.exe'"). An overview of the system is shown in Fig. I.
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Figure I. System Diagram

1.2 Graphical llser Interface (Glll) Overview

The GUI has three different panels that are selected via tabs. The first. ·"AU TOMA TIC OPERATION". panel
provides a schematic representation of the physical plant. Thi~ schematic representation provides status
indicators for all the \'aives. the\ acuum pump and the sample bonles. and \ alue indicators for the pressure and
temperature transducers. This panel also provides control buttons for launching the auwmated sequences related
to sample collection .
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The second. "'MANUAL OPERA TJON'". panel is similar to the first. but provides controls allowing manual
ope1 a1ioo of att va:tves and the-vacumrr pump .
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Figure 3. GUI .. :\1ANUAL OPERATION .. Panel
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If you want to open.all oithe bottle-isolation valves. use the --open All BlV's·· button. Use the ··Close.-\.11
BIV's" button to close all oi the bottle-isolation valves. These bunons are found at the top right comer of the
bottle array. lndiYidual bottle-isolation valves can still be op•erated using there individual controls after using
either oi the aforementioned buttons.

•

""'."he third. "SYSTEM VARJABLES""_ +Janel provides password protected access to another set of tabbed.panels
Im cl tanging system va1 iables. Tms panei is to be used by K,~y-Operators orrty. Further dlscussiorr of-this parret
i.s found jn the appendix_
:>111.,1,,.,
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figu.r~-4. GUI "SYSTEM VARIABL[.S-' Panel
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Basic Operation
Basic operation consists...of ioiliaiiziog rh.e system for processing a ne\\ batch. loading bottles wllh calibration
<tandards or collecting drum samples. and starting an analysis run. The first three operations listed are accomplished
usmg ··HGasll.exe··.

2.1 Batch lnitializati011Use the following sequence to initialize the system for a new batch.
].

Open the GUI. "HGasJl.exe".
Click the "~EW BATCH"' button. If there is a current batch being processed. a dialog window will
open asking if··you aTe" sure YOU want to end the cuITent batch and start a new one.

Are you sure you want to end the currenl batch and start a new one?

YES

-

t
Figure 5.
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NO

•

Clicking ··""JO'" simply closes the dialog window and you can continue with the current batch.
Clicking ·•y_ES.. results in..a.no.lher .dialog window opening allowing you to select which 1y.pe of hau:b you
want to sran- .

SYSTEM OPERATOR

Batch Nunbel

Your Name

1

COMMENTS, P ~ jg comment to 6<J d'lafacters., t> 0

BATCH TYPE

Figure 6. Batch Data Input Window

Enter your name. initials or ID. then click ··JCAL .. or '"DRUM'.
There are two types ofbatches. ··TCAL .. and ·'DRUM". An "!CAL'" batch uses only the first twelve bottles
and therefore requires only the first twelve bottles to be leak tested and cleaned. A "drum" batch uses all of
the bottles and requires aTI bottles to be leak tested and cleaned.
After the batch data input window closes. click "START/RESUME" to start the automated initialization
sequence.

•

When the initialization sequence has finished: all valves should be closed. the vacuum pump should be off.
the system snouldbe idle. and the bottle indicators for appropriate set of bottles should be yeTiow.

=
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Click the · · ~ -E:'DL~ LEGE-NB-"" bunon to view the color iegerrd for the bottte indicators.

!~ Bottle Status legend

-

/\~

\___) "eeds to be cle~ f0t re-w,e.

C
C
~1
"-I

Cleaned and ready f0t use.

£-enteins valid sclllll)ie-. -ffC9Nt not logged.

Conlains valid safDl)ie. rec0td logged.

(--''\ Sample succeutulli, delivmed. record not logged_

,..._,,/

Sample successfully delivered. record logged.

Sample nol deliveted propert,,. record nol logged.

Sample not delivered propert,,. record logged.

8

•

11attle locl.ed-out.

.Fi~ S. Bottle Status Le1:end W i ~

., .,

Loading Calibration Standards and Drum Samples
In an "'!CAL"' batcb.. calibratioA staJ:ldards can be loaded into all of the first tweh:e~ ~ ... ·:DlUJM"
batch. calibration standards are loaded into specific bottles according to the rules below .
..\n ••icCLEAN"" calibration mixrure is always processed using bottle one and at the beginning of a drum
batch. The .. icCI...EAN'" is lhen immediately delivered for analy~ and bonle oi:ie is automatically recleaned and made ready to receive the next sample collected.
Next. a --ccAL"' mixture is collected into bottle one.
An

"'Les··

mixture is collected into bottle two.

A field blank is collected into bottle eight.
These three samples are then delivered for analysis.
Another ··(CAL .. mixture is collected into bottle three.
After this. drum samples are collected with the first going into bottle nine.
To stan collecting a sample or calibration standard. click ··NEW SAMPLE ... A log input window will
appear for you to.enter the appropriate data.

'.\ote: Prefix calibration standard )D"s with "'ic" and drum ID's with "dr" .

•
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:Your Name

SAMf't.E ID
lidCAl.1

11075
Current Bottle

-,--

C51otMft!TSi ~ !mt cooment to 64 chalad!n. I.> i-0- -

...!!LJ
CANCH.J

Figure 9. Sample Data Input Window

.-\fter closing the sample data input window. follow the instructions that appear in the system status window
on the ·'HGasll.exe" front to complete the collection process.

::?.3 Analysis
Analysis runs are initiated via the automation software provided with the HP GC/MS. The use of that software
is not covered in tliis document. The "analysis.exe" is automatically opened by the GC/MS software and the
entire analysis process is automated. The "analysis.exe" application merely provides the interface between the
GCMS automation software and the manifold controller. The only thing required of the operator is.dosing
··analysis.exe" at the end of the analysis run.

•

After an aTTatysis nmnas finished. the ~anatysis.exe·· panel will look similar to that showrrm frgure lit.

~l!!!trun ~

~io-

...,.,,,.,.,

~
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Hems
secsb4NAK
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;,.,. 1

iRq

~
-NK

i4ea 2

'.i>I

lBI
it-3
Cmd

Cnyj

Uecl.4~~G)QQQQQ I
flecl.J~~G)G)QQQQ I
Ded2~~JG:1(~)QQQQ
Decl. 1

~

s,.-de.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---

-

··------

Figure JO. ··analysis.exe'"' Front Panel

•

lfyou want to end the current batch. but not begin a new om~. return to ··HGasll.exe- and foTiow the same
procedure as before for staning a new batch. This time. however. when the batch data input window opens.
click ''CANCEL" .
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3.0 .\dvanced Operatian.

•

3.1 Bottle Lock/Unlock
Bottles .can be loili.d out to pr.event their isolation valves from opening. To lock or unlock .a bottle. cl.ic.k
the "tOCK1lftoqt0CK BO'Fft.i:"" button. The following dialog box will appear.

;~ Lod_UnlockBotlle vi

•

WARNING! You are aboul to lock / unlock bottle:

UHUJO::

.. i::--1

~fl...__;

l

3.2 Fault Recovery
When a fault occurs duriog ao amomated sequence initiated from ··HGasil.exe·•. the system will stop..and.r.epon.
the fault via the system status window on the front panel. To recover from the fault you must first fix whatever
cm:rsed-ttrriautt.--rtrerr dick ttre-CtEAA FAUL1"' button.

AUlON.All: OPERATKJII

MANUAL DPCRAllON

SYS TE .. YARIA8U:S

•
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·mo: I mo
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Figure I:'..

After clearing the fault. follow the instructions shown in the system status windo\\ .

•
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•

Faults that occur during analysis come in two forms: those that cause the system to shut down and those that
don't. Those that sbut the system down are usually pressure faults: the manifold pressure failed to ceacb a given
threshold in a given time. lfthe system shuts down. you must exit "analysis.exe" and clear the fault using the
"'CLEAR FA UL T.'-1mnon.an.lb.e "HGasll exe" panel. then start the analysis run again .
Faults that do not shut the <:ystem down .ace usually valve indicator faults. These faults.ar.P logged aud the
sequence continues to run. These faults do not require any operator action. lf a valve truly fails to operate, a
pressure failure will eveomally llCCllL

3.3 Automatk Tiroernate Cocceclioo
Each time ·'HGasll.exe" is staned. the controller's date and tune values are automatically checked to see if they
match those-fortheirosrLOilip • rer. lfrhe time does not match. the following dialog window will appeal.

The controRer's time value is more than one minute diferenl from that IOI the
computer. Do you want to update the controler value from the computer?

Yes

1

No

Figure 14.

\fake sure the cornputer·s time is correct before vou click "YES ...
If you click •'YES ... another dialo_g window will ~pen telling you that you need to cycle the power on the autosampler (manifold system) to get the time change to take effect.

•
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:he auto-sampler'$ P<>Wer needs to
be cycled in 01der to make the tme
change effective.
1·--··-·-·-

:1

1______ OK-··-=

fig.u.rt: 15.

The sooner you cycle the power. the more accurate the time change will be.
lfthe date is also incorrect. another diaiug window will open.

The controller's date value does not match that for the computer.
Do you want to update the controiiel value from the computer?

I:~---- r.~ _Jl

No

J

Fi~ure )6.

Make sure the computer's date value is correct before you click ··YES... Once again. if you click "YES ... you
will need to cycle the power on the manifold system for the date change to take effect.

•

3.4 Aborting Sequences and Resetting Controller
lfyou need to abon--tm-1tuton,11ted seeiuenee or reset the controller for any reason.~ the --ABORT. RESET'.
bunon. This will cause any sequence to abon. all valves to close and the system to return to idle state.

3.5 Event and Data Logging
Peninent data associated with the processing of samples is logged and archived. During the processing of each
batch. the data for tltttt bttteh is ~tored in a 1emporary file. --Baich.log ... When a bttteh is ended. the record., i:n
.. Batch.log" are appended as a group to the archive file. --HgasArch.log ... Also. during sample collection. a file
.. sequence.log .. is cre11ted. The setiucnec lu~ 1s t1sed by the analyzer system durin~ 1tn11i~ sis ....i.. ~cptmue
directory, ·'HgasData". contains these log files and resides on the hard-drive of the host computer or on an
auxiliary storage de¥1ee.
"HgasArch.log'"' i3 the itrehi.-e file eornaining all the data pertaining to each batch processeti-.-Ttte dttta for ttri:current batch will not be transferred to the archive until that batch is ended. The data records for each batch
appear as a group-of siHgie speeed pefa~arl½s. The batch group is terrninated-wtth-a iifle eomeining tt dollar 3ig,t and the batch number ($batch number; and is separated from the preceding and following group by a blank line.
Each batch is started with an initialization event which results in a batch record being generated. This record is
the first record in the batch record group. is prefixed with a dollar sign and is formaned as follows.

•

$Batch number. date batch staned. time manifold integrity verified. leak-rate( delta pressure per
minute l test resultsfor the..manifold.. leak-rate test results for £.a.Ch of the sample boo les .honk.status
array before cleaning. sample line temperature set-point and limits. analyzer transfer line temperature
set-point and limits manifold Iemperature set-point and limits. date batch ended time batch ended
bonle status array at end of processing, batch comments
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Following the baJ.Ch initialinuion record are the sampling records and analysis delivery records.. A sampling
record is preceded by an --s·· and analysis delivery records are preceded by an "A" .

•

The format for a sampling record is as follows:
Sfbottle number]. -mnctrmrrnber. sample ID. date sample collected. time sample collected.. sample
pressure. compression pressure. ambient temperature. operator's name. H2 concentration(ifQC
mixture I, Meet-1 c.011ce1m acilJTJ(if QC rrrixture ), evacuation pressure. ambienrpressurejopesato1 · s
comments
The format for an analysis delivery record is as follows:
A[bottle numberj: bacch 11ambe1. sample ID. delivery pressurelanalysis comments
The data in ·'Hga:,AI ch.log·· can be viewed using a text editor.
Warning! Make sore t11at you m> Tiot have any of tht• log files opened while the system is --perfonning
any automated sequences.
Warning!

t)o rrorafteranydanl"trr any

of the log files.

D Hh,,.A .. h 1,,,J w .. ,dP-,,1
fie f,4 Y-

~

lll~El

F.llffllll ~

D~l'IJ ~~ ,,J~1JOJ<

--------

j~

-----------

s1,10:S6:43,03/13/0l,Your Nai,,e,o.002,0.002,0.003,o.003,o.003,o.003,o.003,ss.sss,o.001,o.002,o.002,o.003,o.003
Sl,l,1cICALl,13-1!!ar-2001,12:51:-'12,571.416,783.239,24.9,Your Name,0.075,9.49,0.0146,571.416,N/AiNo ccnmien-t..
Al, l, 1cICALl, 623 .8231 ICl, 13 :01,03/13/01 D@liv.,r<!d (623 .823).
S3,l,lcICAL2,l3-!ar-2001,13:22:12,S71.416,779.B70,23.9,Your Name,0.07S,9.49,0.0070,S71.416,N/AINo co...,,.,nt..
A3,1,1cICAL2,S09.2691IC3,13:Sl,03/13/0l vq(lO), (DTACl). DellVO!r<!d (633,227).

Sl

•

$2, 03/31/01, 21: 30: S4, Your N....,.,, 0. 002, 0. 003, 0, DOS, O, 008, 0. ClO,G. 013, 0 .016, 0.018, 0 .021,0 .023 ,a. 026,0. 029,0.031,
Sl, 2, dr 10001, 02-AJ)r-2001, G9: OB :-'16, S97. 064, S97. 064, -2 73. O, Your Name,,, C. 0010, S97. 064 ,N/ Al No c ~ n t . .
s2,:,ctr10002,02-apr-2001,G9,17:52,597.064,597.0~4,-273.0,Your Name,,,0.0010,597.064,pas~.,dlNo comnent..
Al,2,dr10001,597.0641DR1,09:22,04/02/0l D.,llV<!r<!d (634.113).
Al,2,drlOOOl,S97.0641DLl to 4,,09:2S,04/02/01 DEP • 597.064. DCP = 597.064. D.,l1v.,r<!d (630.734).
A2,2,drl0002,597.0641DR2,09:29,04/02/0l D<!liV<!r<!d (632.531).
Al4,2,drl00014,633.0BBIDR14,l2:l2,04/02/0l D<!llVO!r<!d (633.088).
S2

'•
~Of

Heel. press F1

Figure 17 .
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i\PPENDIX

•

•

· The System Variables

•

Baratron Offset - found on ·'MISC."' panel - offset value related to the Baratron pressure transducer.
Baratron MULTIPLIER- found on "\1JSC." panel- multiplier value related to the Baratron pressure

transducer.
Evacuation-pu111p tinrn after Set-JH}int - found on "EVAC. PARAMETERS" panel

~

adaitienal

time evacuation continues after pressure drops below st:tpoint. There are five different instances of this
variable:
during leak-rate testmg,
during batch initialization cleaning of manifold and bottles,
during evacuation of manifold before aspirating a sample.
during evacuating manifold before sample delivery for analysis and
during evacuating the manifold and dilution bottle before expanding sample.
Evacuation-setpoint - found on "'EVAC. PARAMETERS" panel - threshold below which manifold

pressure must drup dm iug , nanifold and/or bottle evacuations.
Leak-rate-inteniai- U>UAd 9A "-l.EAK RA TE TEST" panel - time interval conu:eller wait& before
evaluating leak-rates for manifold and bottles.
Maximum-leak-rate - found on "LEAK RA TE TEST" panel - the maximum allowed leak-rate for the
manifold or any bottle during leak-rate testing.

•

Message-display-time - found on "MESSAGE DJSPLA Y" panel - time interval a message remains in
the system status window before it is overwritten by a n,ew message .
Minimum-compress1on-Tactor - found·on "'SAMPLE COMPRESSlo~·paneT- use<fin caR:ulatfng
threshold that manifold pressure must exceed before a sample is compressed. This value can be either an
offset from ambient prcssttrc 01 a-mtrltiplication factor times ambient p1cssmc.
Temperature-~ 1'.ou11d
deviation variable.

011

":i:JiMP" panel- for each temperrne zone. ~-is.a lie~eu:il aAd a

Use-multiplier - found on ·•SAMPLE COMPRESSION"' panel - tells controller to use multiplication

factor times ambient pressure for minimum-compression-pressure.
Valve-timeout - found on "MISC." panel - time controller allows a mismatch between a valve's drive
state and feedback state before faulting system.
Vacuum-gauge-detay-1oun(t on -EVAC. PARAMETERS" panel - time controtter attows-\'acuum

gauge to settle before taking a reading .

•
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FIGURE 1 - LabView Control Panel of Automated Manifold Depicting Component
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FIGURE 2 - Block Diagram of Integrated Sampling/Analysis System
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ATTACHMENT 1 · System Overview
The manifold (see Figure 1) consists of an array of 29 500-ml silco steel® passivated
stainless steel sample bottles mounted to a common, silco steel® passivated stainless
steel, manifold using VCR® fittings. Inertness specifications for silco steel® passivation
have been submitted to and are maintained by the CCP records custodian in
accordance with CCP-QP-008, CCP Records Management. The bottles are mounted to
the manifold using "normally closed" valves (seei Figure 1) to prevent the intrusion of
ambient air into the system. The internal volume of the manifold is measured using
NIST traceable equipment and this record has been submitted to and is maintained by
the CCP records custodian in accordance with CCP-QP-008, CCP Records
Management. The manifold is also helium leak checked to 1.5 x 107 eels upon first
assembly, and after any disassembly thereafter. This record is recorded and
maintained in the instrument log book. This manifold is equipped with a capacitance
manometer and a Convectron vacuum gauge to measure required sample pressures
(and atmospheric pressure) and vacuums, respE~ctively. These gauges are
pneumatically connected to the manifold and can measure absolute pressure from
<0.05 mm Hg to 1200 mm Hg. The Convectron 9auge resolution is better than 0.01 mm
Hg at 0.05 mm Hg. Both the capacitance manometer and the Convectron are calibrated
using a NIST traceable standard and have an operating range from approximately 15"C
to 40"C). A dry vacuum pump, capable of reducing the manifold pressure to 0.05 mm
Hg, is used. A Type K thermocouple is used to measure the ambient temperature in the
sampling area. This temperature probe is calibrated using a NIST traceable standard.
Humidified nitrogen is used to pressurize sample bottles and purge sampling lines
through a stainless steel regulator that does not allow introduction of manifold gas into
the sampling lines. A sampling head assembly is used to obtain gas samples from the
waste container headspace. The sampling head assembly is comprised of (1) a side
port needle (for piercing the carbon composite filter), (2) a disposable filter, (3) isolation
valve mounted in a pistol grip, and (4) a heated transfer line to form a seal tight
connection for this assembly to the array of sample bottles. The assembly is designed
to provide maximum distance to reach the waste containers and yet minimum distance
to minimize dead volume in the manifold. This same assembly is used to obtain QC
samples from compressed gas cylinders when a purge assembly is attached to the gas
cylinder. The purge assembly is a flow regulator to regulate the flow of standards into
the manifold. This purge assembly provides for r,eference gas sampling through an
elastomer membrane. The sampling manifold is connected to the analytical instrument
(a gas chromatograph [GC] thermal conductivity detector [TCD] and GC mass
spectrometer [MS] [GC/TCD//GC/MS]) via a transfer line. An embedded controller
(microcomputer) is used to control all valves and log sampling data. This embedded
controller orchestrates all manifold controls for sampling and analysis.

•

The analytical process is based on the introduction of samples onto a capillary column
for VOC analysis and onto a PLOT column for H;JCH 4 with separate 0.10 ml fixedvolume

::;"J-~OL:._E:,
::::JPY
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ATTACHMENT 1 - System Overview (continued)
injection loops. Internal standards are introduce,d into the analytical system using a
separate 250 µL injection loop. voes are focused onto the head of the column through
a process of cryogenic focusing and/or with a tl"1ick stationary film column.
An MS is used for detection of the voes listed in Table 1 of eeP-TP-031, CCP
Headspace Gas Sampling Using an Automated Manifold, and H2 and eH4 are detected
using a GCfTCD.
The program-required quantitation limits (PRQLs) specified in Table 1 of eeP-TP-031,
CCP Headspace Gas Sampling Using an Automated Manifold, are based on a 10-ml
sample aliquot. It has been demonstrated that the required PRQLs can be met with a
0.10-ml sample loop. Therefore, this procedurei is based on injection of 0.10 ml into
the injection port of the GerreD//Ge/MS .
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Sunday, .Vovember 12, :WOO

CO'-iTROLLER ASSY

·~---,~ -.

Pagel of 5

•

Project
HGAS2

LANIL-2

LANL HGAS II

•
BA-l 0062-00

•

Customer Code

Description

h

BA- I 0071-00

BASE MANIFOLD

1:,

BA- I 0072-00

KEGULA TOR MANIFOLD

b

BA-10075-00

HOST CABLE ASSEMBLY

6

BA-! 0076-00

AUXILL!ARY HOST CABLE ASSEMBLY

I}

FB-10115-fl0

CDS ADC< 16-BITl MODULE

6

PF-10514-00

BASE (HGAS

(J

PF- I 0516-00

TESCOM BRACKETrHGAS

6

PF-I 0518-00

BARA TRON CLAMP(HGAS II)

b

PF- I 05 :0-00

TVS BRACKET (HGAS

b

PF- I OS: 1-00

GSV BRACKET (HGAS II)

I}

PF- I 052S-00

WASHER I HGAS II

a

'"F- ! ilS:<J-00

\\ASHER: HGAS II

6

SP-5051 :- IO

HGAS II BASE UNIT TEST

6

SP-505 I 8-10

TERMINAL CUTOUT HGASII

Date

Custumer PO

08/17/2000

II)

II)

II)

DECK ASSY

6

BA-10069-00

5-BOTTLE MANIFOLD

6

BA-I 0070-00

'-BOTTLE MANIFOLD

~

B .A- I oo-.:.qo

TESCOM Tl'BE ASSEMBLY

Sunday, .Vovember I 2. 2000

Page 3 of5

•

Project
HGAS2

Description
LANL HGAS II

•
BA-10063-00

BA-I 0069-00

LANL-2

:3A-, 0077 -00

DUCT .-\SSY lfNl HGAS ll

b

El A- i 0078-00

DUCT .-\SSY IOUT) HGAS JI

6

PF- I 0500-00

VAL VE DISK /HGAS II)

6

PF-10501-00

TOP DISK (HGAS ll)

ti

~F-10502-00

BOTTOM DISK <HGAS ll)

6

PF- I 0503-00

BRACKET rHGAS ll)

6

PF-! 0504-00

CAP BRACKET (HGAS lll

b

PF-I 0524-00

BUMPER HGAS ll

6

PF- I 0527-00

TUBE. CAP CABLE HGAS ll

6

SP-50513-00

DECK TEST HGAS II

Date

Custumer PO

08/17/2000

CAP .-\SSY
~

PF-i 0501-00

TOP DISK, HGAS II)

b

PF-iOSll-UO

L'ap Inner I HGAS lll

I,

PF-10512-00

COVER DISK 1HGAS Ill

6

PF-I 05 I J-00

OUTER C.-\P (HGAS II)

6

PF-I 05 I 9-00

CAP SPACERIHGAS

(,

?F- I 0523-1)0

CAP l~SULATOR 1HGAS Ill

JI)

5-BOTTLE :'-1ANIFOLD
(,

•

Customer Code

PF-I IJS29-ll0

Sunday, ,Vovember 12, :::.000

TESC0\1 COL'PLl'."-:G Tl.'BE

Page 4 o/5

•

Project
HGAS2

BA-!0066-00

BA-10071-00

BA-10077-00

BA-10078-00

•

CustumerPO

08/17/2000

DOOR ASSY HGASII
b

PF - I 0S05-00

uOOR SEGMENT /HGAS II)

b

PF-10506-00

DOOR SIDE RAIL (HGAS II)

6

PF-10507-00

DOOR TUBE /HGAS II)

6

PF-10508-00

DOOR FASTNER IHGAS II)

6

?F-10509-00

DOOR FRONT PLATE/ HGAS II)

6

PF-10510-00

DOORREARPLATE/HGASII)

CONTROLLER ASSY
FB-1 0 I I 0-00

•

LANIL-2

LANL HGAS II

BA-10073-00

Date

Customer Code

Description

CDS RCM MOTHER BOARD FABR1CA TION

BASE MANIFOLD
PF-:0528-00

WASHER I HGAS II

PF-I 0530-00

WASHER:: HGAS II

DUCT ASSY (IN) HGAS II
PF-10531-00

DUCT HGAS II

PF- I 0532-00

DUCT COVER HGAS II

PF-10536-00

DUCTBRACKET

DUCT ASSY /OUT) HGAS II
FB-10 I I 2-00

CDS 8 OL!T \,1ODULE BOARD FABRIC.-\ TIO>-;

PF-10531-00

DUCT HGAS 11

PF-10532-00

DUCT COVER HGAS II

PF-I 0536-00

DUCT BRACKET

Sunday, .Yovember 12, 2000

~..'!'_
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Bill of ~laterial
As.\emh~1• Part No

CreatiJ,e Design Syste111s

BA-10059-00

J•ri~ject:

A.uemh~1• Name

HGAS II TOP ASSEMBLY

80/11 !>ate

11/04/2000

Item

01,,

COSPN

/)eMrintio11

BA-10060 00

MAIN ASSY HGASII

2

1

BA-10064 00

SAMPI E PROBE ASSY

3

1

BA10065 00

GCMS I INK ASSY

4

1

BA-10079-flO

VACUUM PUMP CONTROi ASSY

5

1

SP 50511-10

HGAS II FINAL ASSY TES r

HGAS2

Ill fr

/llfrl'N

I 'endor

Page 1 of 1

SumlaJ', Nm•ember 11, 2000

l'e"'lor PN

•

•

•
.

-.

(;)-..

24.920

r
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_.,.
( 4 )
0

,,.__

u,
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\

1

I

11
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J
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-·-·--

Sys1tc111,,

·--- - ~ - - -

MAIN ASSY (I IG2)

25.160

_:'t~ 1BA:10060-00- JA

:OH,.,WN 11 ltll ~
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•

•

•
Bill t~l Afaterial
A.n·emhly Part No

Creatil1e Design Syste111s
Project:

BA-10060-00

Anemh~•~~me

MAIN ASSEMBLY HGAS II

BOAIDak

11/04/2000

Item Ott'

('[)S PN

/)e.,cri11ti1111

8A 10061 00

BASE IJNlr ASSY

2

BA 10062 00

DECK ASSY

j

l::lA 1006300

CAP ASSY

BA 10073 00

DOOR ASSY f IGASII

,1

8

HGAS2

/llfr

111/r PN

I 'n11/or

Page 1 of 1
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Creati, e Design Syste111s

Bill of'A1aterial
Assemh(1• Part No

1

Project:

BA-10061-00

Anemh~•~~me

BASE UNIT ASSEIIBL Y

Hmt~w

11/07/2000

lt,:m Ot,,

CDSPN

/)e.\aintio11

lJA-1006600

CONTROi I1::R ASSY

HGAS2

/I/fr

2

1

HA-10071-00

BASE:: MANIFOI D

3

1

BA-10072-00

REGULATOR MANIFOLD

4

1

BA 10075 00

HOST CABLE ASSEMBI Y

5

1

8A10076-00

AlJXll l lARY HOS! CABLE ASSEMBLY

fi

1

FB 10115 00

CDS P.DC ( 16- B!T) t1ODUI E

7

2

Pl:: 10191 00

20 AMP SOLID STA IE REI AY

8

1

PE 10192 00

POWER SLJPPLY-ASIEC 5/12/15

9

3

PE 1019600

10

1

11
12

/1/f'r PN

I 'em/or

PROTO-OWIK
27F311

NEWARK

LPQ110

NEWARK

TEMPERA TI IRE CON IHOI I E::R

CNI32-44-C24

OMEGA

Pl::-10197-00

DISPI AY (FOR AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE)

DNI32-C24

OMEGA

1

Pl:: 1019800

POWER SUPPLY 2AVDC

TOKO

SWE7524F

DIGIKEY

TS9724 Nil

1

PE-10202-00

POWER ENTRY MODUI E

SCI flJRTl::R

KFB43025314

NE:vVARK

91F6414

voe

ASTEC

B.ECTRONICS
1]

I ·e11dor t'N

1

Pl: 10203 00

KEYPAD/DISPLAY IERMINAL

TWO
TECHNOIOG
IES

TWO

lEQ lNOLOGll::S

Page 1 of 2

Su111/ay, Ntll't'mber I 2, l(J(J(}

52F 114

•

•

•
Assemhly Part No

Project:

BA-10061-00

Assemhly Nam<!

BASE UNIT ASSEIIBL Y

HOM !>ate

11/07/2000

ft,,,,,

CDSPN

(}fl•

lk.\cri11ti1111

HGAS2

/11/i-

/I/ti- PN

J·em/or

I 'n1tlor J'N

14

3

f'E-10219 00

MINIATURE PUSH 81 Jrl ON SVVITCI I

C&K

8121Sll2GI::

DIGIKf:Y

LKN40I I Nil

15

1

f'f:-10402 00

FANAC50UM

COMAIR

WR2A1

DIGIKE:Y

CRl U ~JD

16

1

f'I 10514 00

BASE: (I tGAS II)

raycar

17

I

f'f 10516 00

TESCOM l:lRACKI: I (I !GAS II)

faycar

18

1

f'f 10518 on

!:JARA I RON Cl AMf'(I tc;AS II)

r a year

rn

1

1,, 10520 no

TVS BRACK!:: T (I

II)

swr

;,o

2

1'1--10521 00

GSV BRACKE l (I !GAS II)

swr

21

1

PM-10128 00

SNAPTRACK 9"

22

1

f'M-10136-00

FAN GUARD

DIGIKf:l'

CH210 NIJ

23

2

PM-1012900

BUI Kl IEAD FIHING

SEAL CON

Kl WIJ:Jtil:JK

24

1

l'f 10545 ()()

BASE Pl ATE tlGAS I 1

IC ,AS

Page 2 of 2
S1111day, l\'111·,·mher I l, Z0fl0

•

•

•
Bill of'Material

CreatiJ,e Design Syste111s
Project:

BA-10061-00

Assemh(1 1 Part No
Assemh(I' l\'t1me

BASE UNIT ASSEIIBL Y

HO/II l>t1te

11/07/2000

('DS l'N

Item Ot"

l>1•sai11ti1111

BA 10066-00

CONTROi i ER ASSY

2

1

BA-10071-00

BASE MANIFOI D

J

I

BA-10072-00

REGlJI ATOR MANIFOI D

4

1

BA-10075 00

HOS f CABl I:: ASSf:MBl Y

5

1

BA- 10076-00

AUXll 1 IARY HOSl CABl E ASSEMBLY

6

1

l

7

2

f'E-10191-00

20 AMP SOI ID ST A IE Rl::I A Y

8

1

PE 10192-fl0

POWEf~ SUPPi Y- ASl EC 5/12/15 VDC

9

:1

PE 1019600

10

1

PE 10197-00

J

u

IJ

1n11c.

nn

1\111.J \.I\J

UGAS2

Mfr

Mlrl'N

CDS ADC (16·Bli) MODlii E

l'ellilor

,.l'f/{iof'

I'/\'

PROfO-QWIK
27F311

NEWARK

lPQ110

NEWARK

TEMPERAfURE CONTROl l ER

CN132-44-C24

OMEGA

OISPI AY (FOR AMBIENT

DN132-C24

OMEGA

ASTEC

52F114

TEMPERAllJRE)
11

I

PE::-10198-00

POWER SUPPLY 2AVDC

TOKO

SWE7524F

DIGIKEY

fS9724-ND

12

1

PE-10202-00

POWER ENTRY MODULE

SCHURTER

KFB 4302.5314

NEWARK
ELECTRONICS

91F6414

13

1

PE-1020300

KEYPAD/DISPLAY lt::RMINAL

TWO
TECHNOLOG

TWO
TECHNOLOGIES

ES

Page 1 of 2

Sufltlay, Nm•emher I l, 2000

•

•

•
Auemh(11 /'art No

Project:

BA-10061-00

HGAS2

BASE UNIT ASSEIIBL Y

Assemh(1 1 Name
I

11/07/2000

BOM Date

CDS/'/\'

Item Otl'

Descrifltio11

r()t J SWI TCit

J'em/or

l'em/or l'N

!lffr

!lffrPN

C&K

8121Stt2GE

DIGIKEY

U<N4011 Nil

COMAIR

WR2A1

DIGIKEY

Cf~ 1 J:l

14

:l

f'f:: 102190()

MINIA n IRE F, /Sit HI )I

15

1

I 'I' 1().1()2 00

FAN I\C50 CFM

16

1

f'f .10514 ()()

BASE (f !GAS II)

Taycar

11

1

f'f1051600

l ESCOM BRACKE l (I !GAS 11)

Taycar

18

1

Pf ·10518 00

BARA l RON Cl AMf'(HGAS II)

Taycar

19

1

l'f 10520 00

TVS BRACKET (I !GAS II)

swr

20

2

Pr· 10521 00

,GSV BRACKET (I f(,AS 11)

SWT

21

1

f'M-11l 128 00

SNAP I RACK 9"

22

1

n.,A
I 1'.'I"

r / \ ~ I r"I I A n r .

23

2

2·1

1

rn)

rMl'l \..JlJl•U°'U

DIGIKEY

CR210ND

f'M· 10129 00

BIii KIIEAD FlrTING

SEALCON

KFW03fi BK

l'f 1fl5,15 00

BASF: Pl A TE I !GAS 11

1n11c " "
I\/ I.JU \JU

Page 2 of 2
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Bill ,~{'Material
A.uemhZI' /'art No

Creative Design Syste111s
Project:

BA-10062-00

A.nl'mhly /\'am<'

DECK ASSEMBLY HGAS II

HOM /)ate

11/05/2000

''""'
2

o,,, ens l'N
.l

J),•.\cri11ti1111

HA 1006'.JOO

5 BOT !IE MANlf 01 IJ

RI\ 10070 00

8 80 f fl E MANIFOI D

llA 1rl01'1 00

IE: SCOM fl IBE ASS!: Ml:JI Y

,1

1

BA 10077 00

Ol IC f ASSY (IN) I lGAS II

5

1

8A-1007800

DUCT ASSY (OU f) I lGAS II

HGAS2

1\/lr

/\/fr J'N

C&K

8121SH2GE

I 't•iulor

u

.JL

~·,

t·t:.- IUL 1!1-UU

MiNiA TliRE PUS! i BU I I UN SWll CH

1

4

Pf'-1050000

VAi VE DISK (HGAS 11)

SWT

8

1

Pl -10502 00

BOT! OM DISK (HGAS II)

SWT

:J

:J2

f'f 10503-00

BRACKET (HGAS II)

T Jycar

10

/-l

f'I 10504 00

CAP BF~CKET (I JGAS II)

fayc,ar

11

51!

f'f 10524 ()()

81 JMf'E:R I lGAS II

12

1

t'f 10527 00

Tll8E. CAP CABl I: ltGAS II

1J

1

f'M-10126 00

CAP 1i2"VCR

C

SS-8-VCRCP

DIGIKEY

I ·t'lulor /'/\'

CKN,1011 ND

Al:lQ VALVE &

FrfTING
14

144

PM-5000500

f'ANHEAD SCREW 10 32 X 3/8''
PANHEAD W!lOCKWASHEH

MCMASTER

Page 1 of 2

S11111/ay, N111•,•mber 12, 2000

9:J405AH:.>1

•

•

•
A.,.,emh(1• /'art /\'11

BA-10062-00

l'mject:

As.,emh(1• Name

DECK ASSEMBLY HGAS II

80/11 !>ate

11/05/2000

Item Otl'
15

CDS l'N
8

PM-50006-00

Oe.H"rioti1111
PHIi iP HD SCREW 10 32 X 1/4"

HGAS2

/llfi-

/1/fi- PN

l'emlor
MCfvlASTER

Page 2 of 2

S1111day, N1ll't'mher I l, lOOO

I 'em/or l'N
Ul772AU.!5

•
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CAP ASSY (HG2)

:,-~ J

BA-10063-oo-~JA
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•

•

•
Bill ,~{Material
Auemh(1· /'art /\'o

Creative Design Syste111s
Project:

BA-10063-00

As.wmh(I' Name

CAP ASSEIIBL Y HGAS II

BOM l>ate

11/05/2000

Item

Cl>Sl'N

Otl'

f'I

l>t•.ffrintion

1051100

HGAS2

/Hlr

!HlrPN

J'em/or

CAP INNER (I iGAS II)

I aycar

1·1'111/or l'N

2

1

PF 10512 00

COVER DISK (f lGAS II)

Taycar

3

1

Pf 1051100

OlJTER CAP (HGAS II)

Taycar

4

B

Pr 10519

CAP SPACER(! IGAS II)

swr

5

1

PF-10523-00

CAP INSULATOR (HGAS II)

swr

6

1

PF-10501-00

TOP DISK (HGAS !!)

swr

7

1

PE 10199-00

AC FAN 115V 8/8.5W 50/60Hz

B

8

PE-10200-00

RES 150 100W

NEWARK
BECTRONICS

02F2341

9

16

f'f:: 10201 00

RES BRACKEfS

NEWARK
ELECTRONICS

13Hl99

10

8

PM 50004 00

BIICS SCREWS 10 :32 X 3/tl"

MCMASTER

9294StA263

11

16

PM 5000500

PANHEAD SCREW Hl-32 X 3/8"
PANI IEAD W/LOCKWASHER

MCMASTER

93405A827

12

16

PM 50006-00

Pl Ill IP I iD SCREW 10 32 X 1/4"

MCMASTER

91772A825

13

4

PM 50007 00

Pl Ill IP I ID SCREW fi 32 X J/tl''

MCMASTER

U1772A14b

oo

ORIX

MU1238L-21B

VW3 00498

Page 1 of 1
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Creative Design Systenis

Bill o,f Material
Assemh(i1 Part No

Projet:t:

BA-10064-00

As.\'emh(1• Name

PROBE ASSEMBLY

HOM natc

11/07/2000

Item Ott•

<'DSPN

1>,•.,cri111io11

HGAS2

/llfr

/llfrl'N

CAROL

C4066-12-1 O

10

PE: 10204-00

CABLE 6 CONDUC f OR l JS 100' UNIT

2

10

PE-10208-00

CASIE 2 CONDUCTOR US 100' UNIT

3

1

PE:-10217-00

PANEL MOUNT LEAD GRN

LutvlEX

4

1

PE 1021800

SWITCH PANEi MOUNTING SPST

5

1

PE 1021900

MINIA TIJRE PUSI f BUT I ON SWI fCH

6

1

PF-10538 00

PROBE t \ANDl E LEFT

7

1

PF 10539-00

PROBE I lANDLE RIGI ff

8

1

PF 10540-00

PROBE SIDE Pl A TE I EF f

9

1

Pl 10541 00

PROBE SIDE Pl A TE HIGHT

10

1

PF 10542-00

PROBE FRAME

11

1

PF 10543-00

PROBE TRIGGER

12

1

PF-10544-00

PROBE TRIGGER PIN

13

1

PM 10087-00

14

1

PM- 10105-00

I 't'lulor
DIGIKEY

W124100ND

DIGIKEY

W120-100ND

SSI-LXR 4815GD

DIGIKEY

671164-ND

E-SWITCH

RP3502MA YEL

DIGIKEY

EG1!J36-ND

C&K

8121Sll2GE

DIGIKEY

CKN4011 ND

BELLOWS VAi VE

6L V-BNVBW4 C

ALB VALVE &

AIR VALVES

ET-3-12

FITTING
SUN SOURCE

Page 1 of 2

S11nday, Nm•emher I 1, UJ{)()

l'emlor Pl\'
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•
Project:

A.uemh(1• Part No

BA-10064-00

Asse111h(1• Name

PROBE ASSEMBLY

HGA52

I

BOM Date

Item

o,,,

11/07/2000

/)e.,·crintio11

Cl>S l'N

/llfr

MfrPN

J'c11dor

I 'nu/or PN

15

1

PM 1010600

AIR VAi VES TO l:ll-I I OWS VAi VE
FITliNG

11999

SIINSOlJRCE

16

1

f'M-10109-00

HOSE BARB

11752-1 PKG

SUN SOURCE

17

1

f'M-1011200

REINFORCED Sil !CONE Tlll:llNG- 25' =
300"

P 95621 01

COIEPARM!::k

18

1

PM10123-00

HEATED TRANSFER l lNE FOR
PROBE - 10' FOR 1/8""

LA110-ttr

SPECIAi TY VAi VE
&Fl

19,

1

PM 1013000

SlRAIGI If FITTIING

SEALCON

SMJ6AABK

20

10

PM 10131-00

,FT SlJPER Fl EX CO~JI.Jt JI I · lJNI I 100'

SEALCON

SM3642HY

21

1

PM 10132-00

NlfT

SEAL CON

NP:J6-BK

n

1

l'M 1013100

NEE:OI E: ASSEMl:ll Y

2:J

1

PM 10135-00

PIPE I lJRI:: CONNECJOk
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•
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•
Bill <~l Afaterial

01,,

Item

HGAS2

GCIIS LINK ASSEIIBL Y

Name

HOii/ l>ate

Project:

BA-10065-00

A.,.,rmh(I' />art No
AJ.w•mh(I'

Creative Design ,Syste111s

11/05/2000

/)escriotio11

Cl>S l'N

'
F!:J 10113 00

CDS 4 IN 4 OUT MODlJLE BOARD
FABRICATION

Mfr

MfrPN

CAROL

C4066-12-10

DIGIKEY

l'e11dor

2

1

PE-10204-00

CABI E 6CONDI JC TOR US HXJ' UNIT

3

2

PE 10205-00

TftRE:ADED SPACER 440 X 1/4"

4

3

PM 10087-00

BELLOWS VALVE

6L V-BNVBW4-C

ALB VALVE &
FITTlNG

5

1

PM 10091-00

REDUCING UNION 1/4" X 1/16'"

SS-400-6-1

ALB VALVE &

I 'e11tlor l'N

W124-100ND

FrlllNG
6

3

PM-1010500

AIR VALVES

ET-3-12

SUN SOURCE

7

3

PM-1010600

AIR VALVE:S TO BE:ll OWS VAi VE
FITTING

11999

SUN SOURCE

8

2

f'M 10107 00

SWIVEi

15002-6

SUN SOURCE

!:)

5

PM 10109 00

IIOSE BARB

11752-1-PKG

SUN SOURCE

1()

1

PM 1011200

REINFORCED SILICONE TIJ81NG- 25' =
300"

P-95621-01

COtE-PARMER

11

1

PM 1013000

STRAIGI fl FITTIING

SEALCON

SM36MBK

12

1

PM 10131-00

Fl SlJPER HEX CON[)lJtl - UNI! HXJ'

S1:ALCON

SM3642 tlY

13

I

PM-1013200

NU!

SEAL CON

NP36BK

I
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•

•

•
As.,emh/.1• /'art No

l'rojcct:

BA-10065-00

A~·semh(I' Name

GCIIS LINK ASSEIIBL Y

80/H l>alt'

11/05/2000

Item
14

CDS I'!\'

011•

1

PE 10219-00

/)t•.w:rintio11
MINIATI JRE PUSI f Bl fTTON SWITCI f

HGAS2

/I/Ii-

/ttlrl'N

C&K

8121SH2GE

I 'c11dor
DIGIKEY

Page 2 of 2
S11nd11y, l\'m•emher I 2, 2000

I ·l'/11/or l'N
CKN4011 MD

•

•

•

(1J

(2)

\

(3

CdS

Creative
Desiqn
Sysle111s

CONTROLLER ASSY ()

..,'t~

J -io;..
BA-10066-00

IDAAWN .....

JA

09104 ,OQ jCOSRC M MCI 1

•

•

•

Creative Design Syste111s

Bill <~{Material
I

A.n,•mh(1 1 !'art No

Proj,•ct:

BA-10066-00

As.\t'lllh(I' /\'ame

CONTROLLER ASS Ell BLY

80/\I Date

11/04/2000

Item Ot,•

COSPN

De.ffrintio11

FB-10110-00

CDS RCM MOTHER BOARD
FABRICATION

HGAS2

/llfr

/llfrPN

2

1

PA-10061-00

RCM2000 CORE MODl JI E

Z-WORIO
ENG

101-0404

J

1

f'f::-10206 ()()

IC DARI INGTON 8

Al IEGRO

UI N-2803

le11dor

Z-WORLD ENG
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•
Bill <~l Material
As.,·emh(I' Part No

Creative Design Syste111s
Project:

BA-10069-00

HGAS2

Assn11h~1' Name

FIRST DECK ASSY (5-BOTTLE MANIFOLD)

BO,\/ J>atc

11/05/2000

ltrm

('/).\' l'N

011·

/)esai11tio11

/llfr

/llfrl'N

I 't'lulor

P~.110090·00

REDUCING llN/ON 1/,1" X 1/8" WEI OED

ss 4006 2

Al B VAi VE &
HITING

2

1

l'M 100!.Jl 00

REDUCING UNION 1/,I" X 1/16°'

SS-40061

Al B VAi.Vi: &
HTllNG

3

5

PM10098-00

1/4" FEMAI E NlJI

SS-4-VCR 1

ALB VALVE &
FITTING

4

5

f'M 10100·00

1/4" NTP GI AND

61. V-4-VCR 3·41 B7P

Al B VAL VE: &

FITTING
AIR VAi VES

E f-3 12

SUN SOURCE

AIR VAi VES TO BE:II OWS VALVE
FlnJNG

11999

SUN SOURCE

PM1010700

SWIVEi I

15002-6

SUN SOURCE

1

PM 10108 00

"X" rill/NG

15002-4

SUNSOlJRCE

9

lb

PM1010900

HOSE BARB

11752-1-PKG

SUN SOURCE

10

J2

PM 11l112 00

REINFORCED Sil ICON!:: llJl:llNG· 25' =
300"

P-95621 01

COLE-PARMER

11

5

PM 10114·00

500 ml. SAMf'I E CANIS 11::1<

X2 500ML 4VCF-4 llJR2

MERlTl:R

12

1

PM 10115-00

5-CAN/SlER MAN/FOi fl

WM•BN4 8 4VCF-5

Mf.RJTF.R

5

8

PM 10105•00

fi

8

P~-1 10106

7

1

8

on
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CreatiJ,e Design Syste111s

Bill of' Material
I

•

A.,se111h(1• f'art No

Project:

BA-10070-00

HGAS2

A.nl'mh(I' Name

SAIIPLE DECK ASSY (8-BOTTLE MANIFOLD

BO/If Date

11/05/2000

11,,,,, Ot,•

l>e.,crioti1111

(1>S Pi\'

/lf{r

/tlfrPN

l'emlor

fl

f'M HlWH 00

1/4" I UvtAI E Nl/1

SS-4-VCR-1

ALB VAi VE &
FITTING

2

8

f'M-10100 00

1/4" NlP GI AND

6LV-4-VCR 34TB7P

ALB VALVE &
FITTING

3

B

PM-1010500

AIR VALVES

ET-3-12

SUN SOURCE

4

B

PM-1010600

AIR VAi VES 10 BEi I OWS VAi VE
FITTING

11999

SUN SOURCE

5

1

PM 10107

C'\A/1\H-1 T
VVVIVCL I

15002-6

SUN SOURCE

6

1

PM 10108 00

"X" FITTING

15002-4

SUN SOURCE

7

Hi

PM-1010900

HOSE BARB

11752-1-PKG

SUN SOURCE

8

:l)

f'MHl112flfl

REINFORCE[) Sil lCONf: rt IBING 25· =
300"

P-95621 01

COi EPARMER

~

H

f'M 10114 00

500 ml SAMl'I E: CANIS I I fl

X2-500MI -4VCF-4 11 JR2

MERITER

1()

1

l•~.11011fi

8 CANIS I ER MANI! < JI IJ

WM-BN4 8 4VCF 8

MERJIER

no

oo
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Cd S
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0y,;lc111,,

BASE MANIFOLD (HG2)

~ BA-10071-00
-~-l
IDAAWN

,1i1111

I

_ A

loATE 09/04Kl0lft>.!;1w,11,,,.Acu

•

•

•
Bill <~l AJaterial

CreatiJ,e Design Systen,s
Project:

BA-10071-00

Anemh(I' Part !\'o
Assemh(1• J\'11me

BASE MANIFOLD HGAS II

80/11 Dat,·

11/05/2000

Item

o,,,

<DS l'N

/)e.,n-i11tio11

F'f - 1()528-00

WASHER 1 IIGAS II

HGAS2

Mfr

!lllrl'N

l'ell{/or

2

1

f'f -10530 00

WASI IER 2 HGAS II

:J

2

l'M10088IJ0

VAClllJM ISOI AIION VAi VE: (1/2"
BELLOWS)

SS8BK-V19VP 1C

Al. B VALVE &
FITTJNG

4

2

l'M-10089-00

1/2" MAI E VCR T'S

SS-8-VCR-l

ALB VALVE &
FnTING

~

2

I'M- 1ll091 00

112'' M/M Bl JLKI iEAJ) CONM:C TOR

SS-8-VCR-61P

Al B VAi VE &
FITTING

fi

1

f '"- 1 1009·1 I)()

1(2" f-EMAI E: Nl/J

SS-8VCR-1

ALB VALVI: &
FnTING

7

2

f'M 1010500

AIR VAi VES

Ef-3-12

SUN SOURCE

8

2

f 'M-10106-00

AIR VAi VES
FITTING

11999

SUN SOURCE

9

;;

l'M10101-00

SWIVEi f

15002-6

SUN SOURCE

10

4

f'M 10109 00

HOSE: BARB

11752-1-PKG

SUN SOURCE

11

1

l'M1011300

275 MINI CO~M:C 11-« )N

275529 EU

12

1

f'M 10117-00

BARA TRON GAlJGI:

13

1

PM 1011900

KF-40 l O 1/2"

ro BEi I OWS VAi VE

GRANVIi i E

PHllllPS

rvcf<

AOAPTl:R

627-B-13l-BC1B S
SPPPRl:SS1677

MKS

Pf142-444-X

SCIENTIFIC SAi ES
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Cft:ctlive
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fH:GUl AfOH MANIFOLD ASSY (HGli

:'l~

j

1mAWN u'"'

BA-100 72-00 _
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Creatil'e Design Syste111s

Bill o_f'Material
I

A.,.\l!t11h(1' Part No

Project:

BA-10072-00

A.,·.,·emh(I' l\'ame

REGULATOR MANIFOLD HGAS II

BOM Date

11/05/2000

Item

o,,,

Cl>S l'N

l>e.,cri11ti1111

HGAS2

Mfr

/I/fr /'N

l'e111/11r

PM 10088 00

VAClJllM IS0I A I ION VAi VE: (112"
BEi LOWS)

SS-BBK V19VP 1C

Al B VALVE &
FITTING

2

1

I 'I'd 10097 00

1/4" M'M BUI KIIE:AJl LONNl:CTUR

SS4-VCR-61P

ALB VALVE: &
FITTING

3

1

PM-10105-00

AIR VALVES

ET 3-12

SUN SOURCE

4

1

f'M 10106 00

AIR VALVES 10 BE:I I OWS VALVE
FITTING

11999

SlJNSOURCE

5

1

PM-1010700

SWIVE:L l

15002-6

SUN SOURCE

G

J

f'M-10109 00

HOSE: BAJ~B

11752-1 PKG

SUN SOURCE

7

1

F'M-10124-00

ELECTRONIC PRESSURE REGUI ATOR

ERJOOOSl-1

TESCOM

8

1

1'~11013300

f-EMAJ E BRANCI t l lcE:

SS-400-3- TTF

Al B VAL VE &
FITTING

9

1

f'f- 10219 ()()

MINIA II IRf f 'lJSI I Bl II f ON SWI I CH

8121SH2GE

DIGIKEY

C&K
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Bill ,~f Material
A.n·emh(r /'art l\'o

Creatit e Design Syste111s
1

Project:

BA-10073-00

A.uemh~I' /\'am,·

DOOR ASSEMBLY HGAS II

HOM J>at,·

11/04/2000

ft,,,,,

o,,.

Cl>SPN

l>e.\l'ri11ti1111

HGAS2

/llfr

MfrPN

J'efltlor

2

Pf 1050500

DOOR SEGME:Nl (I IGAS II)

SWl

2

2

I 'I 10506-00

DOOR SIOE RAIi (1 IGAS II)

SWT

3

1

r>F 10507 no

DOOR TUBE (I IGAS 11)

SWT

,1

2

P~ -10508

DOOR FAS TNER (I K,AS 11)

swr

5

1

l'F 10509-00

DOOR FRON! Pl A rE (I K,AS II)

laycar

6

1

f'f -1051000

DOOR REAR Pl A IE:: (I !GAS II)

faycar

7

4

PM 5001000

SCREW 8-32 X J/8" H lllll SOCKET SS

McMaster-Carr

8

()

f'M 10127-00

POLYSTYRENE Fil I

y

14•1

PM-10137-00

IXXJR TRIM

10

;,

l'I Hl~22 00

OOOR SCREW (I !GAS II)

on

SWT
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I 'em/or PN
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•
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6.484
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5.000
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3) 1/4 SS PIPE

.

1

1/4 MALE NUT SS-4-VCR 4

r --11 .-~·. -- ~-.
co
,.__
~
N

I
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2)

1/4 NTP GLAND
6LV-4-VCR-34-TB7P
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Cd S
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Desinn
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•
Bill o.f'Material

Creative Design Systenis

I

A.\.\°emh(v Part No

Project:

BA-10074-00

Asse111h(1• Name

TESCOII TUBE ASSEMBLY

80/lf l>atc

11/06/2000

Item 01,,

f'f)S l'N
f'M 10099-00

l>escrir1ti1111

HGAS2

Mfr

1/4" MAI I:: NlJI

MfrPN
SS4-VCR4

l't'lulor
Al B VALVE &

FfTTlNG
'2

1

Pfd 10100 00

1/4" Nl P GLAND

6L V-4-VCR-3-41 B7P

ALB VALVE &

FnTING
:i

1

f'M 50011-00

1/4" SS PIPE

I
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S11111/1{J',

Nm·,•mher 11, 1000

I ·e11t!11r l'N
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•
Bill

,~f' Material

A.,semh(1• Part No

Creative Design Syste111s
Project:

BA-10075-00

Assemh(1• Name

HOST CABLE ASSEIIBL Y

80/11 !>ate

11/08/2000

CJ>S l'N

Item Otl'

l>escrintio11

HGAS2

Mfr

/llfrPN

J'em/or

I 'e11tlm· PN

PE 10080-00

CONNECTOR, IDC, 089F

3M

8309-6003

DIGIKf:Y

Mf-L09K-ND

2

15

PE-10067-00

CABLE, RIBBON, 10 CONDlJCTOR,
28AWG 300" UNIT

3M

3365

DIGIKEY

MC10G-25-ND

3

1

PE::-10216-00

SOCKE, CONNECTOR 10P IOC

3M

34736600

DIGIKEY

MKC10KND
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•
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•
Bill ,~f' Material
A!i.,·emh(1• Part No

Creatii e Design Systen,s
1

Project:

BA-10076-00

A!isl'111h~1• Name

AUXILLIARY CABLE ASSEMBLY

HO/I/ Dat1•

11/08/2000

Item

CDS l'N

()ti'

l>escri11tio11

HGAS2

Mfr

/llf'rPN

1·e111lor

1·e111lor PN

PE: 10068-00

CONNE:CTOR. IDC. I JH9M

3M

8986098003

DIGIKEY

MMI09GND

2

15

PE 10067-00

CABLE. RIBBON. 10 CONOIJClOR,
28AWG 300" UNIT

3M

3365

DIGIKEY

MC10G 25 ND

]

1

f'f'-111216-0()

SOCKET CONNEClOI~ 10P IDC

3M

34736600

DIGIKEY

MKC10K ND
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CreatiJ,e Design Syste111s

Bill o_f Material
I

A.\·semhly Part No

Project:

BA-10077-00

Assemh(11 Name

DUCT ASSY (IN) HGAS II

HOM I>ate

11/10/2000

Item

o,,,

Cl>SPN

l>t•.ffri11tio11

PF-10531-00

DUCT ftGASII

HGAS2

Mfr

Mfrl'N

J'nulor

I 'e111/or l'N

HGAS II

2

1

PF-10532-00

DUCT COVER

3

1

PF -10536-00

DUCT BRACKEl

4

16

PM50014 00

,SPACER 4-40 X 1/4" MF

DIGIKEY

.J210ND

5

16

PM 50015 00

NlH 4 40 W/CONCIAI WSflf'R

MCMASTER-CARR

9S170A351l

6

4

f H 10111

nn

COS 8 IN MODl JI E: H1 JARD
FABRICATION

7

16

PM 5()016-00

SCREW 4-40 X 1/4" Pl t Pf t

MCMASTER CARR

94070A106
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Bill,~{ Material
As.,e111h(1• !'art /\'o

Creatit 1e Design Syste111s

BA-10078-00

l'rojat:

As.H•mh(1• Name

DUCT ASSY (OUT) HGAS II

HOM Date

11/10/2000

Item

O>S l'N

011•

De.ffri11tio11

PF -10531-00

DUCT IIGASII

HGAS2

Mfr

MfrPN

I 'em/or

1·n11/or Pl\'

2

1

PF -10532-00

Dl JCT COVER HGAS II

3

I

l 1 F - 10536-00

DUCT BRACKET

4

16

PM 50014-00

SPACER 4-40 X 1/4" MF

DIGIKEY

J210 ND

5

Hi

f'M 5001500

NUT 4-40 W/CONCIAI WSI 11::R

MCMASTER CARR

951/0A350

6

4

FB 10112-00

CDS B OlJT MOOUI I:: BOARD
FABRICATION

7

Hi

PM 50016-00

SCREW 4-40 X 1/4" f'I I Pl l

MCMASTER-CARR

94070A106
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Bill o_f Material

Creative Design Systenis

I

A.n·emh/y Part No

BA-10079-00

Project:

Asse111h(11 Name

VACUUM PUIIP CONTROL ASSY

BO/If J>at,·

11/11/2000

Item

2

o,,,

COS l'N

l>1•scri11tion

6

F'E:-10208-00

CABLE 2-CONDUC !OR US 100' UNIT

1

PE-10220-00

SINGLE RECEPTACLE 20A 125V

HGAS2

!lffr

Mfr PN

0

J l'l1tlor
DIGIKEY

PASS&

5351-W

SEYMOUR
31

1

PE 10221-00

4

1

PE10222-00

'CORD 20A 115V 6'

5

1

F'E-10223-00

CABLE CLAMP 1/2"

6

1

Pf:1022400

GRavET

7

1

PM 10138-00

8

1

PM 10139-00

RELAY SS 25A 120V

CRYDOM

A12JL25

FS BOX 2-1/2" X 4 1/2" X 2 1/4"

CARLON

E9800FN

RECEPTICAL PLATE: VVlllTE

LEVITON

630-88004

Page 1 of 1
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•
Bill o_f Material
A.,;.r.emh(1 1 Part No

Creative Design Systen,s
Project:

BA-10065-00

A!.-semh(1 Name

GCIIS LINK ASSEMBLY

80/\1 na1,,

11/05/2000

1

Item Otv

Descrintio11

CDSPN
FB-10113-00

HGAS2

Mfr

MfrPN

CAROL

C4066-12-10

DIGIKEY

ALB VALVE &
HrTING

J'e11dor

. CDS 4 IN 4 OUT MODULE BOARD
FABRICATION

2

1

PE- 10204-00

CABLE 6--CONDUC TOR US 100' UNIT

3

2

PE-1020500

THREADED SPACER 4-40 X 1/4"

4

3

PM-10087-00

BELLOWS VAi VE

6LV-BNVBW4-C

ruA

r-1v1- llJ\J;::, 1-uu

REDUCING UNION 1/4" X 1/16''

...:,...:,-Atuu-u-1

ALB VALVE &
FITTING

5

1000-1 n n

l'emlor PN

CC"

Al'\I\ C.

•

W 124-100-ND

6

3

f'M-10105 00

AIR VALVES

ET-3-12

SUN SOURCE

7

3

PM-10106-00

AIR VALVES TO BELLOWS VALVE
FITTING

11999

SUN SOURCE

8

2

PM10107-00

SWIVEL T

15002-6

SUN SOURCE

9

5

PM-10109-00

HOSE BARB

11752-1-PKG

SUN SOURCE

10

1

PM-10112-00

REINFORCED SILICONE flJBING 25' =
300"

P-95621-01

COLE-PARMER

11

1

PM 10130-00

STRAIGHT FlrTIING

SEALCON

SM36AA-BK

12

1

PM 10131-00

FT SUPER FLEX CONDUIT - LJNlf 10(1

SEALCON

SM3642-IIY

13

1

f'M 10132 00

WT

SEALCON

NP36BK
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•

•
Bill ,~f Jifaterial
A.Isemhly Part No

Creative Desigll Systen,s
Project:

BA-10066-00

Assembly Name

CONTROLLER ASSEIIBL Y

BOM Date

11/04/2000

ltl'm

o,,,

CDSl'N

De.\·crintio11

F B·1011000

CDS RCM MOTI tER BOAHD
FABRICATION

HGAS2

Mfr

/llfrl'N

2

1

F'A-10061 ·00

RCM2000 CORE MOl ll JI E

Z-WORLD
ENG

101-0404

3

1

PE-10206·00

IC DARLINGTON 8

ALIEGRO

Ul N-2803

J'emlor

Z-WORLDENG

Page 1 of 1
S1111day, Nm·emher 12, lfJOO

l'l'lulor l'N

•

HGAS II BO."M Part .Vumbers and Documents
_QJx

Used In

MAIN ASSY HGASII

BA-10059--00

2

BA-10061-00

BASE UNIT ASSY

BA-10060-00

3

BA-10062-00

DECKASSY

BA-10060--00

4

BA-10063-00

CAPASSY

BA-10060--00

5

BA-10064-00

SAMPLE PROBE ASSY

BA-10059-00

6

BA-10065-00

GCMS LINK ASSY

BA-10059-00

7

BA-10066-00

CONTROLLER ASSY

BA-10061-00

8

BA-10069-00

5-BOTTLE MANIFOLD

BA-10062-00

BA-1 0070-00

8--BOTTLE MANIFOLD

BA-10062-00

BA-10071-00

BASE MANIFOLD

BA-10061-00

9

3

11

BA-10072-00

REGULATOR MANIFOLD

BA-10061-00

BA-10073-00

DOOR ASSY HGASII

BA-10060-00

13

BA-10074-00

TESCOM TUBE ASSEMBLY

BA-10062-00

14

BA-10075-00

HOST CABLE ASSEMBLY

BA-10061-00

15

BA-10076-00

AUXIWARY HOST CABLE ASSEMBLY

BA-10061-00

16

BA-10077-00

DUCT ASSY (IN) HGAS II

BA-10062-00

17

BA-10078-00

DUCT ASSY (OlrT) HGAS II

BA-10062-00

18

BA-10079-00

VACUUM PUMP CONTROL ASSY

BA-10059-00

12

8

19

FB-10110-00

CDS RCM M01HER BOARD FABRICATION

BA-10066-00

20

4

FB-10111-00

COS 8 IN MODULE BOARD FABRICATION

BA-10077-00

21

4

FB-1 0112-00

CDS 8 OUT MODULE BOARD FABRICATION

BA-10078-00

22

FB-10113-00

CDS 4 IN 4 OUT MODULE BOARD FABRICATION

BA-1 0065-00

23

FB-10115-00

CDS ADC (16-BIT) MODULE

BA-10061-00

24

PA-10061-00

RCM200l CORE MODULE

BA-10066-00

25

15

PE-10067--00

CABLE, RIBBON, 10 CONDUCTOR. 28AWG 300" UNIT

BA-10075-00

26

15

PE-10067--00

CABLE. RIBBON, 10 CONDUCTOR. 28AWG 300'' UNIT

BA-10076-00

27

PE-1 0068-00

CONNECTOR. IOC, D89M

BA-1 0076-00

28

PE-10080-00

CONNECTOR. IOC, DB9F

BA-10075-00

PE-10191-00

20 AMP SOLID STATE RELAY

PE-10192--00

POWER SUPPLY- ASTEC 5/12/15

29

2

30

BA-10061-00

voe

BA-1 0061-00

PE-10196-00

TEMPERATlRE CONTROLLER

BA-10061-00

32

PE-10197-00

DISPLAY (FOR AMBIEm TEMPERATURE)

BA-1 0061-00

33

PE-10198--00

POWER SUPPLY '2A voe

BA-10061-00

34

PE-10199--00

AC FAN 115V 8/8.5W 50/60Hz

BA-10063-00

31

•

Description

BA-1 0060-00

10

•

Pan .Vumher

3

35

8

PE-10200-00

RES 150100W

BA-1 0063-00

36

16

PE-10201--00

RES BRACKETS

BA-10063-00

Sunday, November 12, 2000
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Used In

PE-10202-00

POWER ENTRY MODUl.E

BA-1 0061-00

38

PE-10203-00

KEYPAOIDISPlAY TERMINAL

BA-10061-00

10

40
41

2

42

PE-10204-00

CABLE 6-CONDUCTOR US 100' UNIT

BA-10064-00

PE-10204-00

CABLE 6-CONDUCTOR US 100' UNIT

BA-1 0065-00

PE-10205--00

THREADED SPACER 4-4-0 X 1/4"

BA-10065-00

PE-1 0206--00

IC DARLINGTON 8

BA-10066-00

43

10

PE-10208-00

CABLE 2-CONDUCTOR US 100' UNIT

BA-10064-00

44

6

PE-10208-00

CABLE 2-CONDUCTOR US 100' UNIT

BA-1 0079-00

45

PE-10216-00

SOCKET COl'N=CTOR 1CP IDC

BA-10075-00

46

PE-10216-00

SOCKET COl'N=CTOR 1CP IDC

BA-10076-00

47

PE-10217-00

PANEL MOUNT LEAD GR:N

BA-1 0064-00

48

PE-10218-00

S'NITCH PANEL MOUNTlNG SPST

BA-10064-00

49

3

PE-10219-00

MlNIATLR: PUSH BUTTON SNITCH

BA-1 0061-00

50

32

PE-10219-00

MINIATI.R: PUSH BUTTON SNITCH

BA-1 0062-00

51

PE-10219-00

MINIATLR: PUSH BUTTON SNITCH

BA-10064-00

52

PE-10219-00

MINIA1URE PUSH BUTTON SNITCH

BA-1 0065-00

53

PE-10219-00

MINIATI.R: PUSH BUTTON SNITCH

BA-10072-00

54

PE-1022~

SINGLE RECEPTACLE 20A 125\/

BA-10079-00

55

PE-10221-00

~ELA Y SS 25A 120V

BA-10079-00

56

PE-10222-00

CORD 20A 115V 6'

BA-10079-00

57

PE-10223-00

CABLE CLAMP 1/?

BA-10079-00

58

PE-10224-00

GRO.ET

BA-1 0079-00

PE-10402-00

FANACSOCFM

BA-10061-00

PF-10500-00

VALVE DISK (HGAS II)

BA-10062-00

61

PF-10501-00

TOP DISK (HGAS Ill

BA-1 0063-00

62

PF-10502-00

BOTTOM DISK (HGAS II)

BA-10062-00

59
60

4

53

32

PF-10503-00

BRACKET (HGAS II)

BA-10062-00

64

8

PF-10504-00

CAP BRACKET (HGAS II)

BA-1 0062-00

65

2

PF-10505-00

DOOR SEGMENT (HGAS II)

BA-1 0073-00

2

PF-10506-00

[X)()R SIDE RAIL (HGAS II)

BA-10073-00

PF-10507-00

DOOR TUBE (HGAS II)

BA-10073-00

66
67
68

•

Description

37

39

•

Pan .\'umber

PF-10508-00

DOOR FASTNER (HGAS II)

BA-10073-00

69

2

PF-10509-00

DOOR FRONT PlATE (1-+GAS Ill

BA-10073-00

70

PF-10510-00

DOOR REAR PlATE (HGAS Ill

BA-10073-00

71

PF-10511-00

CAP INNER (HGAS II\

BA-1 0063-00

72

PF-10512-00

COVER DISK (HGAS II\

BA-1 0063-00

73

PF-10513-00

OUTER CAP (HGAS II)

BA-1 0063-00

74

PF-1 0S-14-00

BASE (HGAS Ill

BA-1 0061 -00

75

PF-10516-00

TESCOM BRACKET(HGAS 11)

BA-10061-00

Sunday, November12,2000
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Used In

PF-10518-00

BARATRON CLAMP(HG,~ II)

BA-10061-00

PF-10519-00

CAP SPACER(HGAS II)

BA-10063-00

PF-10520-00

TVS BRACKET (HGAS II)

BA-10061-00

79

2

PF-10521-00

GSV BRACKET (HGAS II)

BA-10061-00

80

2

PF-10522-00

DOOR SCREW (HGAS II)

BA-10073-00

PF-1 0523-00

CAP INSULATOR (HGAS II)

BA-10063-00

78

81
82

58

PF-10524--00

BLM>ERHGASII

BA-10062-00

83

PF-10527-00

TUBE, CAP CABLE HGAS II

BA-10062-00

84

PF-10528-00

WASHER 1 HGAS II

BA-10071-00

85

PF-10530-00

WASHER 2 HGAS II

BA-10071-00

86

PF-10531-00

DUCT HGASII

BA-10077-00

87

PF-10531-00

DUCT HGAS II

BA-10078-00

88

PF-10532-00

DUCT COVER HGAS II

BA-10077 -00

89

PF-10532-00

DUCT COVER HGAS II

BA-10078-00

90

PF-10536--00

DUCTBRAO<ET

BA-10077-00

91

PF-10536--00

DUCT BRAO<ET

BA-10078-00

92

PF-10538-00

PROBE 1-WOl..E LEFT

BA-10064-00

93

PF-10539-00

PROBE 1-WOl..E RIGHT

BA-10064-00

94

PF-10540-00

PROBE SIDE PLATE LEFT

BA-10064-00

95

PF-10541-00

PROBE SIDE PLATE RIGHT

BA-10064-00

96

PF-10542-00

PROBEFRME

BA-10064-00

'!7

PF-10543-00

PROBE TRIGGER

BA-10064-00

98

PF-10544-00

DR08E TRIGGER P1N

BA-1 0064-00

99

PF-10545-00

BASE PlATE HGAS 11

BA-10061-00

·oo

PM-1 0087-00

BELLOWS VALVE

BA-1 0064-00

'.01

3

PM-10087-00

BELLOWS VALVE

BA-1 0065-00

·02

2

PM-1 0088-00

VACUUM ISOLATION VALVE (1/2" BELLOWS)

BA-10071-00

PM-10088-00

VACUUM ISOLATION VALVE (1/2" BELLOWS)

2

PM-10089-00

1/2" MALE VCR

103

104

rs

BA-1 0072-00
BA-10071-00

,05

PM-10090-00

REDUCING UNION 1/4" X 1/8" 'NELDED

BA-1 0069-00

106

PM-10091-00

REDUCING UNION 1/4" )( 1/16"

BA-10065-00

PM-10091-00

REDUCING UNION 1/4" )( 1/16"

BA-10069-00

PM-10093-00

1rz• M/M BULKHEAD CONNECTOR

BA-10071-00

109

PM-1 0094--00

1/'Z' FEMALE NUT

BA-10071-00

110

PM-10097-00

1/4" M/M BULKHEAD CONNECTOR

BA-1 0072-00

107
108

2

111

5

PM-10098-00

1/4" FEMALE NUT

BA-10069-00

• 12

8

PM-10098-00

1/4" FEMALE NUT

BA-10070-00

PM-10099-00

1/4" MALE NUT

BA-10074-00

PM-101 00-00

1/4" NTP GLAND

BA-10069-00

• 13
'14

•

Description

8

77

•

Pan .'!\'umber

5

Sunday,November12,2000
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1/4" NTP GLAND

BA-10070-00

116

PM-10100-00

1/4" NTP GLAND

BA-10074-00

~i7

PM-10105-00

AIR VALVES

BA-10064-00

118

3

PM-10105-00

AIR VALVES

BA-10065-00

119

8

PM-10105-00

AIR VALVES

BA-10069-00

120

8

PM-10105-00

AIR VALVES

BA-10070-00

121

2

PM-10105-00

AIR VALVES

BA-10071~

PM-10105-00

AIR VALVES

BA-10072-00

123

PM-10106-00

AIR VALVES TO BELLOWS VALVE FITTING

BA-10064-00

124

3

PM-10106-00

AIR VALVES TO BELLOWS VALVE FITTING

BA-10065-00

125

8

PM-10106-00

AIR VALVES TO BELLOV,'S VALVE FITTING

BA-10069-00

126

8

PM-10106-00

AIR VALVES TO BELLOV,'S VALVE FITTING

BA-10070-00

127

2

PM-10106-00

AIR VALVES TO BELLOVl'S VALVE FITTING

BA-10071-00

PM-10106-00

AIR VALVES TO BELLOVl'S VALVE FITTING

BA-10072-00

PM-10107~

SWIVEL T

BA-10065-00

PM-10107~

SWIVEL T

BA-10069-00

131

PM-10107~

SWIVEL T

BA-10070-00

132

PM-10107~

SWIVEL T

BA-10071-00

133

PM-10107-00

SWIVEL T

BA-10072-00

134

PM-10108-00

"X" FITTING

BA-10069-00

128
129

2

130

2

135

PM-1010~

"X" FITTING

BA-10070-00

136

PM-1010~

HOSE BARB

BA-10064-00

137

5

PM-1010~

HOSE BARB

BA-10065-00

138

16

PM-1010~

HOSE BARB

BA-1 0069-00

139

16

PM-1010~

HOSE BARB

BA-1 0070-00

'.40

4

PM-10109-00

HOSE BARB

BA-10071-00

'41

3

142

BA-10072-00

PM-1 0109-00

HOSE BARB

PM-10112~

REINFORCED SILICONE -ruBING- 25'

=300"

BA-10064-00

PM-10112-00

REINFORCED SILICONE -rus1NG- 25' = 300"

BA-10065-00

144

32

PM-10112-00

BA-10069-00

145

32

PM-10112-00

=300"
REINFORCED SILICONE -rus1NG- 25' =300"

143

REINFORCED SILICONE -rus1NG- 25'

BA-10070-00

PM-1011~

275 MINI CONVECTRON

BA-10071-00

147

5

PM-1 0114-00

500 ml SAMPLE CANISTER

BA-1 0069-00

148

8

PM-1011~

500 ml SAMPLE CANISTER

BA-10070-00

146

•

Used In

Description

PM-10100-00

8

122

•

Pan .Vumber

149

PM-10115-00

$.CANISTER MANIFOLD

BA-1 0069-00

150

PM-10116-00

&-CANISTER MANIFOLD

BA-1 0070-00

151

PM-10117-00

BARATRON GAUGE

BA-10071-00

152

PM-10119-00

KF-40 TO 1/'Z' FVCR AO.APTER

BA-10071-00

153

PM-10123-00

HEATED TRANSFER LINE FOR PROBE- iO' FOR 1/8"

BA-10064-00

Sunday,November12,2000
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154

Used In

ELECTRONIC PRESSURE R:EGULATOR

PM-10126-00

CAP 112" VCR

BA-10062-00

PM-10127-00

POLYSTYRENE FILL

BA-10073--00

PM-10128--00

SNAPTRACK9"

BA-10061-00

PM-10129-00

BUU<HEAO FlTTlNG

BA-10061-00

159

PM-10130-00

STRAIGHT FTTTllNG

BA-10064-00

160

PM-10130-00

STRAIGHT FTTTllNG

BA-10065--00

~56

0

157
158

2

BA-10072-00

PM-10131-00

FT SlffR FLEX COfO.JIT - UNIT 100

BA-10064-00

162

PM-10131-00

FT Sl.FER FLEX COf\OUIT • UNIT 100

BA-10065-00

163

PM-10132-00

fllJT

BA-10064-00

164

PM-10132--00

fllJT

BA-10065-00

161

10

165

PM-10133-00

FEMALE BRANCH TEE

BA-10072-00

166

PM-10134-00

NEEDLE ASSEM8I..Y

BA-10064-00

167

PM-10135-00

PIPE l.l..R: c:o,,.J,ECTOR

BA-10064-00

168

PM-10136-00

FAN

PM-10137-00

OOOR1'RJM

BA-10073-00

170

PM-10138-00

FS BOX 2-1/2" X 4-1/2" X 2-1/4"

BA-10079-00

171

PM-10139-00

RECEPTlCAL Pl.ATE 'M-ffTE

BA-1 0079-00

',69

144

GUARD

BA-10061-00

172

8

PM-50004-00

BHCS SCREWS 1(}.32 X 3/8"

BA-10063-00

173

144

PM-50005-00

PANHEAO SCREW 1(}.32 X: 3/8" PANHEAO W/LOC'r<M/

BA-10062-00

174

16

PM-50005-00

PANHEAO SCREW 1(}.32 X: 3/8" PANHEAO W/LOC'r<M/

BA-1 0063-00

175

8

PM-50006--00

PHILIP f-0 SCREW 1(}.32 X 1/4"

BA-10062-00

176

16

PM-50006-00

PHILIP HO SCREW 1(}.32 X 1/4"

BA-1 0063-00

177

4

PM-50007-00

PHILIP HD SCREW 6-32 X 3/8"

BA-1 0063-00

178

4

PM-50010-00

SCREW 8-32 X 3/8" FL71-10 SOCKET SS

BA-10073-00

PM-50011--00

1/4" SS PIPE

BA-10074-00

179

·so

'6

PM-50014-00
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